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(RPD) User FCC Regulation Information

User Information

FCC Requirements

i

Part 68 of the Federal Communications Commission regulations require we provide you, the user, 
the following information relating to the use of the MRC-1600 DAVR or similar apparatus:

The MRC-1600 DAVR RPD complies with Part 68 of the FCC Rules. On the label supplied on 
the rear of this unit is the FCC Registration Number and Ringer Equivalence Number (REN). 
You must, upon request, provide ±is information to your telephone company.

Your telephone company may make changes in it’s facilities, equipment, operations or procedures 
that could effect the proper functioning of your equipment. If they do, you will be notified in 
advance to give you an opportunity to maintain un-interrupted telephone service.

This equipment may not be used on coin service provided by the telephone company. Connection 
to party lines is subject to state tariffs.
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If you should experience trouble with the MRC-1600 DAVR RPD, contact us at the location 
shown on the label bearing the FCC Registration Number for information on obtaining service or 
repairs. The phone company may ask that you disconnect this equipment from the network until 
the problem has been corrected or until you are sure that the equipment is not malfunctioning. 
(There are essentially no user serviceable repairs which may be effected within the MRC-1600 
DAVR RPD.)

The REN is useful to determine the quantity of devices you may connect to your telephone line 
and still have all those devices ring when your telephone number is called. In most, but not all 
areas, the sum of the REN’s of all devices connected to one line should not exceed five (5.0). To 
be certain of the number of devices you may connect to your line, as determined by the REN, you 
should contact your local phone company to determine the maximum REN for your calling area.



WARNING

J
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This equipment complies with the requirements in Part 15 of FCC Rules for a Class A 
computing device. Operation of this equipment in a residential area may cause unacceptable 
interference to radio and TV reception requiring the operator to take whatever steps are 
necessary to correct the interference.



WARRANTY

i.

iii

All equipment designed and manufactured by Moseley Associates, Inc. is warranted against defects 
in workmanship and material that develop under normal use within a period of (2) years from the date of 
original shipment, and is also warranted to meet any specifications represented in writing by Moseley 
Associates, Inc., so long as the purchaser is not in default under his contract of purchase and subject to the 
following additional conditions and limitations:

The sole-responsibility of Moseley Associates. Inc. for any equipment not conforming to this 
Warranty shall be. at its option:
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A. to repair or replace such equipment or otherwise cause it to meet the represented specifications 
either at the purchasers installation or upon the return thereof f.o.b. Santa Barbara. California, as 
directed by Moseley Associates, Inc.; or

4. NO OTHER WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED. SHALL BE APPLICABLE TO ANY 
EQUIPMENT SOLD BY MOSELEY ASSOCIATES, INC. AND NO REPRESENTATIVE OR OTHER 
PERSON IS AUTHORIZED BY MOSELEY ASSOCIATES, INC. TO ASSUME FOR IT ANY LIABILITY 
OR OBLIGATION WITH RESPECT TO THE CONDITION OR PERFORMANCE OF ANY EQUIPMENT 
SOLD BY IT, EXCEPT AS PROVIDED IN THIS WARRANTY. THIS WARRANTY PROVIDES FOR THE 
SOLE RIGHT AND REMEDY OF THE PURCHASER AND MOSELEY ASSOCIATES, INC. SHALL IN 
NO EVENT HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR FOR LOSS, DAMAGE OR 
EXPENSE DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY ARISING FROM THE USE OF EQUIPMENT PURCHASED 
FROM MOSELEY ASSOCIATES INC.

2. In case of any equipment thought to be defective, the purchaser shall promptly notify Moseley 
Associates, Inc., in writing, giving full particulars as to the defects. Upon receipt of such notice. Moseley 
Associates, Inc. will give instructions respecting the shipment of the equipment, or such other manner as it 
elects to service this Warranty as above provided.

3. This Warranty extends only to the original purchaser and is not assignable or transferable, does 
not extend to any shipment which has been subjected to abuse, misuse, physical damage, alteration, operation 
under improper conditions or improper installation, use or maintenance, and does not extend to equipment or 
parts not manufactured by Moseley Associates. Inc. and such equipment and parts are subject to only 
adjustments as are available from the manufacturer thereof.

B. to accept the return thereof f.o.b. Santa Barbara, California, credit the purchaser’s account for 
the unpaid portion, if any, of the purchase price, and refund to the purchaser, without interest, any 
portion of the purchase price theretofore paid; or

C. to demonstrate that the equipment has no defect in workmanship or material and that it meets 
the represented specification, in which event all expenses reasonably incurred by Moseley Associ
ates, Inc., in so demonstrating, including but not limited to costs of travel to and from the purchaser's 
installation, and subsistence, shall be paid by purchaser to Moseley Associates, Inc.
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GLOSSARY

Analog to digitalA/D

Complementary metal-oxide semiconductorCMOS

Central processing unitCPU

Dial-access, voice responseDAVR

DTMF Dual-tone multi-frequency

EPROM Erasable, programmable, read-only memory

Electrically-erasable, programmable, read-only memoryEEPROM

FSK Frequency shift keying

IC Integrated circuit

LED Light-emitting diode

Modem MOdulator/DEModulator

NC Normally closed (contact)

NO Normally open (contact)

PSTN Public Switched Telephone Network

RAM Random-access memory

ROM Read-only memory

SCA Subsidiary Communications Authority

Status

Telco

Telemetry

THD Total harmonic distortion

TTL Transistor-transistor logic

)
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Telephone Company, refers normally to a Series 3002 basic-conditioned data 
circuit or equivalent.

On/Off (Go/No-Go) input to the Remote .Terminal representing an occurrence of 
interest, such as doors opening, transmitter overloads, fire, etc. External interfacing 
is normally required, providing a contact closure (or an opening) to the MRC-1600.

Varying analog voltage input representing a metering function not normally input 
directly, i.e. 3.0 Vdc may represent a plate voltage of 7500 volts in a transmitter. 
External interfacing may be required.



Section One

System Characteristics

1.1 Introduction

1.2 System Specifications

Type of System

Failsafe Complies with current FCC requirements.

Control Failsafe

Telemetry/Metering Failsafe

Failsafe Output

)

1-1

The Model MRC-1600 Microprocessor Remote Control System is designed to provide 
the ability to monitor and control broadcast transmitters and similar installations from a 
remote location.

MRC-1600
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Responds three minutes after failure of 
' interconnecting circuit Can be disabled.

Microprocessor-based Control and Remote 
Terminals.

Responds three hours after failure of 
telemetry.

SPDT relay contacts (Form C) 2 amperes at 
30 Vdc, noninductive.

via DTMF telephones. The DAVR responds with a synthesized voice. A microphone 
input is provided as well as an RS-232 serial interface to connect to your modem, 
terminal or personal computer.

It provides sixteen "telemetry" channels, which are digital displays of analog input 
voltages. Four digits plus decimal point and sign are provided. There are sixteen status 
(on-off) displays; each is an LED which is lit or not according to the presence or absence 
of an external contact closure. There are thirty-two relay outputs (sixteen raise-lower 
pairs) which may be activated by the user by selecting a channel and pressing the RAISE 
or LOWER button on the front panel.

An optional CRT Display Option can be added to the Control Terminal only. An Auto
Logging Option can be added to the CRT Option if desired.

A Dial Access, Voice Response (DAVR) Option can be added to the Control or Remote 
Terminals. This allows access over the Public Switched Telephone Network (Dial-up)

Intercommunication between Control and Remote Terminals may be by leased telephone 
line (2-wire or 4-wire), or optionally by subcarrier or mixed subcarrier and wire systems. 
Various subcarrier frequencies are available.

Microprocessor technology at both Control and Remote Terminals allows advanced 
standard features such as keyboard calibration, tolerance alarms, plain English set-up, 
and non-volatile memory.



Alarm Indications

Maintenance Override

Interconnects

Classes

2-wire and 4-wire

Subcarrier (Optional)

Modulation (Subcarrier/2W-4W)

Data Rate (Subcarrier/2W-4W)

Subaudible (Optional)

Data Format

Command Functions

Number of Command Lines 16 raise and 16 lower.

Inputs Front-panel raise/lower buttons.

Outputs

)
Response Time 425 ms, typical.

1-2MRC-1600
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Visual and aural (both Remote and Control 
Terminals). Aural alarm defeatable and 
remoteable.

Remote Terminal front-panel control 
provides Remote Terminal relay closure. 
SPDT relay contacts (Form C) 2 amperes at 
30 Vdc, noninductive. LED indication at 
both terminals.

2-wire and 4-wire, FM subcarrier, 
subaudible, or combinations of these.

600 ohm balanced line, nominal. Series 
3002 (basic conditioning) data channel per 
Bell System Technical Reference PUB- 
41004. Send level: 0 dBm, nominal. Receive 
level: -30 dBm nominal.

Two-tone FSK. 1070/1270 Hz Remote to 
Control, 2025/2225 Hz wire Control to 
Remote. 1070/1270 Hz all subcarrier.

2200 ohm unbalanced line, in/out nominal.
Send level: 1.5V p-p, nominal. Receive 
level: 0.25 V p-p, minimum. Frequency 
modulation of subcarrier on a specific 
frequency between 26 kHz and 185 kHz.

300 bits/second. 2-way simultaneous, full 
duplex.

2200 ohm unbalanced line, in/out send level: 
1.5 V p-p, nominal. Receive level: 0.25 p-p 
minimum. Two-tone FSK 20-25 Hz, baud 
rate 9.4 bits per second.

8-bit data byte plus parity in an 11 -bit 
character, 4-Byte frame with LRCC in each 
frame.

SPDT (Form C) relay contacts, rated at 30 
Vdc, 2 amperes, non-inductive.



Status Functions

16 inputsNumber of Inputs

Inputs

L-C low-pass filter for each input.Input Filtering

Input States

Indication

Response Time

Telemetry (Analog) Functions

Number of Channels 16 inputs.

Inputs

Input Impedance 500 k Ohm, nominal.

Input Filtering L-C low-pass filter for each channel.

Calibration

One part in 4096 (12 bits).A/D

Measurement Accuracy Better than 05%

Sample Rate

Display

Response Time

.)
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TTL-compatible closures at the Remote 
Terminal. (3300 ohm internal pull-up 
resistors).

User programmable for N.O. or N.C. 
contacts.

Front-panel LEDs at Remote and Control 
Terminals.

450 ms, typical from status change to 
indication at Control Terminal.

Analog ± 4.5 Vdc maximum, single ended 
referenced to ground.

Greater than 9 times/second displayed 
channel.

4 digits (9999 counts, maximum) plus sign 
and decimal point Alphanumeric setup 
menu.

525 ms, typical, from an input change 
exceeding ±10 mV to be displayed at the 
Control Terminal.

Via front-panel switches in millivolt, linear, 
power or indirect power mode. A minimum 
of 0.25 volts required for full-scale 
calibration (9999) to maintain stated 
accuracy.



Physical

120/240 Vac, 50/60 Hz, 30 W, typical.Power (Command and Remote)

0-50 degrees COperating Temperature

19" x 7" x 9" (48.3 cm x 17.8 cm x 22.9 cm).Size (W x H x D)

12" (30.5 cm) depth with DAVR

Options

CRT

Automatic Logging

Dial Access/Voice Response

PSTN access via DTMF

Low-level with AGC

Speech Output

Serial Interface

1.3 System Descriptive Information

)

1-4

Telephone Interface

Microphone Input

The Control and Remote Terminals consist of several printed circuit modules which 
share the processing load. Although the Remote and the Control Terminals perform 
different functions, they are very similar electrically and mechanically: most of the 
boards appearing in one are identical to the boards appearing in the other. The only 
exceptions are the Analog/Command/Status board and the External Relay board which 
are installed only in the Remote Terminal. The following text describes a typical MRC- 
1600 terminal in a "building-block" format For specific circuit details, see Section 4, 
Module Descriptions.

The MRC-1600 Remote Terminal consists of seven modules: Power Supply, Central 
Processor, Front Panel, Communications I/O, Data Modems, Analog/Command/Status, 
and External Relay board. The Control Terminal omits the Analog/Command/ Status 
and External Relay boards. The DAVR Option adds the DAVR CPU, Analog, and Filter 
I/O boards and omits the Communications I/O board. The text below describes in 
general terms the purpose of these individual modules and their interaction with other 
modules. For a complete circuit description of the modules, see Section 4.
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Hazeltine Esprit 6110+, 1200 baud, all 
parameters displayed.

Texas Instruments 850XL, 1200 baud, all 
channels loggable.

RS-232 DTE for connection to "AT" 
modem, terminal, or personal computer. 
300, 1200, 2400, 4800, or 9600 baud, 8-bits, 
no parity, 1 stop bit.

Synthesized, based on Linear Predictive 
Coding. Unlimited vocabulary.



1.3.1 Central Processor

1.3.2 Front Panel

■J
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1.3.3 Power Supply

The Power Supply accepts ac line voltage, and supplies +15 Vdc, -15 Vdc, and +5 Vdc to 
the other modules. It is located within the MRC-1600 chassis itself. Depending upon the 
configuration of the Corcom filter, the ac line voltage input may be 100 Vac, 120 Vac, 
220 Vac, or 230/240 Vac (user selectable).

1.3.4 Data Modems

The Data Modems are a family of devices used to communicate data between the Control 
and Remote Terminals. These devices are attached to the Central Processor board via two 
connectors. There are three types of data modem: Telco, Subcarrier, and Subaudible. 
Each terminal may be configured with any combination. In addition, if the system is run 
over Telco line exclusively, it may be configured for 2-wire or 4-wire operation.

The Data Modems are comprised of two sections: a transmitter, and a receiver, each on 
its own printed circuit board. The purpose of these modems is to interface serial data 
used by the Central Processor board to and from Frequency Shift Keyed carrier 
modulation. For Telco interface, the frequencies lie within the audio region. Subcarrier 
board frequencies are available in a variety of standard frequencies ranging from 26 kHz 
through 185 kHz. The Subaudible board operates at a center frequency of 22.5 Hz.

In addition to modulating and demodulating signals, the modem boards also select the 
data rate at which information is to be conveyed. Baud rate selection is accomplished by 
connecting any one of the 6 data clocks to the receive data clock RXCLK, or the transmit 
data clock TXCLK, as appropriate. This connection is done automatically on each 
transmit or receive board. The Telco and Subcarrier boards operate at 300 baud using the 
4800 Hz clock line supplied from the Central Processor board. The Subaudible boards 
use the 150 Hz clock for a baud rate of 9.4 baud. Other signals such as *DCD, *CTS, and 
*RTS are used to pass modem status signals to and from the Central Processor board.
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This board is the heart of the MRC-1600 terminal and is located directly behind the front
panel printed circuit board. It holds the Motorola 6809 Microprocessor, the program 
instructions in EPROM, the RAM, the set-up parameters in EEPROM (CT only), some 
interfacing logic for communication with the other modules in the system, and the RS- 
232 port. Most communication between modules is done through an external I/O address 
bus and I/O data bus. When the Central Processor board wants to communicate with 
another board, it puts an address on the I/O address lines IOAB1-IOAB4. If the operation 
is a Read, the addressed module puts data on I/O data lines IODBO-IODB7, which is read 
by the Central Processor board. For a Write operation, after placing the address on the 
I/O address lines, it puts data on the I/O data lines and strobes the *WRSTR writestrobe 
line. The addressed module then receives the data from the I/O data bus. In addition to 
the Central Processor board signals, there are signals which are generated externally that 
the Processor Board routes to other modules; for example, power lines such as RELAY 
+15, ANALOG +15, ANALOG -15, and +5.

The Front Panel board is responsible for interfacing operator-oriented functions with the 
Central Processor board and is mounted directly on the chassis’ front panel. It 
communicates with the Central Processor board over the I/O bus and uses no other 
signals.



1.3.7 Communications I/O

1.3.10 DAVR Filter I/O

)
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1.3.8 DAVR CPU

The DAVR CPU board is the core of the DAVR option it contains a Z80 CPU, RAM, 
EPROM, time-of-day clock, and I/O for interfacing to the Central Processor, the DAVR 
Analog board, Data Modems and external RS-232.

1.3.9 DAVR Analog

The Analog board contains the speech synthesizer, telephone and microphone interfaces 
and supporting circuitry. It is controlled by the DAVR CPU.

This module contains filtering required to interface to the outside world, e.g. Telco and 
Microphone I/O.

MRC-1600
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The Communications I/O board is quite simple since it contains no active components, 
but it is important It serves as the gateway for all communications directed towards the 
other terminal, and contains various circuitry designed to protect the MRC-1600 from 
any high voltage surges over the Telco lines, etc. It passes communications data to and 
from die Data Modems (via the Central Processor board) using the TELCO IN, TELCO 
OUT, SUB IN, and SUB OUT lines. In addition, other signals such as *BZDRV and 
*INTBZ are supplied to the rear panel allowing the user to enable the internal alarm 
buzzer. The Communications I/O board is mounted on the outside of the rear panel of 
the chassis.

1.3.5 External Relay (Remote Only)

The External Relay board accepts the 16 analog voltage samples and the 16 status inputs, 
and presents them to the Analog/Command/Status board for further processing. It is 
mounted on the outside of the Remote Terminal’s rear panel. Since the analog inputs are 
single-ended, AD1-AD16 carry the analog samples, and AGND carries the common 
signal; ST1-ST16 carry the status information. In addition to accepting data, the External 
Relay board provides a set of 34 relay contact closures. Each channel has a RAISE 
contact and a LOWER contact. They are activated when the appropriate CH##R or 
CH##L line is driven to ground. The Failsafe and Maintenance Override relays are 
activated by low levels on the FAILSAFE and MAINT lines.

1.3.6 Analog/Status/Command (Remote Only)

The Analog/Command/Status board is a multipurpose module which interfaces the 
Central Processor board and the External Relay board. It is located inside the chassis, 
and is mounted on the rear panel. Like most of the other boards which communicate 
with the Central Processor board, the Analog/Command/Status board passes data back 
and forth over the I/O bus. Perhaps the most important function of the 
Analog/Command/Status board is the Analog to Digital conversion of the analog sample 
channels. Following several commands from the Central Processor board, the A/D 
converter indicates its state of readiness using the line *ADRDY. When a conversion is 
complete, the Central Processor board resets the A/D, and selects the next analog sample 
channel.
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Section Two
Installation

2.1 Introduction

2.2 Unpacking

£

)

2-1

The Remote and Control Terminals each have the capability of operating at either 100, 120, 220, or 
230/240 Vac, 50-60 Hz. The units are shipped for 120 Vac operation, unless otherwise specified.

We recommend that the user read the entire manual to understand the MRC-1600 prior to attempting 
a hookup to his/her equipment. In the following discussion, the Remote Terminal is assumed to be 
used at the transmitter site and the Control Terminal at the studio.

The MRC-1600 Remote and Control Terminals should be carefully unpacked and inspected for 
shipping damage. Should inspection reveal any shipping damage, visible or hidden, immediately 
file a claim with the carrier. Keep all packing materials until the performance of the system is 
confirmed.

We recommend that the front doors to both the Remote and Control Terminals be opened for a 
superficial inspection of the internal components. This should ascertain that all boards, assemblies, 
and cables are mechanically secure.

Caution: Do not attempt any adjustments of any kind until the nature of each 
adjustment is understood.

2.3 Line Voltage Selection

Four screws are used to hold the power supply in place during shipment (located on the underside of 
the chassis). They should be removed from each terminal before installation. Retain these shipping 
screws and reinstall them if the terminals are to be moved. This will insure safe transportation.

The ac power connector on each unit contains a voltage selector card (PC card) and a fuse. The PC 
card can be inserted four different ways. Verify that the PC card is set for the line voltage to be 
applied to the unit. The voltage selected can be observed on the PC card through the window in the 
ac power connector.

If the voltage selector card needs to be changed to match the available power, do the following: 
unplug the power cord, and slide the access window down. Pull out the FUSE PULL lever and 
remove the fuse. With a small needle-nose pliers, firmly grasp the PC card and remove it with a 
straight pull.

Select the operating voltage by orienting the PC card to position the desired voltage number of the 
top left side. Replace the PC card with the needle-nose pliers.

Verify the fuse in accordance with the label on the power connector. Return the FUSE PULL lever 
to its normal position and insert the fuse into the holders. Slide the window up and install the ac 
power cord.

MRC-1600
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Caution: Do not apply power to either terminal until the procedure in Section 
2.3 is completed.



2.4 Pre-installation Checkout

2.5 Remote and Control Communications Interconnections

2-2

The following paragraphs tell how to connect the two terminals to form an MRC-1600 system.
2.5.1 Telco Interconnect

Connect a power cord to both the Remote (the one with the relays on the rear) and the Control 
Terminals. Plug these into an ac power source. Open the front panels of each terminal and turn on 
power with the switch that is located at the lower-right comer of the chassis.

MRC-1600
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You should now be at Channel 0 again. Press the SETUP key and the UPPER LIMIT key at the 
same time. All LEDs and display segments should be illuminated. Release the keys to restore the 
LEDs and display.

The main purpose of the preinstallation checkout is for the user to gain familiarity with the system 
while both the Remote and Control Terminals are easily accessible and together on a bench at the 
same location. While the installation is relatively simple and straight forward, certain details of 
installation and operation, if overlooked, may cause what appear to be equipment failures.

When telephone lines are used for communication in both directions between the two terminals, two 
modes of operation are possible, 2-wire or 4-wire. In the 2-wire mode, one telephone pair carries 
both Remote and Control message transmissions. In the 4-wire mode, the Remote and Control 
Terminal messages are transmitted on separate telephone pairs or their equivalents, giving slightly 
better noise immunity. In either case, the conditions of a Bell System Series 3002 "basic- 
conditioned" data channel should be maintained between the Remote and Control Terminals.

Note: The Communications VO board (on the rear of each chassis) contains varistors which give 
some protection against lightning strikes. However, we strongly recommend that you provide an 
external lightning arrestor on all phone lines, especially those at a transmitter site (where the Remote 
Terminal is located).

Verify that the Remote Terminal is displaying "0". This indicates Channel 0. The FAILSAFE LED 
should be on and the SETUP and ALARM LEDs should be flashing. After about 10 seconds the 
display will go blank and the ALARM LED will be the only one flashing. Press ACK key. The 
display now should show "18 00 XX”. The SETUP LED will again be flashing. Press the up 
arrow CHANNEL key (f) twice.

Verify that the Control Terminal is also displaying "0". Press the down arrow CHANNEL (|) key 
twice. The display should now show "18 00 XX". Press the up arrow CHANNEL (f) key twice. 
You should now be at Channel 0 again. Press the SETUP key and the UPPER LIMIT key at the 
same time. All LEDs and display segments should be illuminated. Release the keys to restore the 
LEDs and display.

If you choose to use a 2-wire Telco circuit, then verify that each of the four Telco boards (two at 
each terminal) is jumpered for 2-wire operation. (See the lower-right section of each board.) 
Connect the TELCO INPUT terminals on the rear of the Remote unit to the TELCO INPUT 
terminals on the rear of the Control unit as shown in Figure 2-1.

Caution: Always remove power from the terminal whenever printed circuit 
boards are removed or replaced in the terminal. Failure to observe 
this caution may cause damage to one or more boards.
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Figure 2-2
4-Wire Telco Communications

Figure 2-1
2-Wire Telco Communications
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If you choose to use a 4-wire Telco circuit, then verify that each of the four Telco boards (two at 
each terminal) is jumpered for 4-wire operation. (See the lower-right section of each board.) 
Connect the TELCO INPUT terminals on the rear of the Remote unit to the TELCO OUTPUT 
terminals on the rear of the Control unit and vice-versa as shown in Figure 2-2.

In both 2-wire and 4-wire operation, verify that the Remote Terminal has a Telco Input Hi board 
(20D2859-2) and a Telco Output Lo board (20D2860-1) installed at locations P3 and P4 (the 
positions are interchangeable) of the Central Processor board (on the rear of the front panel). Verify 
that the Control Terminal has a Telco Input Lo board (20D2859-1) and a Telco Output Hi board 
(20D2860-2).
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2.5.2. Subcarrier and Subaudlble Interconnects
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2.5.3 Mixed Interconnects
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telco 
ourror

REMOTE TERMINAL 
(TRANSMITTER)

CONTROL TERMINAL 
(STUDIO)

When FM subcarriers are used for data in both directions, Subcarrier Input and Output boards are 
normally supplied. For subaudible (20-30 Hz) applications, Subaudible Input and Output boards are 
supplied, and their input and output appear on the "RADIO" jacks. Connect the RADIO INPUT of 
the Remote unit to the RADIO OUTPUT of the Control unit, and vice-versa, as shown in Figure 2-3.

ALARM TELCO TELCO 
ENABLE INPUT OUTPUT

I1 l2l3H5l6M3l
ALARM TELCO
ENABLE INPUT _________
[ I | 2 | 3 |* |5 |~6| 7|a|

Z^7 z/r

If you choose Subcarrier communications from Control to Remote (as with an STL) and Telco 
communications from Remote to Control (as with a Telemetry Return Link) then verify that the 
Subcarrier Input board and the Telco Output board are installed at locations P3 and P4 (the positions 
are interchangeable) of the Central Processor board (on the rear of the front panel) of the Remote 
Terminal. The Subcarrier Input board and the Telco Output board should be installed at the Control 
Terminal. See Figure 2-4.

Verify that the correct frequencies for your application are installed. For example, if you want a 110 
kHz subcarrier circuit for use over your STL (from Control to Remote) and a 67 kHz subcarrier 
circuit for use over the air (from Remote to Control), then be sure that the 110 kHz Subcarrier Input 
board and the 67 kHz Subcarrier Output board are installed at locations P3 and P4 (the positions are 
interchangeable) of the Central Processor board (on the rear of the front panel) of the Remote 
Terminal. It follows that the 110 kHz Subcarrier Output board and the 67 kHz Subcarrier Input 
board should be located at the Control Terminal.

When one communication direction is on telephone lines (or equivalent) and the other direction is on 
subcarrier (or subaudible), then the appropriate boards are supplied. Verify that the Telco boards 
(there should be two, one at each terminal) are jumpered for 4-wire operation (see the lower-right 
section of the boards).

Figure 2-3
Subcarrier/Subaudible Communications

( 0 
RADIO RADIO
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Figure 2-5
Mixed Communications (Case 2)

Figure 2-4
Mixed Communications (Case 1)
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If you choose Telco communications from Control to Remote (as with a phone line) and Subcarrier 
communications from Remote to Control (as with subcarrier over the air) then verify that the Telco 
Input board and the Subcarrier Output board are installed at locations P3 and P4 of the Central 
Processor board (on the rear of the front panel) of the Remote Terminal. The Telco Output board 
and the Subcarrier Input board should be located at the Control Terminal. See Figure 2-5.

telco 
INPUT

ALARM TELCO TELCO 
ENABLE INPUT OUTPUT 
| I | 2 | 3 |V| 5 (6| 7 | a|

If you choose to use External Subcarrier equipment with a Telco board to communicate over a 
Subcarrier Input or Subcarrier Output board, a Telco Lo (in or out, as appropriate) board must be 
used for the telco portion of that data path.
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TX (Pin 2) Transmits outgoing data. Works only if CTS line is active.

RX (Pin 3) Receives incoming data. Works only if DCD and DSR lines are active.

RTS (Pin 4)

CTS (Pin 5)

DSR (Pin 6)

A signal ground reference line.GND (Pin 7)

DCD (Pin 8)

2.6 System Checkout

2-6

The cable supplied with the unit is a null-modem cable, i.e., a cable which allows two DTEs to be 
connected back to back. It is normally used for testing purposes only and should not be used for 
actual interconnection to your external port.

Both MRC-1600 chassis support full RS-232 handshaking and are wired as a DTE (Data Terminal 
Equipment). If the RS-232 port you are interfacing does not support full RS-232 handshaking, 
some cable jumpering will be necessary.

The MRC-1600 communicates over a full-duplex, 300 baud line; the external interface must be 
able to support this.

MRC-1600
7A0320RevC

A "Request to Send" signal asserted by the MRC-1600 any time it has some 
data it needs to send over the TX line.

A "Clear to Send" input is driven by the external port. This input indicates the 
external device is ready to receive out-going data on the TX line. Works in 
conjunction with RTS line.

To aid in cable construction and system installation, the following definition of RS-232 signals 
may be used.

FRAME(Pinl)A frame ground connection used for cable shielding.

DTR(Pin20) A "Data Terminal Ready" output, driven by the MRC-1600, indicates to the 
external equipment that the MRC-1600 is in a working condition - power is 
on, no errors are noted.

2.5.4 RS-232 Interconnect

When the RS-232 communications option is selected, installation of the system is necessarily very 
user equipment dependent. Here are a few guidelines which will ensure a successful installation:

A "Data Carrier Detect" input is driven by the external port. This input 
indicates that the external device is in communication with the "other end."

A "Data Set Ready" input which is driven by the external port. This input 
indicates that the external device is in a working condition, i.e., power is on 
and no errors are noted.

Now that you have both the Remote and Control Terminals connected back-to-back on a bench in 
front of you, it would be a good time to review the SETUP operation of the MRC-1600 as discussed 
in "Section 3. Figure 2-6 is provided to help you plan your installation.
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Figure 2-6 
Setup Worksheet
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2.8 Audible Alarm

o
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Control of the audible alarm (located behind the front panel) at both the Remote and Control 
Terminals is provided by the terminals labeled "ALARM ENABLE" on the rear of each chassis. 
*BZDRV is buzzer drive and *INTBZ is internal buzzer.

Several alternatives are available to you. The simplest is to install a jumper between terminals 1 and 
2. In this case, the audible alarm will always be activated when an alarm condition is detected.

MRC-I600
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Figure 2-7 
Alarm Buzzer Muting

USES - SUPPLIED 
MIKE RELAY

2.7 Physical Installation
The MRC-1600 is designed for industry-standard RTMA rack mounting. If the power supply 
shipping screws are removed prior to installation, then once the unit is installed in the rack, all 
boards that normally require service can be removed without removing the chassis from the rack.

In the case that a terminal is located in a studio booth, it is possible to have external control of the 
buzzer so that will be muted when a mike is active. See Figure 2-7. The relay contact (supplied by 
you) is assumed to be open when any mike is active and closed when no mikes are active.

If you wish to use an external indicator (e.g., a lamp or buzzer), note that *BZDRV is a transistor 
closure capable of sinking only 50 mA at 12 V (to signal ground). For larger loads, use an external 
relay (supplied by you). See Figure 2-8.
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ENABLE IMUT OUTPUT
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2.9 Analog Inputs

2.10 Status Inputs
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Figure 2-8 
External Alarm
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+ I2V, MAX-^
(REF TO CHASSIS ONO)

TO .EXTERNAL 
ALARM/LAMP

I..........—*-------------

The analog input terminals are located at the upper-right comer of the External Relay board on the 
rear of the chassis at the Remote Terminal. Full-scale input is +4.5 Vdc. If you exceed 
approximately 5 V on an input, "OUCH" will appear in the display, erratic operation may occur on 
one or more channels. Each input has an integral low-pass filter, so any signal other than de will be 
averaged. Each input is singled-ended, i.e., one side of the signal is tied to analog ground. If you 
wish to use a signal that is floating above analog ground, you must use an external differential 
and/or isolation amplifier. We also recommend that you ground any unused analog inputs to prevent 
erroneous readings.

The status input terminals are located at the lower-right comer of the External Relay board on the 
rear of the chassis at the Remote Terminal. Each input is TIL compatible, i.e., a "low" is 0 - 0.8 Vdc 
and a "high" is 2.4-5.0 Vdc. Each input has a 3.3 K ohm pullup so that a simple contact closure will 
operate a status input If you use a contact closure (such as a relay), be sure to install an RC network 
(100 ohm, 0.1 uF) across the contacts to suppress contact bounce. See Figure 2-9.

I
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Figure 2-10 
Relay Output Interfacing

Figure 2-9 
Status Input Interfacing
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Each of the 34 relays (16 RAISE, 16 LOWER, Maintenance Override, and Failsafe) is rated at 30 V 
and 2 A, non-inductive; For larger loads and/or higher voltages you should use an external relay 
(supplied by you), driven by the MRC-1600 relay.

For interfacing the relays to TIL equipment, an RC network (100 ohm, 0.1 uF) should be used to 
suppress contact bounce, and a pullup resistor may be needed, depending on the particular 
application. See Figure 2-10.
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2.11.1 Raise and Lower

2.11.2 Maintenance Override

2.11.3 Failsafe

2.12 Disabling Control Failsafe
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For interfacing the MRC-1600 relays to external relays, external ."snubbing" networks (100 ohm, 0.1 
nF) must be installed across ac external relay coils or other ac loads; "clamping" diodes (10D2 or 
equivalent) must be installed across de external relay coils. This is mandatory to avoid erratic 
operation and/or damage to the MRC-1600. See Figure 2-11.

The Maintenance Override relay has form C contacts available. The relay is energized when the 
Remote Terminal is placed in the Maintenance Override condition.

The Failsafe relay has form C contacts available. The relay is energized when there is not a failsafe 
condition, and is relaxed when there is a failsafe condition at the Remote Terminal.
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Figure 2-11 
Relay-Relay Interfacing
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Each RAISE and LOWER output has form C contacts available. The relay is energized when the 
appropriate RAISE or LOWER command is issued.

As shipped from the. factory, Control Failsafe is enabled. To disable Control Failsafe perform the 
following depending on your CPU board revision:

At the Remote Terminal, locate the assembly number of the CPU board, either 20D2856 or 
20D2917. If it is 20D2856, perform option B, below. If it is 20D2917, locate the PCB number 
(51D6029). Appended to this number are two digits. If the two digits are "20" then perform option 
B, below. Otherwise, iperform option A.



To disable Control Failsafe, install a short jumper between "C" and "D" on the PCB.OPTION A:

OPTION B:

Warning: Remove power from the chassis before servicing.

2.13 Installing Options

2.13.3 CRT

Attach the keyboard to the CRT using the "phone" cord. Plug in the CRT to 117 VAC.

Verify that the switch settings on the rear of the ADDS Viewpoint A2 are set correctly:

Apply power to the CRT.
)
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2.13.1 CRT Display and Automatic Logger Options

The CRT and Logger may be installed only at the Control Terminal. A CRT may be installed 
without a Logger, however, a Logger may not be installed without a CRT.

If your CRT option was shipped with your MRC-1600, you may skip Section 2.13.1 Chassis 
Preparation, and go directly to Section 2.13.2 CRT.
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To disable Control Failsafe, you must remove the board and solder an insulated 
jumper wire between U13 PIN 15 and U13 PIN 19. Now re-install the board.

Locate the two programmed EPROMs (25A1072 and 25A1073). Install them on the Central 
Processor at locations U5 and U17 as marked on the ICs. This completes Chassis Preparation.

Position 
up 
down 
up 
down 
up 
down 
up 
down

Switch #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

If you have an ADDS Viewpoints- (no switches on the rear), you must perform the following 
procedure instead:

2.13.2 Chassis Preparation

Locate the RS-232 ribbon cable (24B1113) and the #4-40 screws, washers and nuts shipped with the 
CRT option. Install the "D" connector inside chassis rear with pin 1 on the top (the cable should be 
on the inside of the chassis). Solder the open end of the green wire to the ground lug on the chassis 
bottom. Remove the Communications board installed at P3 on the Central Processor (the left of 
two). Install the other end of the cable on P6 with pin 1 on the top (identified by brown wire). Be 
sure to route the cable behind the Communications board on the right. Reinstall the 
Communications board.



To change operating parameters, if they are not as shown, proceed as follows:

To adjust screen contrast, proceed as follows:

If you have an Esprit 6110+, perform the following instead:

Use the right (-► ) and left (•*- ) keys to move the cursor between SET-UP fields.

Use the ENTER key to jump to the next line.

Use EXIT from SETUP mode and SAVE the current selection type SHIFT ENTER.

2-13

Store selected parameters: To store the parameters that were selected in the steps 
above, press SHIFT and HOME keys simultaneously, then release.

SETUP mode is entered by depressing the SET UP key with the CTRL key down. A line of 
selections will appear at the bottom of the display. Table 2-2 lists the features controlled by SETUP 
selection and the options you should set are underlined.
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To display the SETUP menu on your screen, press and hold down the CTRL key and press 
the TAB key twice, then release. The menu shown on the next page (see Table 2-1) will be 
displayed on your screen.

The SETUP menu should now be displayed on your screen with a blinking cursor 
positioned at the first field, Terminal mode. When a parameter selection is made, the 
cursor will move down to the next field. If the cursor is positioned at the last field, 
Programmable function keys, it will wrap to the first field if the cursor is moved 
down. Similarly, if the cursor is moved up when it is positioned at the first field, it 
will wrap to the last field.

Cursor down: To move cursor down to a desired field, press SHIFT and the cursor 
down (|) keys simultaneously, then release.

Define parameter: To define an operating parameter, move the cursor up or down to 
the desired field as described in the previous steps. Enter Y (yes), N (no) or the 
appropriate numeric value from the first column shown above.

Increase contrast: To increase contrast, press and hold the CTRL and SHIFT keys 
simultaneously; press cursor up (f) key repeatedly until the contrast is at the desired 
level.

Use the T (for toggle) to cause the terminal to toggle through the available selections for the 
field the cursor is in.

Cursor up: To move cursor up to a desired field, press SHIFT and cursor up (f) keys 
simultaneously, then release.

Decrease contrast: To decrease contrast, press and hold the CTRL and SHIFT keys 
simultaneously; press cursor down ( | ) key repeatedly until the contrast is at the 
desired level.



*
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1 Terminal Mode
4 Main Baud Rate
4 Aux Baud Rate
1 Parity
Y Display Parity Error
Y Full Duplex
N Auto Scroll
N Auto Line Feed
N Light Background
Y Underline Cursor
N Blinking Cursor
N Keyclick
N Screen Save
N 50 Hz Operation
0 Language
N Keycap Option
N Disable CTR1-Z (3A/3A+ only)
N Space Advance (3A only)
0 Screen Format
N Xon/Xoff
3 Print Local Status
N Programmable Function Keys

MRC-1600
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0 =
1 =
2 =
3 =
4 =
5 =
6 =
7 =
8 =
9 =

SCREEN FORMAT
0 = Normal
1 = SS/24 Lines
2 = JS/25 Lines

Table 2-1 
SETUP Menu

PARITY 
0 = Odd
1 = Even
2 = Mark
3 = Space

MODES 
0 = Al
1 = A2
2 = 3A
3 = 3A+

BAUD RATES 
110 
150 
300 
600 

1200 
1800 
2400 
4800 
9600 

19200

PRINT LOCAL STATUS 
0 = Print Inhibit
1 = CR/LF
2 = CR Only
3 = None

Cursor UP & DOWN for selection
Enter parameter changes
HOME save changes and exits
ESC exit without saving changes 
SHIFT CTRL-UP&DOWN changes contrast

LANGUAGE SELECTION 
0 = U.S.
1 = France
2 = Germany/Switzerland
3 - Sweden/Finland
4 = Denmark/Norway
5 = Spain/Portugal
6 = U.K.



OPTIONSFEATURELINE#

EMULATION■ 1

MODE ONLINE, LOCAL

COMMunications Half Duplex, Full Duplex, BLOCK, LINE

AUX PORT ON line, OFF line

2 WRAPAROUND ON, OFF

AUTO LINE FEED ON, OFF

KEY CLICK ON, OFF

SCROLL ON, OFF (VP only)

3

4 COUNTRY.(Keyboard)

XON/XOFF ON, OFF

LEADIN ESCape, TILDE

End of Message.Character CR, ETX, EOT, NUL

5 Baud RATE 50 to 19,200, 1200

PARITY ODD, EVEN, 1, 0

FREQUENcy 50 Hz, 60 Hz

DISPLAY NORMAL, REVERSE video

CURSOR Block, Underline, Blank, Steady,Fast or Slow,Blink

)
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HAZeltine 1500, ADM3A, Viewpoint A2+, 
Regent 25

USA/UK, FRANCE, GERMANY, DENMARK, NORWAY, 
SPAIN, SWEDEN

HIGH, LOW
ON, OFF
ON, OFF
ON, OFF
ON, OFF

Table 2-2
SETUP Mode Selections

Foreground Display: 
INTENSITY 
REVERSE video 
BLINK 
UNDERLINE 
BLANK

Install the Null Modem cable (24C1080) between the connector on the rear of the Control Terminal 
and the "ELA" port on the rear of the CRT. It doesn’t matter which end goes where. Apply power to 
the CRT and the Control Terminal to begin operation. See Section 3.2, CRT Operation.



2.13.4 Logger

Verify that the switch settings inside the front cover of the T.I. 850 are set correctly:

Switch # Position

2.13.5 Dial Access/Voice Response

2-16

The DAVR may be installed at either the Control or Remote Terminals (see Figure 2-12 for pictorial 
of the DAVR installation). Unplug and remove the terminal where the DAVR is to be installed from 
the rack. While it is not absolutely necessary to remove the top cover from the terminal, it will make 
installation easier.

If you are installing the DAVR in a Remote Terminal, remove the eight nuts and lock washers on the 
External Relay board. Gently pry the board from the chassis.

MRC-1600
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

open 
open 
open 
open 
open 
open 

closed 
closed

} 7-bit Word (even parity) 
1 Auto Line-Feed Off 
}
} U.S. Character Set
1
} 1200 Baud
1

For all terminals, on the MRC-1600 CPU board, remove the two Communications boards (Telco 
and/or Subcarrier). These will be reinstalled later on the DAVR CPU board. Remove JI from Pl on 
the MRC-1600 CPU. Free the cable from the cable clamp (yes it really does re-open) on the left side 
of the chassis. Remove any connections you have made on the Communications I/O board located 
at the rear of the chassis. Remove the Communication I/O board. You may wish to save this board 
as a spare.

Install the DAVR Filter I/O (the metal box) in place of the Communication I/O. You will first need 
to remove the four nuts and lockwashers holding the PCB to the box. The Phone and Telco plugs 
should be on the bottom of the box to maintain rack clearances. Route the cable attached to JI (the 
black connector) through the cable clamp. Install JI into Pl on the MRC-1600 CPU board. The 
brown wire (PIN 1) should be on top.

If you are installing the DAVR at a Remote Terminal, you may re-install the External Relay board.

At this point you should set the jumpers at locations E30 on the lower-right comer of the DAVR 
CPU board (behind the Analog board). The top three positions are set as follows:

Install the CRT-to-Printer cable (24B1114) between the "AUX" port on the rear of the CRT and the 
connector on the rear of the printer. Load paper into the printer. Plug in the printer to 117 VAC. 
Apply power to the printer to begin operation. See Section 3.3.4, Logger Operation.
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Figure 2-12 
DAVR Installation
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Install jumper if DAVR is at the Remote Terminal 
Install jumper if DAVR is at the Control Terminal 
Install jumper if no Control Terminal exists

The baud rate should be set the same as the modem, terminal, or PC you have connected to the RS- 
232 port. The terminal or PC should be set for 8 bits, no parity, 1 stop bit (7 bits, SPACE parity will 
also work.)

Test Mode
Test Mode
300
1200 (factory setting)
2400
4800
9600

The remaining jumpers determine the External RS-232 Serial Port baud rate as follows (install only 
one of these jumpers):

a D

I



Phone Connections

The DAVR can be set-up to dial using pulsed dialing, see Section 3.4, DAVR operation.

Microphone Input
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A low-level microphone input has been provided on the Filter I/O. This connection should be made 
using shielded wire or coax. If your microphone needs to be powered through its audio lead, you 
may install an appropriate resistor at location R60 on the DAVR Analog board.

Now install the "sandwich" assembly into the terminal. The boards should face the front of the 
terminal with the Analog board on the right. The attached cables should protrude out of the front of 
the terminal. The assembly should be as close to the power supply as possible (you may need to 
slightly move the cable clamp and wires on the power supply). Align the screw holes on the ends of 
assembly with the fifth set of vent holes on the MRC-1600 chassis. Install the plugs and screws 
(provided) in the vent holes to secure the assembly.

Remove the power cable (J2) from P2 on the MRC-1600 CPU board. Install it into 12 on the DAVR 
CPU board. Install the dangling power cable into P2 on the MRC-1600 CPU board. Install 111 (a 
12-PIN connector) from the Filter I/O into Pll on the DAVR CPU board. The brown wire should 
be on top. Install the Communications boards (Telco and/or Subcarrier) into P7 and P2 on the 
DAVR CPU board. Install 19 (a 8-PIN connector) from the Filter I/O into P9 on the DA/VR Analog 
board. The brown wire should be on top. Install cable 11 from the DAVR CPU board to P4 on the 
MRC-1600 CPU board. The red stripe should be on the right.

Now re-install the top cover on the terminal. Connect your I/O connections to the Filter I/O on the 
rear.

Connect a modular cable from the MRC-1600 Rl-11 "TELCO" connector to the Telephone 
Company connector. If you wish to use a local telephone for set-up, or if you wish to use the 
telephone line for other calls, connect a DTMF telephone to the Rl-11 "PHONE" connector^

MRC-1600
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Note: The DAVR will not recognize pulsed (rotary) phone dialing. Be advised 
that some telephones with keypads still used pulsed dialing. Unless these 
telephones have a switch to generate tones instead of pulses, they will not 
work as a set-up telephone for the DAVR.

If you intend to use a modem on the RS-232 port, connect the telephone connections as follows: 
connect the Modem "TELCO" ("LINE") connector to the Telephone Company connector. Connect 
the Modem "PHONE" ("SET") connector to the DAVR "TELCO" connector. Connect the DAVR 
"PHONE" connector to your telephone instrument as before. This places the DAVR and Modem in 
series so each can access the telephone line as required. See Section 3.4, DAVR Operation for 
further details on this set-up.



RS-232 Interface
)

Install only one of the baud rate jumpers for proper operation.

*

*

FRAME (Pin 1) A frame ground connection used for cable shielding.

TX (Pin 2) Transmits outgoing data. Works only if the CTS line is active.

RX (Pin 3)

RTS (Pin 4)

CTS (Pin 5) A

DSR (Pin 6)

GND (Pin 7) A signal ground reference line.

DCD (Pin 8)

J
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The RS-232 interface is provided so you may hook up a modem, terminal, or personal computer. 
The baud rate of this port is set via E30 on the lower right comer of CPU board (behind the Analog 
board) as follows:

MRC-1600
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A "Request to Send" signal asserted by the MRC-1600 any time it has 
some data it needs to send over the TX line.

"Clear to Send" input which is driven by the external port. This input 
indicates that the external device is ready to receive outgoing data on 
the TX line. Works in conjunction with the RTS line.

A "Data Set Ready" input which is driven by the external port. This 
input indicates that the external device is in a working condition, i.e., 
power is on and no errors are noted.

A "Data Carrier Detect" input which is driven by the external port. 
This input indicates that the external device is in communication with 
the "other end."

Receives incoming data. Works only if the DCD and DSR lines are 
active.

RT (leave alone) 
CT (leave alone) 
SA (leave alone) 
Test Mode 
Test Mode 
300 
1200 
2400 
4800 
9600

The installation of the RS-232 interface is necessarily very user equipment dependent. There are a 
few guidelines which when adhered to, will ensure a successful installation:

To aid in cable construction and system installation, the following definition of RS-232 
signals may be used.

The interface supports full RS-232 handshaking and is wired as a DTE (Data Terminal 
Equipment). If the RS-232 port you are interfacing does not support full RS-232 
handshaking, some cable jumpering will be necessary.



DTR (Pin 20)

External Modem

1. Ignore DTR

Digit Result Codes2. D

3. Result Codes Displayed D

4. No ECHO D

5. Auto Answer DISABLED D

6. Force True DCD D

Single-line RJ-11 Jack7. D

8. Enable Command Recognition D

9. 103/212A Modem D

10. Modem Resets when DTR goes low D

i
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Hayes
D

Now that you have built (or purchased) a cable, you can set your Modem up as follows: (other 
configurations are possible, we have found that this usually works.)

A "Data Terminal Ready” output driven by the MRC-1600. This 
indicates to the external equipment that the MRC-1600 is in a working 
condition, i.e., power is on and no errors are noted.

Note: The MRC-1600 DAVR uses the industry-standard "AT" command set. 
Do not try to use a modem which does not use this command set. It will 
not work.



Section Three
Operation

3.1 Operation - Control and Remote Terminal

3.1.1 Remote Terminal - General Comments
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This having been done, power up both terminals using the power switch located inside 
the chassis. You will have to open the front panel using the knurled screw to do this.

The alphanumeric display on the front panel always pertains to one of the twenty 
channels (numbered 0 to 19). When the Remote Terminal is powered up, it goes to 
channel 0. Channel 0 is the "power saver" channel; after ten seconds the displays are 
turned off (except for the RUN, MAINT, and ALARM LEDs, whose significance we will 
explain laterj. Any time a button is pushed, the displays are turned on for ten seconds. 
Only channel 0 has this feature, which is useful if you are using an uninterruptible power 
supply (UPS) containing a battery.

To select a different channel, press the up (f) or down (|) keys. Each time you push the 
button, the channel number is incremented or decremented. Holding the button down 
will cause the system to advance (or retreat)-through the channels continuously. After 
channel 19, channel 0 is selected (and vice-versa).

Channels 1-16 display the current value of the sixteen analog (telemetry) inputs. 
Channels 17 and 18 show measurements of the performance of the system and Channel 
19 is the time remaining until Telemetry Failsafe. Channel 17 is a test of the A/D 
(analog-to-digital) converter. The A/D reference voltage is fed through the input 
amplifier and back into the A/D converter. It should always read within 20 counts of 
2048. Channel 18 is an indication of the performance of the interconnection between the 
two terminals. The first two digits represent the quality of communications (proportion

As one might guess from their close resemblance, operation from the Control and 
Remote Terminals is very similar. The Remote Terminal (which is the unit installed at 
the transmitter) has additional setup capabilities. We will first describe operation at the 
Remote Terminal, then describe how the Control Terminal differs.
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We suggest that the reader have the Control and Remote Terminals available for 
experimentation while reading this section. Pushing the buttons on the front panel cannot 
damage the units. Place the Control and Remote terminals together on a bench or table 
top, and connect them together (using wire or coax cable terminated by BNC connectors, 
depending on the interconnection options you have ordered). Check ahead to Section 2.4 
for information on interconnection, Section 2.2 for line voltage selection, and Section 2.3 
for preinstallation checkout.

If you do not have the units available while reading this section, Figure 3-1, showing a 
front panel, is provided below for reference. The Control and Remote terminals have 
identical front panels. (You can tell them apart by looking at the rear of the units. The 
Remote Terminal has an external relay board.)
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3.1.2 Remote Terminal - Channel 0 Operation

SETUP and UPPER LIMIT simultaneously:

Lamp Test: All LEDs and all segments of the alpha-numeric display are lit up.

SETUP and LOWER LIMIT simultaneously:

3-2
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Figure 3-1 
MRC-1600 Front Panel

of error-free messages) received from the other terminal. The second two digits represent 
a report from the other terminal on the communications it is receiving from this terminal. 
If this terminal is not receiving communications at all, the second two digits will be 
displayed as "XX", indicating that the conditions at the other terminal aren’t known. 
Each of these data quality displays is a number from 00 to 99, with 99 being best. 
Channel 19 displays a number of minutes between 0 to 180. This indicates the time 
remaining until Telemetry Failsafe. If the Telemetry Failsafe is not enabled, 180 will be 
displayed.
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Audible Alarm Test: The front panel audible alarm is sounded as long as the keys 
are pressed.

LOWER 
UNIT

UFRER
LIMIT

©
II

© 
1*

©
u

Note: You must install the enabling jumper on the rear of the unit 
before the alarm will sound. Refer to Section 2.8, Audible 
Alarm for information.
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When channel 0 is selected, the keys have different meanings than those marked on the 
front panel. At the Remote Terminal, we have:



SETUP and RAISE simultaneously:

SETUP and LOWER simultaneously:

SETUP and ACK simultaneously:

3.1.3 Channel 1-16 Operation

RAISE:

LOWER: Activates the LOWER relay associated with the selected channel.

)
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Audible alarm enable/disable. Each simultaneous push of these keys reverses the 
status of audible alarming. The LED labeled AUDIBLE OFF shows the current 
status. The audible alarm disable function does not disable the audible alarm test.

Maintenance override enable/disable. FCC regulations require that only one point 
at a time in a Remote Control system may be the "control point". The control 
point has the ability to execute command actions. In the Moseley MRC product 
line, when the Remote Terminal is the control point, there is said to be a 
"Maintenance Override" condition. This corresponds to the local/remote function 
on many older remote controls and is essential for personnel security at the 
transmitter site.

This clears all alarms at once. Various conditions cause alarms in the MRC-1600. 
These will be described later. If there are several different alarms (for instance, 
several channels go out of tolerance) the alarms will be stacked. Normally each 
alarm will be displayed in turn. (Each time ACK is pushed the next alarm is 
displayed.) If for some reason you do not want to step through all the alarms, 
SETUP and ACK pushed simultaneously while on channel 0 will clear all the 
alarms.

Activates the RAISE relay associated with the selected channel. See note 
under "LOWER."

When a maintenance override condition exists, the MAINT LED is lit at both 
Control and Remote Terminals. The RAISE and LOWER keys at the Control 
Terminal are disabled and the RAISE and LOWER keys at the Remote Terminal 
are armed. A relay at the Remote Terminal is closed when the system is in a 
maintenance override condition. This permits the connection of an external light 
or alarm to warn personnel to remove the system from Maintenance Override 
Mode before leaving the transmitter plant. MAINTENANCE OVERRIDE 
MAY NOT BE ENDED FROM THE CONTROL TERMINAL. Each 
simultaneous push of SETUP and LOWER at the Remote Terminal while 
channel 0 is selected reverses the current state of maintenance override.

The preceding key combinations pertain to channel 0. For channels 1-16 the keys have 
the following effects:

Note: RAISE and LOWER at the Remote Terminal will have no 
effect unless the unit is in maintenance override mode. 
Maintenance override defeats RAISE and LOWER at the 
Control Terminal.



The following

Channels 1-16 out of user established tolerance limits.

Channel 17 (A/D test) out of factory-preset tolerances.

Interruption of data to or from Control Terminal. (Channel 18)

Telemetry Failsafe started/activated. (Channel 19)

3-4

When one or more of these conditions occurs, the alarm LED flashes. If the audible 
alarm has not been disabled (via SETUP and RAISE on channel 0, described previously) 
and the enabling jumper has been installed on the rear panel, the audible alarm will sound 
also. The alarm is cleared by pushing ACK. The appropriate alarming channel is 
selected automatically.

In the case of telemetry tolerance alarms, the red LEDs labeled UPPER LIMIT and 
LOWER LIMIT are lit as appropriate, for as long as the out-of-tolerance condition 
persists. (These LEDs pertain to the selected channel only. If you go to another channel 
that is not out of tolerance, they will go out.) If an alarm conditions ends, the alarm must 
still be acknowledged. The affected channel will be selected, but the tolerance LEDs will 
not be lit.

If several alarms have occurred, the alarms will be stacked. Pushing ACK clears the first 
alarm. After a four-second delay the alarm LED will flash again, the audible alarm will 
sound if it has been enabled, and when the operator pushes ACK the next alarm channel 
will be selected. This process continues until all of the alarms have been cleared.

If there are no unacknowledged alarms, pushing ACK will select channels where the 
previously acknowledged alarm condition remains in effect. If there is more than one 
such channel, each channel will be selected in turn as ACK is pushed successively. (You 
must wait four seconds between pushes.) In the case of status alarms, the alarm channel 
will be among those selected until the next status transition on that channel.
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Status alarms. (You may establish alarms on transitions of the 16 status channels. 
We will describe how to do this later.)

UPPER AND LOWER LIMITS; These keys are used to display any tolerance limits 
which you have established for the selected channel. (These limits are entered 
via setup mode, which we will describe later.) The limit will be displayed as long 
as the key is held down. A display of 0 indicates that no limit has been 
established for the selected channel, not that the limit is 0 units.

ACK (Acknowledge): This key is used to acknowledge alarms, 
conditions cause alarms at the Remote Terminal:

If an analog channel is muted, a "[" will appear in front of the value and limit checking 
will be suspended for that analog channel. If a status channel is muted, alarm checking 
will’ be suspended for that status channel.



3.1.4 Fallsafe

3.1.5 Remote Terminal Setup
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While in SETUP mode, the keys marked UPPER and LOWER LIMIT take on the 
meanings YES and NO. ("Yes" and "No" are marked above the keys.)

Warning: You must go through the entire sequence or none of your 
entries will take effect; sample telemetry voltages must be 
input during telemetry set-up. Status inputs should be 
connected for status alarm set-up.

When the Remote Terminal senses that it is no longer receiving data transmissions from 
the Control Terminal, the control failsafe sequence commences. After 5 seconds of no 
data, an alarm is sounded. The Failsafe LED on the front panel flashes. After three 
minutes, the LED remains on steadily , another alarm is sounded, and the failsafe relay 
relaxes. This relay can be connected to make your transmitter inoperative under failsafe 
conditions. As soon as communication from Control to Remote is re-established, the 
LED goes off .and the failsafe relay energizes again. Control Failsafe can be disabled (see 
Section 2.11).

Telemetry Failsafe involves the checking of one to four analog (telemetry) channels. 
These channels are determined via Channel 19 setup (see Section 3.1.5). When one or 
more of the enabled channels falls below approximately .25 volts, the Telemetry Failsafe 
sequence begins; an alarm is sounded and die Failsafe LED flashes. After three hours, 
another alarm is sounded, the LED remains on steadily, and the failsafe relay relaxes. 
When all the enabled channels go above approximately .25 volts, or when all the enabled 
channels go below approximately .25 volts, Telemetry Failsafe is ended (the latter 
corresponds to a transmitter off). Channel 19 displays the time remaining until failsafe.

When the Control Terminal is no longer receiving data transmission from the Remote 
Terminal, the Metering Failsafe sequence starts. After the data quality from the RT drops 
to less than 50, an alarm is sounded, and the Failsafe LED flashes. After three hours, 
another alarm is sounded, the LED remains on steadily, and the failsafe relay relaxes. 
When communications are reestablished to the CT, the LED goes off and the failsafe 
relay energizes. Metering Failsafe may not be disabled.

Channels 1-16 may be calibrated, given tolerance alarm limits, et cetera. Channel 19 
may be used to set-up Telemetry Failsafe. To do these things, select a channel use the up 
(f) and down (|) keys and press SETUP.

When you are in SETUP mode, the SETUP LED is lit. You may think of setup as a 
series of questions. At the end of the sequence the SETUP LED goes off and the various 
setup parameters you have, established go into effect To abort the sequence simply press 
SETUP again.

Entering maintenance override at the Remote Terminal ends all three types of failsafe. 
Note also that the Failsafe LED is permanently lit and the relay relaxing is a function of 
Control or Metering or Telemetry Failsafe, i.e., if any one of the failsafes exist, then the 
LED is on and the relay is relaxed. Also, if the Failsafe LED is flashing, one or the other 
of the failsafes'is counting down in time.



Calibration Mode

Decimal Point Position

3-6

In general, you press NO, up (t), or down (j ) as appro-priate until the alphanumeric 
display shows what you want to see. Then you press YES to enter the proper parameter 
and go on to the next question.

After you select a channel and press SET UP, you will see MVOLT in the alphanumeric 
display. We are choosing the telemetry calibration mode. Our choices are:
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As you press NO, each of these choices will be displayed in turn. Press YES when your 
choice appears in the window.

xxxx.xxx.xxx.xx
X.XXX.xxxx

MVOLT (millivolt)
LINEAR
POWER
INDIRECT (except on channel 1)

INDIRECT mode specifies that the display value will vary in proportion to the product of 
the input voltage on the channel being set up, and that of the next lower-numbered 
channel. For instance, if channel two is calibrated in INDIRECT mode, the input 
voltages on channel one and two are multiplied, and the display value is proportional to 
this product (As with LINEAR and POWER modes , you will enter a calibration factor 
later.) Since channel one has no next lower channel, INDIRECT mode will not be 
offered as a choice when you are setting it up.

LINEAR specifies that the display value will be directly proportional to the input sample 
voltage for the channel being set up. Later on you will have to enter a calibration value. 
We will explain this when we get to it.

This entry specifies the position of the decimal point for the display. Press NO until you 
see the position you want, then press YES.

If you have selected MVOLT mode, you will skip the next three choices, and advance 
directly to upper limit entry, below. Otherwise (in LINEAR, POWER and INDIRECT 
modes), you must now choose from these:

POWER mode specifies that the display value will vary as the square of the input sample 
voltage. You may use this mode to compute power from a telemetry input that varies 
proportional to current This mode also requires a calibration value, and will be 
explained more fully later.

MVOLT specifies that the display value for the selected channel will be expressed in 
millivolts. For example, if channel 1 is calibrated in MVOLT mode and 3.2 volts is 
applied to the corresponding analog input, "3200 *" will be displayed. The indicates 
that value is in millivolts.



Displayed Sign

Next you choose from:

Calibration Value

Studying these examples should give you a good grasp of the operation of INDIRECT
mode.
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Original Conditions:
Changed Conditions:
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This entry specifies the sign of the calibration factor you are about to have calculated by 
the MRC-1600 (see below). Use NO and YES.

SIGN+
SIGN-

Channel 2
Display:

100.0
50.0
25.0

300.0

Channel 1:
1.0 V
0.5 V (x 1/2)
0.5 V (x 1/2)
3.0 V (x 3)

Channel 2:
3.0 V
3.0 V (x 1)
1.5 V (x 1/2) 
3.0 V (x 1)

Now we enter the calibration value. This process is exactly analogous to the process of 
calibration on a conventional remote control, where you adjust a trim-pot until the meter 
reads correctly. To adjust the display value use the use the up ( f) and down (I) keys 
until you see the value you want to be displayed for the input sample voltage you have 
applied.

For example, suppose you apply a 3.0 volt telemetry sample to the input for channel two, 
select channel two, press SETUP, select Linear mode, select XXX.X, and select sign +. 
When you get to the calibration factor, the display starts out at 100.0. You may adjust 
this to any value you want by using up (f) and down (|) keys. Let’s suppose 100.0 is 
exactly what you want. You press YES. After you complete the remaining questions, 
you leave SETUP mode. From now on, whenever 3.0 volts of sample is applied to the 
input for channel two, 100.0 will be displayed when channel 2 is selected. If 1.5 volts is 
applied, this is half as much, so 50.0 will be displayed. Suppose you had chosen POWER 
instead of LINEAR mode (with all the other entries exactly the same). For a 3.0 volt 
sample applied to the input, the display says 100.0, just as for LINEAR. But when you 
apply 1.5 volts, the input voltage is half as much, so the display value falls according to 
the square of one-half (i.e., one-fourth) and therefore 25.0 is displayed.

Let us take the same example again, but this time choosing INDIRECT mode. Suppose a 
1.0 volt sample has been applied to channel 1 and 3.0 volts to channel 2 at calibration 
time. We once again choose 100.0 as the calibration factor. Since the display value is 
proportional to the product of the two voltages, we can develop the following table:

Due to the characteristics of the A/D converter used in the MRC-1600, accuracy is 
proportional to the input sample voltage at calibration time. If you apply less than 0.25 
V, accuracy is not enough to meet the accuracy specification of 0.5%. Therefore, any 
attempt to calibrate with less than 0.25 V applied to the appropriate input (either inputs in 
INDIRECT mode) will be ignored. The channel will remain calibrated in whatever mode



Analog Mute Channel

Status Invert

Status Alarms

Now, you can specify the conditions for status alarms:
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Limit checking (upper and lower) may be suspended (muted) for a given analog channel 
when a chosen status channel is OFF. After completing limits setup, you are asked for 
the status channel that will mute the analog channel you are setting up. Setting the mute 
channel to 0 turns off the muting (limits always checked) for the analog channel. Use 
up (f) and down (|) keys to change the mute channel.

This set-up allows you to invert the status applied to the input before it is displayed. 
When STAT NORM is selected, a closure across the status input terminals for the 
selected channel causes the LED to be ON. When there is no continuity between the 
terminals, the LED is OFF. Selecting STAT INV reverses this. NO and YES are used to 
select between the choices, as before.
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This completes the setup of the analog telemetry input for the selected channel. The 
remainder of the set-up sequence is for STATUS set-up. The first choices are:

NONE 
RISING 
FALLING
BOTH

STAT NORM and
STATINV

Note: Muting always is determined from displayed status channel 
(LED off).

If you select RISING, an alarm will be triggered whenever the LED indication for the 
selected status channel goes from OFF to ON. FALLING is the reverse transition. Both 
specifies there will be an alarm on any transition. Do not use any response except NONE 
if you are not using the status inputs, as superfluous alarms may result upon leaving the

it was in before you entered setup mode. In general, you should try to calibrate with the 
input voltage at full scale. The voltage applied should never exceed 4.5 volts, however.

Upper and Lower Limits

After you have entered the calibration factor, you are asked for upper and lower 
telemetry tolerance limits. If the value as calibrated goes outside the tolerance you have 
entered, an alarm results. Setting a tolerance of 0 is equivalent to defeating the limit. 
The system displays an initial value of 5% over or under the display value as appropriate. 
For example, if you have calibrated the channel to display 100.0, the initial value for 
upper limit will be 104.9, and that for lower limit will be 95.0. You may use up (f) and 
down (4) keys to change the limit as you please. Pressing NO will set the display value 
to 0. Press YES when the display shows the correct value and the limit will be 
established.



Status Mute Channel

Telemetry Failsafe

Verifying Set-Ups

3.1.6 Final Notes on the Remote Terminal
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setup mode. As before, use NO and YES to make your choice. When you have made 
your selection, you have completed the setups for this channel. The SETUP LED will go 
off, and the value as calibrated will be displayed.

Status alarm checking may be suspended (muted) for a given status channel when a 
chosen status channel is OFF. This is analogous to limit check muting. Again you are 
asked for the status channel that will mute the status channel you’re setting up. Setting 
the mute channel to 0 turns off muting (alarms are always checked) for the status 
channel. Use up (f) and down (j) keys to change the mute channel.

The RUN LED has not been mentioned yet. This is simply an indication at a glance that 
conditions at the terminal are normal. The RUN LED will be OFF if the terminal is:
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a. in maintenance override
b. being set up, or
c. in failsafe or impending failsafe.

MVOLT (millivolt) mode
Upper Limit 0 (i.e., disabled) 
Lower Limit 0 (i.e., disabled) 
Analog Mute 0 (i.e., disabled) 
STATNORM (i.e., not inverting) 
NONE (i.e., no status alarms)
Status Mute 0 (i.e., disabled)

Note: Muting is always determined from the displayed status channel 
(LED off).

Select Channel 19 and press. SETUP. "CH A = nn" will be displayed where nn is from 0 
through 16. 0 represents disabled and 1 through 16 are telemetry channels. Select the 
desired channel using up (t) and down (|) keys. Press YES to go on to the next failsafe 
channel. Repeat for all four telemetry and failsafe channels.

You may check the set-ups at any time without changing them. Simply press SETUP and 
press YES successively. You may change one aspect of the set-up without changing the 
others, simply by using NO, up (|), or down (|) keys as appropriate and then pressing 
YES until you reach the end of the sequence. You must continue to the end of the setup 
sequence for any new set-up factors to be entered.

When the Remote Terminal is powered up, it has no record of any previous set-ups. The 
first thing it does is make some assumptions. It automatically sets up every channel as 
follows:



3.1.7 Control Terminal Operation

Channel 0 does not have the "power saver" feature.

3.1.8 Notes on Recovery After Power Failure

)
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When the Remote and Control Terminals are interconnected, the Remote Terminal 
routinely sends setup data down to the Control Terminal for backup storage. So the 
second thing the Remote Terminal does is send a message to the Control Terminal asking 
for its copy of the setups. During this fetch period, the setup LED flashes. If the Control 
Terminal is indeed connected to the Remote, this fetch cycle takes about 25 seconds. 
The time required for transmission of a complete backup copy of the set-up data from 
Remote to Control is about six minutes (with audible telemetry).

Operation at the Control Terminal is almost identical to that at the Remote. These are the 
differences:

We have already described how the Remote Terminal sends its setup data to the Control 
Terminal (sending one complete copy every six minutes); and also how the Remote 
Terminal when powered up requests a copy of this data from the Control Terminal (this 
takes 25 seconds).

After a power failure (or power "hit") at the Remote, an operator at the Control Terminal 
will see the SETUP LED flash for 25 seconds. Otherwise the displays will be completely 
normal and accurate, and he/she will have full control capability. The Control Terminal 
gives accurate, calibrated displays even though the Remote Terminal has no set-up data 
because the Control Terminal does its own calculations.
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The summary of MRC-1600 Operation (see Section 3.1.10) lists the remaining functions 
for quick reference.

Upon power-up for the first time, the Control Terminal displays will appear to be 
uncalibrated until the Remote Terminal sends the setup data. Depending on where the 
Remote was in its cycle when the Control was powered up, 25 seconds to 6 minutes will 
elapse before a particular channel is calibrated.

The status of Maintenance Override may not be changed from the Control 
Terminal. Therefore SETUP and LOWER pressed simultaneously on channel 0 
have no effect.

There is no failsafe relay at the Control Terminal (you will nonetheless get an 
alarm upon failsafe or impending failsafe).

There is no set-up at all at the Control Terminal. Pressing the SETUP key on 
channels 1-19 has no effect.

During this period, the operator does have full control (RAISE/LOWER) capability, and 
all data is available, but the values are expressed in millivolts. (As you will recall, the 
system automatically initializes each channel to MVOLT mode.) The uncalibrated 
channels will be marked with an *. When the asterisk disappears the channel is 
calibrated.



3.1.9 Notes on the Subaudible Option

3.1.10 Summary of Remote and Control Terminal Operation

Normal Operation

The RUN LED is on if the Remote Terminal is not:

J
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Press up (f) or down (|) arrow keys to advance or retreat through the channels.

Press RAISE or LOWER for relay activation after selecting desired channel.

Press UPPER LIMIT or LOWER LIMIT to display telemetry tolerance limit. A limit 
of 0 means no limit has been established.

Press ACK to acknowledge tolerance or status alarm (in response to flashing alarm LED 
and audible alarm). The channel in question will be selected. If there is more than one 
alarm, you will step through in order of channel number.

If there is no flashing alarm LED, press ACK to disclose any previously acknowledged 
alarms where the alarm condition persists. These include:
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a. Telemetry channel remains out tolerance.
b. Status channel remains OFF after falling edge alarm.
c. Status channel remains ON after rising edge alarm.

a. In Maintenance Override,
b. Being set up (see below), or.
c. In failsafe or impending failsafe.

In systems that do not have the subaudible option, communication between terminals is at 
300 baud (baud = bits per second) in both directions. In subaudible systems, 
communication from Control to Remote remains at 300 baud, but the remm telemetry is 
sent at a rate of 9.4 baud. This is 1/32 as fast.

Upon subsequent power failures at the Control Terminal, there will be no "uncalibrated" 
time after power-up, since non-volatile memory maintains all set-up data at the Control 
Terminal. Therefore, all channels are calibrated immediately upon restoration of power to 
the Control Terminal.

Although the command response time is the same (the delay from when RAISE or 
LOWER is pressed at the Control Terminal until the relay closes at the Remote), the data 
at the Control is updated very slowly. As you look at an analog channel at the Control 
Terminal, new values will arrive every 13.1 seconds on average. The Remote Terminal 
will require 2.9 hours to send its setup data to the Control Terminal the first time. Since 
this set-up data is stored in non-volatile memory, the Control Terminal will be 
immediately calibrated after restoration of power if a power failure occurs.



There are 20 channel displays as follows:

Channel 0

Channel 1-16 The 16 telemetry inputs.

Channel 17 A/D gain reference should be 2048 + 20 counts.

Channel 18

Time until Telemetry Failsafe, expressed as minutes from 0 to 180.Channel 19

While at channel 0, the following combinations of keys have special interpretations:

Setup & upper limit simultaneously: LAMP TEST

Setup and lower limit: AUDIBLE ALARM TEST

Setup and raise: ENABLE/DISABLE AUDIBLE ALARM

Setup and lower (R.T. only):

Setup and ACK: Clears all unacknowledged alarms at once

SETUP Mode

1. Telemetry Calibration Mode

(millivolt display)

2. Telemetry Display Decimal Point

Use NO and YES.
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Data link performance figures. The first number is performance as 
received; the second number is performance as reported by the 
other terminal, expressed as a number from 0 - 99.

After ten seconds the Remote Terminal goes into "power saver 
mode", with only the run, maintenance and alarm LEDs enabled.

(proportional to product of this channel and next 
lower channel - not allowed on channel one)
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MVOLT 
LINEAR 
POWER 
INDIRECT

XXXX.
XXX.X
XX.XX
X.XXX
XXXX

ENABLE/DISABLE MAINTENANCE 
OVERRIDE

To set-up a channel at the Remote Terminal, select the desired channel and press SET 
UP. Telemetry samples must be present.

Press NO to step through the choices; press YES when desired choice is 
displayed.



3. Sign of Telemetry Calibration Factor

Use NO and YES.

4. Telemetry Calibration Value

5. Telemetry Upper Tolerance Limit

6. Telemetry Lower Tolerance Limit

7.

8. Status Input Inversion

Use NO and YES.

9. Status Alarm

10. Status Mute Channel

Failsafe

Control Failsafe:

Metering Failsafe:

) Telemetry Failsafe:

3-13MRC-1600 
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Use NO and YES. Do not use on non-connected status channel (i.e. leave 
as NONE).

Use up (f) and down (f) arrow keys to increment and decrement the 
displayed channel. Press YES when desired channel is displayed.

Analog Mute Channel

Use up ( t ) and down ( I ) arrow keys to increment and decrement 
displayed number for 4, 5, 6, and 7. Press YES when desired value is 
displayed.

Alarms when selected analog channels drop. Alarms and enters 
failsafe after three hours (if enabled).

Alarms when RT to CT link is lost Alarms and enters failsafe after 
three hours.

Alarms when CT to RT link is lost. Alarms and enters failsafe after 
three minutes (if enabled).

SIGN+
SIGN-

STAT NORM (i.e., not inverting) 
STAT INV (i.e., inverting)

NONE (no alarm)
FALLING (alarm on input "opening") 
RISING (alarm on input "closure") 
BOTH



Power Failure Recovery

3.2 Operation - CRT Option

3.2.1 Format of Display

I
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When the Remote loses memory, it requests a set-up memory dump from the Control. 
This takes about 25 seconds and is marked by the SETUP LED flashing.

After an initial period of 6 minutes to allow all set-up parameters to be sent from the 
Remote to Control Terminal, the Control Terminal is immediately calibrated upon 
power-up after experiencing a power failure.

The sixteen analog channels are displayed in a column at the left side of the screen. For 
each channel, 14 characters of descriptive text may be entered, along with a 7-character 
units text.

Below the displays of analog values and status conditions are the system status messages. 
These are as follows:

At the- upper right of the display is the time-of-day clock. The time is reset to 00:00 
(midnight) whenever the Control Terminal is powered up. At this time, an alarm sounds 
at the CRT and a message directs you to reset the time. Directions for doing this are in 
the next section.
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"ALARM" duplicates the function of the Alarm LED on the MRC-1600 front 
panel. Since the CRT has its own internal audible alarm, this also sounds 
whenever the "ALARM" message appears. However, this audible alarm may be 
defeated from the CRT keyboard. We will describe how to do this in the next 
section.

"Data Link ERROR" appears whenever the channel 18 display at the front panel 
is out of tolerance.

"A/D ERROR" appears whenever the channel 17 display at the front panel is out 
of tolerance.

The sixteen status channels are displayed in a column at the right side of the screen. 14 
characters of descriptive text may be entered for each status channel. The user may also 
set up 7-character names for the "on" and "off1 conditions. For example, you may wish 
to name channel one "FRONT DOOR," with the on condition named "OPEN" and the off 
condition named "SHUT." As you receive the MRC-1600 from the factory, all of the on 
conditions are set up to read " " (blanks) and all of the off conditions are set up to read " 
" (blanks).

A CRT Option may be installed at the Control Terminal of the MRC-1600 to provide a 
simultaneous display of all analog and status channels. For each channel the user may 
enter descriptive text, which is stored in non-volatile memory. Alarms may be 
acknowledged from the CRT keyboard. The user may also select channels and issue 
raise and lower commands from the keyboard. In reading this section, refer to Figure 1-2 
for an illustration of the keyboard of the Hazeltine Esprit 6110+ CRT. In this section we 
assume you are already very familiar with the basic MRC-1600.



3.2.2 Operation from the CRT Keyboard

l
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A small ">" symbol at the left of the screen indicates which channel is selected for 
raising and lowering. As the selected channel is changed at the MRC-1600 front panel, 
the CRT display changes also. When channel 0, 17, 18, or 19 is selected at the front 
panel, no ">" symbol is displayed, and any attempt to raise or lower from the CRT is 
ignored.

The selected channel may be changed from the CRT keyboard with the use of the 
RETURN key to advance a channel and the BACKSPACE key to go back a channel. 
To raise or lower on the selected channel, press R to raise or L to lower. Hold the key 
down for as long as you wish to raise or lower.
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"SET TIME-OF-DAY" appears whenever the Control Terminal is powered up. 
This message disappears when the time is set.

"Time Until Failsafe: XXX mins." appears whenever Channel 19 indicates 
failsafe is pending or exists. XXX can be from 0 to 180.

"Maintenance Override: ENABLED" or "Maintenance Override: DISABLED" is 
displayed as appropriate.

The CRT’s audible alarm may be enabled and disabled with the B key. Each time B is 
pressed, the status of the audible alarm is reversed. When the Control Terminal is 
powered up, the audible alarm is initialized to "enabled."

The time display may be set with the T key. For example, to set the time to 5:30 am, 
enter 0 5 3 0 T. You may use the 10-key pad or the row of numbers at the top of the key
board, as you choose. To set the time to 5:30 pm, enter 1 7 3 0 T. Note that the 24-hour 
clock is used.

For the sake of efficiency, the channel titles and similar elements on the display page are 
output to the CRT only once, when the Control Terminal is powered up. Thereafter, 
individual elements in the display are changed as required. As a result, if the CRT is 
powered up after the MRC-1600, part or all of the page frame will be missing. Pushing 
the 0 key causes the entire page to be rewritten.

Alarms may be acknowledged by pushing the A key. The channel with the alarm 
condition will then be selected automatically. If there is more than one alarm, the 
different alarming channels will be selected sequentially (one each time A is pressed), 
just as at the MRC-1600 front panel. Analog channels which are out of tolerance are 
indicated by ">" (too high) or "<" (too low) after the displayed value. A muted value is 
preceded by a "[." Status channels in an alarm condition are indicated by a "*" preceding 
the status value.



3.2.3 CRT Text Setup

3.2.4 Interactions with the Logging Option

1.

2. The alarm tone may also become intermittent during logging activity.

3.

3.2.5 Summary of CRT Key Commands

A Acknowledge (Alarm)

B Audible Alarm enable/disable (CRT only)

O

XXXXT

RETURN

BACK SPACE Decrement selected channel (or correct entries in titling/units)
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Re-output (Rewrite) Page

Set Time (XXXX = a 4-digit time 24 hour clock)

Whether or not you have purchased an Automatic Logging Option, you can put the CRT 
in LOGGER SETUP mode by holding the CTRL key down and then pushing C. This 
causes the display to clear and places the system in a condition where it is ready to 
receive logger setup commands. Should the system ever be placed in LOGGER SETUP 
mode, it can be returned to CRT OPERATION mode by pressing L and then RETURN.
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CTRL and Q Analog channel title
CTRL and W Analog channel units
CTRL and E Status channel title
CTRL and R Status channel text for the ON condition
CTRL and T Status channel text for the OFF condition

When the Logger is printing a line, the CRT keyboard is locked out. 
Since the Logger can print 120 characters per second, this will normally 
only be for very brief periods.

If you happen to be raising or lowering, logging will be postponed until 
you lift your finger from the R or L key.

Increment selected channel (or write new title/units into non
volatile memory)

As mentioned before, the user may establish descriptive text for each channel. To do 
this, the CTRL key near the lower left of the keyboard is used. First, select the channel 
you wish to modify by using ±e RETURN and BACKSPACE keys. Hold the CTRL 
key down and then push a second key, chosen from the table below. You will see a 
reverse-video field appear on the screen in the appropriate area.

Having selected the field to be modified, you may use all of the alphabetic, numeric, and 
punctuation keys on the keyboard to enter your text. Mistakes may be eradicated with 
the BACK SPACE key. When the text in the reverse-video field appears in its desired 
form, press the RETURN key to trigger an update of the non-volatile memory.

Since the CRT and Logger Options share the same communication lines from the MRC- 
1600, certain minor interactions may be noted:



RaiseR

LowerL

CTRL-Q Set up analog channel title

Set up analog unitsCTRL-W

Set up status channel titleCTRL-E

Set up status channel on-condition textCTRL-R

CTRL-T Set up status channel off-condition text

Go to LOGGER SETUP ModeCTRL-C

Return to the CRT OPERATION ModeL<-

Means press Return

ESC + F3F2Fl6 81

TAB 8 97Q Ow E YR T IU

5 64CRTL LLOCK F G H RETURNKA S JD

SHIFTSHIFT BREAKDEL 0X C V B N MZ

J
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Figure 3-2 
Keyboard
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3.3 Operation - Logging Option
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3.3.1 Log Page Format

Refer to Figure 3-4 for a typical log page. The page has three main parts:

1.

2.

3.

3.3.2 Logger Set-Up

Note: This symbol <-- means to press the RETURN key.

For example, if you wish for the third line of the header to read THIS IS A TEST, enter:

To display all ten lines of header text as they are currently on file, enter: H <--.
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As mentioned before, set-up is done from the CRT keyboard. To enter LOGGER SETUP 
Mode, hold down the CTRL key (near the lower left of the keyboard) and press C. The 
CRT display will clear and the system will be ready to receive logger setup commands.

A page "header," consisting of ten lines of user-entered text, is printed at 
the top of every page. The interval at which a new page is started is also 
programmable by the user.

Beneath the header, the values of selected analog and status channels are 
printed at preset intervals. Each log line gives the time followed by one to 
nine status or analog values. If more than nine values must be logged, 
multiple log lines are automatically printed.

As alarms occur, alarm messages are printed. These give the time, channel 
number and value. Alarm messages are printed only for channels which 
have been specified to be logged automatically. At the end of any minute 
in which an alarm message has been printed, a summary log is made, 
showing all logged measurements to aid in diagnosis of the problem.

H03 <--
THIS IS A TEST <--

The interval at which a new page is ejected and a new header is printed is controlled by 
the E command (E stands for eject). This will be illustrated by example below.

To enter or change header text, type in H followed by the two-digit line number, then 
push the RETURN key. Then enter the desired line of text. If you make a mistake while 
you are entering the line, it may be eradicated with the BACKSPACE key. When you 
are happy with the text line as it appears on the screen, press the RETURN key. The line 
will then be programmed into non-volatile memory.

Simply enter: F <- and nine groups of asterisks are printed, showing how the column 
titles are to be placed.

Since a key function of the header text is to provide column titles for the logged data, the 
F command is provided to show where the nine columns are.



To display back the E command as it is currently on file, enter: E

To display back the C command as it is currently on file, enter: C

To end the editing session and return to logger operation, enter: W

If you would like to get a hard copy of your logger set-ups, enter: K <— .

To end the editing session and return to logger operation, enter: L

3.3.3 Logger Error Messages

If you have made an error in formatting a logger setup command, the system will respond
in one of three different ways immediately after you press RETURN.

1.

2.
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The interval between automatic logs is controlled by the W command (W stands for 
when). It is identical in format to the E command.

As mentioned before, each log line has nine channels. The example immediately above 
will cause two log lines to be printed every time a log is made. The list of channels may 
include all sixteen analog channels and all sixteen status channels if you wish.

If we enter: E0000,2359,0300 <- the system will print a new page from midnight (0000) 
to 11:59 pm (2359) at 3-hour intervals (0300). 2359 is the latest legal time; 2400 is not 
allowed. The interval is to be expressed in hours and minutes. For example, 0230 would 
mean every 2 1/2 hours. Each of the three numbers must have four digits; leading zeros 
may not be deleted.

If there is a letter or punctuation mark in a place requiring a number, the 
system will respond: "Invalid Numeric Entry".

The S stands for status. Each channel number must be two digits; leading zeros must not 
be deleted. To log all analog channels in order, enter: CA01,A02,A03,A04,A05,A06 
A07,A08,A09,A10,All <-.

The list of channels is entered with the C command. This consists of the letter C 
followed by the list of channels to be logged. The logged channels will be printed in the 
order entered, so if you wish the channels to be printed out of sequence, enter them out of 
sequence. For example, if you wish to log odd-numbered status channels in reverse 
order, enter. CS15,S13^11^09,S07,S05,S03,S01 <- .

If the length of the command line is incorrect for the type of command, 
the system will convert the command into a display command. For 
example, entering: E000 <— , will have the same effect as entering: E <— .

From this point forward, anything printed on the CRT will also be sent to the logger. To 
turn off the hard copy, again enter: K <--.

For example, if we enter: W0600,1800,0130 <-- the system will print log lines (as 
specified by the C command) from six in the morning (0600) to six in the evening (1800) 
at 90-minute intervals (0130).



3.

3.3.4 Logger Operation

3.3.5 Summary of Logger Setup Commands

K <— Enable/Disable Logger Hard Copy

F<- Print Stars (field markers)

H<- Print Entire Header

HXX <— (xx: 01-10) Prepare for New Header Line

TEXT<- Enter Header Text (up to 79 characters)

E0000,2359,0100 <— New Header Command

E<- Display Existing New Header Command

W0000,2359,0100 <—New Log-line Command

W<- Display Existing Log-line Command

CA01,S02,...,A16 <-- Log List

Display Existing Log List

L<- Retum to Operation Mode

= push the RETURN key
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For a manually-initiated log while in Operation Mode, hold down the CTRL key, then 
push I.

MRC-1600
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Once the logger is placed in Operation Mode (after L has been entered as described 
above), the printer runs automatically. You can force the system to log immediately by 
holding down the CTRL key, then pressing I while CTRL is still held down.

In addition to the interactions with the CRT Option noted previously in Section 3.3.3, it 
should also be noted that if the operator is raising or lowering from the CRT, logging will 
be held off for as long as the command action continues. However, as soon as the 
operator lifts his finger from the R or L key, any delayed logs will be printed 
immediately.

Also, while in OPERATIONS Mode, you may hold down CTRL and push K to cause 
the printer to advance to the next page and print a new header.

In the remaining cases, the system will respond: "I Don’t Understand", 
followed by the first erroneous character in the command line.

To advance to the next page and print a new header while in Operation Mode, hold down 
the CTRL key, then push K.
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3.4 Operation - Dial Access/Voice Response

3.4.1 OPERATIONS Mode

Calling the DAVR

1. To call the DAVR you can use any DTMF phone.

2.

3.

If auto-dial has been disabled, the DAVR will also report this.

4.
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The Dial Access/Voice Response System (DAVR) monitors and controls the the MRC- 
1600 by using a DTMF (Dual-Tone Multi-Frequency) telephone. The DAVR can be 
accessed from either a setup phone (which is connected directly to the DAVR) or any 
DTMF remote phone through the Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN).

It is recommended that the user become familiar with the DAVR by using the 
OPERATIONS mode before using the SETUP mode.

Enter a password: (the default master password is 9#6#2#1#, then press #. 
If the password is incorrect, the DAVR will say: WRONG PASSWORD.

You are now in the OPERATIONS mode and ready to enter key 
commands. If you want to perform an operation that is channel related 
(raise, lower, check analog, status, or imit values, or check for alarms at 
a specific channel) enter a two digit channel number: 01 through 16.

If a modem is connected to the DAVR, then press a key so the DAVR will 
know this is not a modem call. The key will be ignored. This step is only 
necessary if a modem is connected to the DAVR external RS-232 port.

If the password has been entered correctly the DAVR will say: THANK 
YOU.

After the password is entered, if there are no unacknowledged alarms the 
DAVR will then report the status of RT control (CT IS IN CONTROL, 
YOU ARE IN CONTROL, or RT COMMUNICATION FAILURE). 
If there are acknowledged alarms the DAVR will report how many. At 
this time you do not have to acknowledge the alarms.

Note: You have 40 seconds from the time the DAVR first spoke to 
enter the password correctly.

Note: If the number of rings has been set-up, the DAVR will wait that 
number of rings before answering. If the number of rings has 
not been set-up, the DAVR will answer immediately.

In OPERATIONS mode you can either control or monitor the MRC-1600. You can 
perform a series of operations in this mode such as Analog, Status and Limit Value 
Reporting. These features will discussed later on in Section 3.4.2, Operation Details.

After answering, the DAVR will say: THIS IS MOSELEY DIAL 
ACCESS/VOICE RESPONSE SYSTEM. PLEASE ENTER YOUR 
PASSWORD.



5.

6. You can end the call at any time by pressing: #*.

Moseley Dial Access System

1

Report Alarm

Next Setup

Repeat Alarm

Repeat Setup

3.4.2 Operation Details

Analog, Status and Limit Value Reporting

To report an analog value, press 8

To report a status value, press 9

To report an upper limit, press 3 .

To report a lower limit, press 6

Note: You can change the channel anytime during normal operations.
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JKL

You can perform any number of operations discussed in Section 3.4.2, 
Operation Details.
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Skip Setup 
Category

PRS 
7

GHI 
4

OPER 
0

01-09 
00
0*

ABC 
2

Channel
Time, Control, Mio.
Review Setup

Analog 
Value

Upper 
Limit

Status 
Value

Lower 
Limit

19 Telem
18 Comm
17 Ref value
10-16 Chan

Figure 3-5 
Dial Access System Telephone Template 

OPERATIONS Mode

Hang Up
# *

Lower
Mic

OFF

Raise
Mic 
ON

The telephone template (see Figure 3-5) will help guide you through each function in the 
OPERATIONS mode.

These values are reported by the DAVR in the same format as they are displayed at the 
RT. The reporting key commands are:

OPERATION
MODE vs.o



Raising and Lowering

Reporting General DAVR Status

The DAVR will then go through the following report sequence:

The current DAVR time in a 12-hour format.

2.

3.

4.

After executing this command, a channel will have to be selected before any more
channel commands will work.

Turning the Microphone On/Off
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This feature can be used to monitor the status of nearby machinery, or the sound of a 
nearby radio turned to the transmitter, if you are too far away to receive an off-air signal. 
The microphone will always be off when you first call the DAVR.

Once a channel from 01 through 16 has been selected, you can raise or lower, if the 
DAVR is in control of the RT. To raise press 2, to lower press 5. The RT will begin the 
raise or lower after the command key has been pressed and will maintain the raise or 
lower until the command key is released. After the command key has been released the 
DAVR will say: RAISE or LOWER, depending on which key was pressed.

This function reports time, RT control status, reports if auto-dial is disabled, and the 
number of calls received today. To access the General DAVR Status Report, press 00.

If you try to raise or lower while the CT is in control of the RT, then the DAVR will say: 
CANNOT. CT IS IN CONTROL. The CT is in control whenever channel 02 through 
16 has been selected at the CT front panel.

Note: If a call is terminated during a raise or lower procedure, the 
DAVR will automatically stop the raise or lower.

The number of calls received since midnight. This feature can be used to 
insure that the system is being checked regularly.

a. RT COMMUNICATION FAILURE
b. RT IS IN MAINTENANCE OVERRIDE
c. CT IS IN CONTROL

If you try to raise or lower but communication has failed between the DAVR and the RT, 
the DAVR will say: CANNOT. RT COMMUNICATION FAILURE.

If auto-dial has been disabled in set-up mode, the DAVR will say: 
AUTO-DIAL DISABLED.

If you are using the monitor password, the DAVR will say: 
MONITORING. Then it will report who is in control using one of the 
following messages:

If you are using the control or master password, the DAVR will say: 
YOU ARE IN CONTROL.



Reporting Pseudo-Channels

To report RT reference value, press 17

To report communication status, press 18

To report RT telemetry failsafe status, press 19

Reviewing Set-Up Details

The rest of the set-up details are listed in channel order in the following categories:

To report next set-up detail, press 4

To repeat last set-up detail, press 7

)

When there is no more to report, the DAVR says: END OF REVIEW.
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Selecting one of these channels will cause the DAVR to report the same information that 
the RT displays when these channels are selected at the RT front panel.

It is recommended that you and your staff become familiar with DAVR pronunciation of 
labels and messages that have been setup. You can review the DAVR by pressing 0* for 
setup details. (If you have the room in file memory, set-up some unused labels with 
humorous phrases. A little humor may relax those who are a little nervous when using 
computers.)

After selecting this command you will be able to step through the following setup 
categories:

Once you are in set-up details command mode, you can use the following commands to 
verify the following set-up details:

MRC-1600
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Note: All other DAVR commands can be executed while the 
microphone is on.

Password Set-up 
Answer Message Set-up 
Auto Dial Set-up

Analog Label Set-up 
Analog Units Set-up 
Status Label Set-up 
Status On Label 
Status Off Label

To turn the microphone on press 002, the DAVR will report: MICROPHONE ON. 
Once the microphone has been turned on, you will able to hear what’s going on in the 
vicinity of your microphone. To turn the microphone off press 005, the DAVR will 
report MICROPHONE OFF.

To skip to the next channel setup, press *



Alarm Reporting

Terminating the Call

CT Control vs.JPhone Control

Operation Notes

J
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If there is one or more unacknowledged alarms the DAVR will report how many 
unacknowledged alarms there are.

To check or review any current DAVR alarms, press 4. If there are no current alarms, the 
DAVR will say: NO ALARMS. If there are alarms it will report the time the alarm 
occurred with a description of the alarm. Pressing 4 lets you step through any alarms that 
are in progress. Pressing 7 makes the DAVR repeat the last one.

MRC-1600 
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After each report, the DAVR will wait for you to press 4 to acknowledge, or press 7 to 
have the DAVR repeat the alarm. When the event has been acknowledged, the DAVR 
will say: ACKNOWLEDGED. If there are no more alarms to be acknowledged, the 
DAVR will say: ALL ALARMS ACKNOWLEDGED.

This feature lets you check and review any current DAVR alarms. To receive an alarm 
report, press 4. If a channel has previously been selected, the DAVR will start with 
alarms that occurred at that channel. To select a specific channel enter a two digit 
channel number 01 to 16. The DAVR will then start with any alarms at that channel.

Note: If you hang up your phone, the DAVR will hang up its phone 
after two minutes have passed. (Due to different phone 
company methods, the DAVR cannot reliably detect when you 
hang up your phone.)

When you are through with the call, press #. The DAVR will say: ARE YOU SURE. 
To terminate the call, press * and the DAVR will hang up the phone. If you press 
anything else, the DAVR will say what mode it is in and wait to accept another 
command

RT channel 1 cannot be raised or lowered from the CT if a DAVR option has been 
installed.

If the CT front, panel is at channel 2 through 16, RAISE and LOWER commands can be 
issued only from the CT front panel. RAISE and LOWER commands can only be 
issued from a DAVR phone call if the CT front panel has been left at channel 0, 1, 17, 
18, or 19. After power up, the CT will always be at channel 0, allowing control from a 
phone call after power interruptions.

You do not have to wait until the DAVR is finished saying something to press a key. If a 
key is pressed while the DAVR is speaking it will immediately stop speaking. There is 
an exception to this, however. You cannot cut the DAVR off while it is reporting an 
alarm.



3.4.3 Entering Letters and Numbers

1.

Left Column Middle Column Right Column

1

For the letter Q, press 7 then press 0.

For the letter Z, press 9 then press 0.

2.

To enter 0: press 0 then #.

3. To enter a space, press 1 twice.

4. To enter a period or a point, press 1 then 2.

5.

6. To cancel an entry completely, press 0*.

7. To find out what has been entered so far, press 00.

8.
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Once the DAVR has accepted a password, it will automatically hang up its phone if there 
is no keystroke for two minutes. After one minute, it will start asking you to press any 
key (which it will ignore) to let it know you are still there. This will reset the automatic 
hang-up timer back to two minutes.
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To enter a number, press the number and then #. For example, enter 5: 
press 5 then #.

To delete a character(s), press * until the DAVR has spoken each 
character that you wanted to delete.

When you have entered the data completely, press # the DAVR will 
replace the current set-up with the new entry.

GHI
4

PRS
7

TUV
8

ABC
2

JKL
5

WXY
9

MNO
6

DEF
3

To enter letters A-Y, press the letter, then the corresponding numeric 
column.

For example, to enter A: press 2 then press 1,4, or 7.

To enter X: press 9 then 2, 5, or 8. To enter G: press 4 then 1, 4 or 7.

Before going into the SETUP mode it is recommended that you review this section first. 
This section discusses how to enter letters and numbers. (You might want to follow this 
example with a telephone keypad.)



Entry Notes

Accessing the DAVR from the set-up phone:

Take the set-up phone off the hook.1.

2.

3.

3.4.4 SETUP Mode

Mosetey Dial Access System

1

Time

Change Mode

JV5.0

.)
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Any entry except the master password and erasing the file memory can be set-up from a 
remote phone.

MRC-1600
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Press and hold the SET UP button until the DAVR speaks the opening 
message.

Release the SET UP button and continue normally, as if the call were 
being made from a remote phone.

Figure 3-6
Dial Access System Telephone Template SETUP Mode

Answer 
Message

SETUP 
MODE

GHI
4

OPER 
0

ABC
2

01-09
00
0*

TUV
8

JKL 
5

Channel
File memory status 

'Erase lile memory

WXY 
9

MNO
6

DEF
3

Analog 
Label

Status 
Label

Status
ON

Status
OFF

PRS 
7

Analog 
Units

Hang Up
# *

1 # Talk Speed 
1* Rings 
19 Mstr PW 
18 Ctrl PW 
17 Mon PW 
10-16 Chan

* 
0 

P# 
p...# 
P*#

Pressing * switches the DAVR back and forth between OPERATION mode and SETUP 
mode.

AUTO DIAL 
Enable 
Disable 
Report 
Add 
Delete

To get into the SETUP mode repeat the same instructions in Section 3.4.1, 
OPERATIONS Mode, calling the DAVR. After you have completed steps 1 through 4, 
press *. You are now in SETUP mode. You can perform any number of set-up 
operations as discussed in the next Section 3.4.5, SETUP mode details. The telephone 
template (see Figure 3-6) will help guide you through the SETUP mode functions.



3.4.5 SETUP Mode Details

Master Password

Command keys for master password set-up are:

To report, press 19#

Control Password

To report, press 18#

Monitor Password

Command keys for monitor password set-up are:

To report, press 17#

To activate default, press 17*
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Command keys for control password set-up are:

To enter, press 18. DAVR will respond: CONTROL PASSWORD SET UP.

The monitor password only allows you to monitor from a remote phone or from the setup 
phone. You cannot RAISE or LOWER channels or perform setup functions with this 
password.

MRC-1600
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To quickly review set-up details, go into OPERATION mode by pressing *, then and 
press 0*.

There are three types of passwords, Master, Control and Monitor. Each of the three 
passwords can be of any length, and any combination of letters and numbers.

The master password is used to gain access to SETUP mode. It will also allow you to 
control and monitor from the setup phone or from a remote phone. You cannot change 
the master password or erase file memory from a remote phone.

The control password allows you to control and monitor from a remote phone or from the 
setup phone. You cannot perform setup functions with this password.

During set-up operations, if you are not sure where you are, press *, until the DAVR says 
SETUP MODE.

To enter, press 19. The DAVR will respond with: MASTER PASSWORD SET 
UP.

To enter, press 17. The DAVR will respond with: MONITOR PASSWORD 
SET UP.

To activate default, press 18*

To activate default, press 19*



Password Details

Labels Set-Up

The command keys for analog label set-up are:

To report, press 2#

To remove label, press 2*

For keeping track of your analog and unit labels entries see Figure 3-7.

i
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Each label can be any size, and any combination of letters and numbers.

Analog Label Set-Up

If any or all of the passwords are the same, the password with the most power will go into 
effect. For instance, if none of the passwords have been setup they will all be set to the 
default of 9621. Entering 9621 will then give you the power of the master password.

Another example is if the master password is set-up to be something special, but the 
monitor and control passwords are left at 9621, then whenever 9621 is used, the DAVR 
will interpret this as the control password.

All analog and status labels pertain to the last channel that was selected by pressing a two 
digit channel number 01 through 16. You only need to enter this channel number when 
you are changing it. The selected channel will stay the same after set-up is changed.

MRC-1600
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Note: The master password can only be changed with the local phone 
if the old master password was used to gain access while the 
setup button was held down.

You can assign each of the 16 analog channels a different label. This label will be used 
instead of the channel’s number whenever you request the analog value or there is a limit 
alarm at this channel.

After entering either the control password or the master password, the DAVR will tell 
you who is in control of the remote terminal (you, the control terminal, or no one, in the 
case of a remote terminal communication failure). If the monitor password is used, the 
DAVR will say: MONITORING.

To enter, press 2. The DAVR will respond with CHANNEL n ANALOG 
LABEL SET UP. (Where n is from 1 to 16).

If you want the most secure password, pick two words at random from the dictionary, and 
separate them with a space. This way, it is impossible for even the cleverest co-worker to 
guess what the password is, based on just knowing you.



Moseley MRC-1600 DAVR

ANALOG LABELS & UNITS

UnitsAnalog Channel Labels

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16
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Figure 3-7
Analog Labels and Units Set-Up Checklist

04FEB
88

Site:
Date:



Analog Units Set-Up

The command keys for analog unit label set-up are:

To report, press 5#

To remove, press 5*

Example: OPERATION mode analog value for Channel 5:

With no labels setup: 367

With Labels: PLATE VOLTAGE 367 VOLTS.

Example: alarm with no analog label:

At 3:58PM CHANNEL FIVE 367 UPPER LIMIT ALARM.

Example: alarm with analog label:

AT 3:58PM PLATE VOLTAGE 367 VOLTS UPPER LIMIT ALARM.

Status Label Set-Up

The command keys for status label set-up are:

To report, press 3#

For keeping track of your status labels entries see Figure 3-8.
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If an analog channel has had its units label setup (i.e. VOLTS) then, whenever you 
request the value of that channel, the DAVR will say (see examples below):

You can assign each of the 16 status channels a different label. This label will be used 
instead of the channel’s number whenever you request the status or there is a status alarm 
at this channel.
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To enter, press 5. The DAVR will respond with: CHANNEL n ANALOG 
UNITS SET UP. (Where n is from 1 to 16.)

To remove, press 3*

To enter, press 3. The DAVR will respond with: CHANNEL n STATUS 
LABEL SET-UP (Where n is from 1 to 16).



Status ON & OFF Set-Up

Example: OPERATION mode status for channel 5:

With no labels setup: ON or OFF

With labels: (instead of just OFF): TRANSMITTER 3 SECURE

Example: alarm with no status label:

AT 3:58PM CHANNEL FIVE RISING ALARM

Example: alarm with status label:

AT 3:58PM TRANSMITTER 3 INTRUSION CALL POLICE

The command keys for Status ON label set-up are:

To report, press 6#

The command keys for status OFF label set-up are:

To report, press 9#
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Instead of just saying ON or OFF, when you check the status of a channel, you can have 
the DAVR say an entire message.

With labels: (instead of just ON): TRANSMITTER 3 INTRUSION CALL 
POLICE

To enter, press 6. The DAVR will respond with: CHANNEL n STATUS ON 
SET UP (Where n is from 1 to 16.)

To remove, press 9*

To remove, press 6*

To enter, press 9. The DAVR will respond with: CHANNEL n STATUS OFF 
SET UP (Where n is from 1 to 16).



Moseley MRC=1600 DAVR

STATUS LABELS
as

Site:
Date:

When offWhen onStatus Channel Labels

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16
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Figure 3-8
Status Labels Set-Up Checklist



Answer Message Set-Up

The command keys for answer message set-up are:

To enter, press 4. The DAVR responds with: ANSWER MESSAGE SET UP.

To report, press 4#

Number of Rings Set-Up

Auto-Dial Set-Up

Entering an auto-dial phone number is different from entering other set-ups:

1.

2.

3.

4. When done, press #, and the number goes into effect

5. If a mistake is made, press #, then try again starting from step 1. /
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This sets how many rings the DAVR will wait before answering the phone. If the set-up 
phone shares its line with a voice phone, set the number of rings at either one through 
nine rings, to give someone a chance to answer the phone. If it is set at 0 (the default 
setting), then the DAVR will answer as soon as the phone begins ringing.

You can set-up to nine phone numbers, of any length, that the DAVR will automatically 
call when an alarm occurs (see Section 3.4.6, Alarm Handling). The nine numbers are 
prioritized; number one being called first, and number nine being called last. You can 
set-up the numbers in any order. The priorities do not have to be contiguous (you can 
set-up just 5 and 8, if you like. The DAVR will try to call 5 before trying to call 8).
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Enter the phone number as you would if you were actually dialing it. 
Insert * wherever a two second delay is required.

The default answer message is spoken right after the DAVR answers the phone: THIS 
IS MOSELEY DIAL ACCESS VOICE RESPONSE SYSTEM. PLEASE ENTER 
YOUR PASSWORD. The default message can be replaced with a custom answer 
message.

Press the auto-dial function key 7. The DAVR responds with AUTO
DIAL SET UP.

Press a number from 1 to 9 representing call order (1: first, 9:last). The 
DAVR responds with: PRIORITY n (Where n is from the numbers 1 to 
9).

To activate default remove, press 4*

To set-up the number of rings press 1* and enter the number of rings (0-9). Example 
1*3, the DAVR will answer after 3 rings.

You can enable or disable auto-dialing. If disabled and an alarm occurs, no auto-dialing 
will take place. Auto-dial enabled is the default setting.



Auto-dial set-up command keys are:

To enable, press 7*

To disable, press 70

To report, press 7p#

To remove, press 7p*#

To toggle between tone and pulse dialing, press 7#.

For keeping track of Auto-Dial and Answer Messages entries see Figure 3-9.
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An example of using auto-dial set-up is entering the Moseley phone number as the first 
number to call. The key entry is: 79689621#.

To enter, press 7p.„# (where p means call order priority (l:first, 9:last), and ... 
means phone number of any length (*for a pause).

To test, press 7p**#. The DAVR will repeat the phone #, say TESTING, SO 
LONG, hang-up the phone, and then call the number in the same way as if it had 
an alarm.

By pressing 7# the auto-dial mode can be toggled back and forth between tone and pulse 
dial.



!

Moseley MRC-1600 DAVR

Answer
message:

Telephone number (* = 2s. delay)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9
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Figure 3-9
Auto-Dial and Answer Message Set-Up Checklist

AUTO-DIAL &
ANSWER MESSAGE

Call 
order

Site;
Date:



Time Set-Up

Erase File Memory

File Memory Status

3.4.6 DAVR Alarm Handling

Select the first auto-dial phone number (call order 1: first, 9:last).1.

2. Dial-up the selected number.

3.

4.

List of DAVR Alarms

)
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This sets the DAVR hours and minutes (using 24-hour format) of the DAVR battery 
backed-up, real time clock. To enter 4:05 p.m. press 8, then press 1605. After a short 
moment the DAVR will say the time in 12-hour format.

If this is executed, all events will be erased, settings will revert to their default values, 
and all labels will be removed. The time is unaffected. Press 0* then enter the master 
password, and then press #. An example is: 0*9#6#2#l##, where 9621 is the current 
master password.

All information that you will enter in SETUP mode is stored in battery backed-up file 
memory. When erased, there are about 3,400 characters available for labels, auto-dial 
numbers, answer message, and passwords. With the file memory status command, you 
can find out how many characters are available, how many are used, and the percentage 
full. To report the file memory status, press 00, in SETUP mode.
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Communication failure with RT 
Communication failure with CT 
Telemetry failsafe alarm 
Upper limit alarm (channels 01-16) 
Lower limit alarm (channels 01-16) 
Rising alarm (channels 01-16) 
Falling alarm (channels 01-16)

If you answer, you will hear the DAVR say HELLO repeatedly. Press 
any key, and the DAVR will say the opening message. (See Section 3.4.1, 
Calling the DAVR, Step 2 for what to do next.)

If no one answers the phone, or if someone does and presses a key, but 
does not enter one of the three passwords within 40 seconds, the DAVR 
will hang-up its phone, wait 30 seconds to allow someone to call in), 
select the next auto-dial phone number, and then go to step 2.

If an alarm occurs, and auto-dial has been enabled in SETUP mode, and at least one auto
dial phone number has been set-up, the DAVR will:



3.4.7 Accessing the DAVR through the RS-232 Serial Interface Port

and then hang-up.

"THANK YOU"

)
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Upon receiving this message, the PC or terminal will have 40 seconds to send an "0" (30 
hex) to indicate to the DAVR that a serial device is interfaced over the PC interface port. 
The DAVR will then send the following message:

The PC or terminal must now enter the ASCII equivalent of the password, followed by a 
<CR>, within 40 seconds of receiving the greeting message. Backspace can be used to 
correct errors. If the password is not accepted, the DAVR will send:

and will wait for another try. If the DAVR does not receive a valid password within 40 
seconds it will send:

MRC-1600
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Data entry requests to the PC or terminal all begin with the message "Enter data:", 
expect ASCII data, and <CR> to end the entry. BACKSPACE can be used to 
correct errors. If the DAVR receives ESC from the PC or terminal, the DAVR 
will send "CANCELLED" and abort entering the data.

"SO LONG."

"MOSELEY DAVR - PC INTERFACE."

If the DAVR has an "AT" command set modem connected to its RS-232 serial interface, 
it can be monitored and controlled by a PC or a terminal which has dialed up the DAVR 
using another modem. The DAVR will answer and say the default answer message. If 
no DTMF tones are sensed for 8 seconds, the DAVR will have its modem send an 
"Answer" tone. After the two modems connect, the DAVR will send the following 
greeting message:

"CANCELLED. "
"WRONG PASSWORD"
"Enter data: "

followed by the same messages for voice calls. All further interaction with the DAVR 
uses the same commands and messages as with a call over a DTMF phone, with the 
following exceptions:

The RAISE and LOWER commands ("2" and ”5" respectively) from a PC or 
terminal will toggle the command channel state instead of raising or lowering 
until the button is released. For example, if channel 5 has been selected (by 
sending "05"), then if an ASCII "2" is sent, channel 5 will be raised until the 
DAVR receives any other byte from the PC or terminal. This byte will have no 
effect other than unraising channel 5. Lowering works the same way.

To enter the default password, simply send: 9621 <CR>. Once a valid password has 
been entered, the DAVR will send:

"Enter data : "



Special PC Interface Data Burst

byte 2: most significant byte of integer mantissa for analog channel 1 (packed BCD)

byte 47:

byte 48:

byte 49:

byte 50: checksum = XOR sum of bytes 0 through 49.

where #### is the channel’s integer mantissa.
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If you are making a call to a DAVR, using the phone instead of a PC or terminal, 
then after the DAVR answers, press any key to let it know you want to use the 
phone instead of a PC or terminal. Enter your password, and proceed normally.

Display channel value as ####. 
Display channel value as ###.# 
Display channel value as ##.## 
Display channel value as #.### 
Display channel value as .####

(1: on, 0: off) 
(1: on, 0: off) 
(1: on, 0: off) 
(1: on, 0: off) 
(1: on, 0: off) 
(1: on, 0: off) 
(1: on, 0: off) 
(1: on, 0: off) 
(1: on, 0: off) 
(1: on, 0: off) 
(1: on, 0: off) 
(1: on, 0: off) 
(1: on, 0: off) 
(1: on, 0: off) 
(1: on, 0: off) 
(1: on, 0: off)

most significant byte of integer mantissa for analog channel 16 (packed 
BCD)
least significant byte of integer mantissa for analog channel 16 (packed 
BCD)
decimal position for channel 16

Decimal position 0:
Decimal position 1: 
Decimal position 2: 
Decimal position 3: 
Decimal position 4:

byte 0, bit 7: status channel 1 
byte 0, bit 6: status channel 2 
byte 0, bit 5: status channel 3 
byte 0, bit 4: status channel 4 
byte 0, bit 3: status channel 5 
byte 0, bit 2: status channel 6 
byte 0, bit 1: status channel 7 
byte 0, bit 0: status channel 8 
byte 1, bit 7: status channel 9 
byte 1, bit 6: status channel 10 
bytel, bit 5: status channel 11 
byte 1, bit 4: status channel 12 
byte 1, bit 3: status channel 13 
byte 1, bit 2: status channel 14 
byte 1, bit 1: status channel 15 
byte 1, bit 0: status channel 16

byte 3: least significant byte of integer mantissa for analog channel 1 (packed BCD) 
byte 4: decimal position for channel 1
byte 5: most significant byte of integer mantissa for analog channel 2 (packed BCD) 
byte 6: least significant byte of integer mantissa for analog channel 2 (packed BCD) 
byte 7: decimal position for channel 2

If a PC sends the special, single byte command SI (binary 5), the DAVR will send back 
the values of the 16 status inputs, and the values and decimal positions of all 16 analog 
values. A single byte checksum at the end of the message can be used for error detection. 
The 51 byte message format is as follows:



PC Interface Data Framing

No parity, 8 data bits, 1 stop bit, no hardware handshaking.

Sample Program - PC Interface with Burst Example

0

0

}
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' SAMPLE MICROSOFT QUICKBASIC V4.0 PROGRAM TO TALK TO THE
' MOSELEY 1600 DIAL ACCESS I VOICE RESPONSE
' PC INTERFACE SERIAL ACCESS PORT.

CTRL
ESC"

ERROR.TRAP:
RESUME NEXT

DECLARE SUB DEMO.PC ()
DECLARE SUB RECEIVE.BURST () 
DECLARE FUNCTION GET.BYTE!

COMMON SHARED blue, green, aqua, red, purple, yellow, white, black 
COMMON SHARED flashing

BYTES = INPUTS (1, #2)
ASC.BYTE - ASC(BYTES)
CHECKSUM - CHECKSUM XOR ASC.BYTE

DO
IF LOC 2) THEN
BYTESS = INPUTS(1, #2)
IF ASC(BYTESS) <> 10 THEN PRINT BYTESS; 

END IF

FUNCTION GET. BYTE
SHARED CHECKSUM, show it

DO
IF INKEYS = CHR$(27) THEN RUN "DAS.EXE"

LOOP UNTIL LOC (2)

OPEN "COMI:1200,N,8,1,RS,CSO,CDO,DSO" FOR RANDOM AS 2
PRINT "STARTING..."
PRINT "To demo data burst:
PRINT "Return to DOS:
PRINT
PRINT "To access DA/VA: Press 0 then enter the password 9621 then ENTER

k$ - INKEYS
IF k$ <> " " THEN 

k = ASC(k$)
IF k = 27 THEN END
PRINT #2, kS
IF k = 15 THEN RECEIVE.BURST

END IF
LOOP

END



END FUNCTION

256 + status.lsb

"LSB", "DECIMALS", "ANALOG VALUE", "STATUS"

+ HEX?(lsb))

NEXT

END SUB

J
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decimal, places - GET.BYTE
IF decimal, places THEN analog. value=analog.value/lO^decimal.places
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IF show.it THEN PRINT HEX?(ASC.BYTE) , 
GET.BYTE = ASC.BYTE

IF status AND 2 A (15 - i) THEN 
status.input? = "ON"

ELSE
status.input? = "OFF"

PRINT analog.value, status, input?

"# MSB",

SUB RECEIVE. BURST
SHARED CHECKSUM, show>it 
show.it = 1 
CHECKSUM = 0 
PRINT 
PRINT
PRINT "READY FOR BURST..." 
PRINT 
PRINT "Status bytes: " 
status.msb = GET.BYTE 
status.lsb = GET.BYTE 
status = status.msb * 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT

FOR i = 0 TO 15
PRINT i + 1; 
msb = GET.BYTE 
lsb = GET.BYTE 
analog.value - VAL ("&H" + HEX?(msb)

PRINT
PRINT
MESSAGE.CHECKSUM - CHECKSUM
CHECKSUM = 0
CHECKSUM.BYTE = GET.BYTE
IF CHECKSUM.BYTE = MESSAGE.CHECKSUM THEN
PRINT "Checksum: OK"

ELSE
PRINT "Checksum: BAD"

END IF

show.it
show.it


47 Checksum: OK

3.4.8 Stand Alone Remote Terminal (SARD Differences

No CT communication alarms will occur.

2.

3. The message "CT IS IN CONTROL" will never occur.

4.

)5.
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Figure 3-10 
Special PC Interface Burst

Connect COMI on the PC to a modem, run this program, then send the appropriate 
commands to dial the DAVR, wait for the DAVR greeting message, and enter a 
password. Press CTRL, 0 at the PC and it will display:
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The OPERATION mode command 18 will not report the status of CT 
communication.

The RT setup information will be stored at the DAVR. If the RT suffers a 
power interruption, it will have its setup information restored from the 
DAVR instead of the CT. This setup information will not be lost if the 
DAVR suffers a power interruption, because it is stored in battery backed- 
up RAM.

The 99 99 data quality indication for channel 18 at the RT front panel will 
now reflect the communication status between the RT and the DAVR.

ANALOG VALUE
3792
0
0
0
28
59
62
59
3290
3286
3298
3290
3283
3291
3288
3290

STATUS
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
ON
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF

80 
LSB 
DO 
0 
0 
0 
1C 
3B 
3E 
3B 
DA 
D6 
E2 
DA 
D3 
DB 
D8 
DA

DECIMALS 
0 
2 
3 
4 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0

If the DAVR is installed at the Remote Terminal, and there is no Control Terminal, this is 
referred to as a SART. Operation will be the same as with a CT except for the following 
differences:

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10 C
11 C
12 C
13 C
14 C
15 C
16 C

0
# MSB 

E 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 c



3.4.9 TEST Mode Operation

Power up the DAVR and the following menu will be displayed:

Normal DAVR operationZ :

Display this menu?:

Select the letter of the function to be tested.

A: RAM TEST

B: ROM

)
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Whenever data is to be entered, type it in, using BACKSPACE to correct errors, then 
press ENTER (RETURN on some keyboards).
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Speech
Mic on
Mic off

RT S CT- comm
SART comm
Setup button

Figure 3-11 
TEST Mode Menu

N:
O:
P:

File memory
Read Clock
Ring detect

TELCO line off-hook 
Connect setup phone 
Hang up both 
Read BAUD jumpers 
Set & Start clock 
Stop clock

A:
B:
C:
D:

F:
G:
H:

K:
L:
M:

RAM
ROM
DTMF generator
DTMF encoder

R:
S:
T:
U:
V:
W:

To select TEST mode operation, turn the DAVR power off, and install the test mode 
jumpers (see Section 3.4.10, DAVR Jumper Configuration). Connect a terminal to the 
external serial port or, if it already has a modem attached, dial-up the modem using a 
terminal.

This is a continuous test of the DAVR volatile RAM. Each complete pass through the 
memory takes about a half a minute. The test will continually test the RAM until a space 
is received from the terminal. If an error is encountered, the address of the error will be 
displayed.

This is a continuous test of the DAVR non-volatile ROM. Each complete pass through 
the memory takes about four seconds. The checksum of the ROM is displayed after each 
pass. Check this number with the number printed on the ROM ICs themselves. If they 
differ, then the ROM ICs have gone bad.

If this menu is not displayed at the terminal, check the connections and make sure that 
the E30 jumpers are set to the baud rate of the terminal. The terminal data framing 
should be set at 8 data bits, no parity, 1 stop bit. Cycle the DAVR power again. If the 
menu is still not displayed, check the serial hardware between the DAVR and the 
terminal.



C: DTMF Generator

To hear these tones over the setup phone, execute:

S: Connect setup phone

before executing "C: DTMF generator".

To have the DAVR dial-up a number, execute:

R: TELCO line off-hook

before executing "C: DTMF generator".

D: DTMF Encoder

Before

S: Connect setup phone.

or

R: TELCO line off-hook.

F: Speech

S: Connect setup phone

and use the setup phone to listen to the voice.

G: MicOn

This command turns on the microphone.

H: Micoff

This command turns off the microphone.

K: RT & CT Comm
) '
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The test will continually test the ROM until a space is received from the terminal. If an 
error is encountered, the address of the error will be displayed.

At the prompt, enter a sequence of telephone numbers. The DAVR will transmit the 
corresponding DTMF tones over its phone line.

At the prompt, enter a single word, multiple words, numbers or single letters. The 
DAVR will say whatever is entered. To end the test, press ENTER (or RETURN) 
without entering anything. Before executing this command, first execute:

This test allows the RT and CT to communicate. The channel 18 data quality indication 
of both should be 99 99. This test ends with the pressing of the space bar.
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The DAVR will display, at the terminal, any DTMF tones it encounters, 
executing this command, first execute either:



L: SART Comm

M: Setup Button

N: File Memory

This test does not change file memory.

O: Clock

P: Ring Detect

R: TELCO Line Off-Hook

This command instructs the DAVR to answer the phone (take it off-hook).

S: Connect Setup Phone

T: Hang Up Both

)
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This command disconnects the DAVR from the TELCO line and the setup phone, and re
connects the setup phone with TELCO line.

This test sends and receives with the RT. The channel 18 data quality indication at the 
RT should be 99 99. This test ends by the pressing of the space bar. .

The current time should be displayed, and every second, the current second should be 
displayed. Press the space bar to end this test.

Once this command is executed, the state of the setup button will be shown at the 
terminal. The terminal should display "OFF." Press and hold the button. The terminal 
should display "ON." Release the button. The terminal should display "OFF." Every 
time the state of the button is changed, the terminal should display the new state. Press 
the terminal’s space bar to end the test.

Dial the DAVR from a remote phone. Whenever the DAVR detects a ring, it will display 
RINGING. At the end of each ring, it will display "NOT RINGING." Press the space 
bar to end this test

Pick up the setup phone. A normal dial tone should be heard. Execute this command, 
and the setup phone will be switched over from the TELCO line to the DAVR, and the 
dial tone should stop. Now execute the F: Speech command, and speech should be heard 
over the setup phone.
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Both the setup phone and the TELCO line should be disconnected before executing this 
command (T: hang up both). The terminal should display "NOT RINGING."

This is a continuous test of the DAVR non-volatile FILE MEMORY. Each complete 
pass through the memory takes about 16 seconds. The test will continually test the file 
memory until a space is received from the terminal. If an error is encountered, the 
address of the error will be displayed.



U: Read BAUD Jumpers

V: Set & Start Clock

W: Stop Clock

Z: Normal DAVR Operation

?:_Display This Menu

This re-outputs the test mode menu.

3.4.10 DAVR Jumper Configuration

Jumper Meaning

(Top to Bottom)

If no BAUD jumper is installed, 1200 will be assumed by the DAVR software.

)
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Jumper field E30 is located on the lower-right comer of the DAVR CPU board (behind 
the DAVR Analog board). The jumpers have the following meanings:

This command allows a 4 digit (hhmm) time to be entered, starts the clock, sets the time, 
and then switches to the clock test (see appropriate section).

Stops the clock. If the DAVR will not be used for a long time, clock battery power can 
be conserved by first executing this command. (The clock is stopped at the factory 
before shipment.) Normal operation of the DAVR restarts the clock automatically.

Cancels TEST mode, and switches the DAVR to normal operation, as if the test jumpers 
had never been installed.

This command displays the current state of the lower eight E30 jumpers. See Section 
3.4.10 to see what these jumpers mean. With the Analog board removed (remove only 
with the DAVR power off), the jumpers can be changed around during this test. 
Whenever the jumpers are changed, their new state will be displayed at the terminal. End 
the test by pressing the space bar.

o o 
o o 
o o 
o o 
o o 
o o 
oo 
o o 
o o 
oo

Install if DAVR is installed at the RT.
Install if DAVR is installed at the CT.
Install if SART (no CT).
Install only for test mode.
Install only for test mode.
Install for PC serial port BAUD rate of 300.
Install for PC serial port BAUD rate of 1200. 
Install for PC serial port BAUD rate of 2400 
Install for PC serial port BAUD rate of 4800. 
Install for PC serial port BAUD rate of 9600.



3.5 Taskmaster MRC-1600 PC Access Program

3.5.1 Introduction

1. Dial-up/or direct connection to an MRC-1600 DAVR installation site.

2. Display of current analog-channel and status-channel values.

3. Manual or automatic control (via a specified control algorithm) of the analog
channel values within specified limits.

4.

5. Storage of the setup values for each particular DAVR installation site.

6. Display and editing of setup values.

7. Remote setup of the DAVR from the stored setup values.

9. Generation of a printed log (if desired).

10. Notification and acknowledgement of alarm conditions.

3.5.2 Hardware Requirements

2. Telephone line with touch-tone(tm) capabilities
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Manual or automatic control (via a specified control algorithm) over the 
current states of status channels.

1. Computer System
a. IBM PC, XT, AT or Compatible
b. Asynchronous Communication Port (Serial RS-232C
c. Parallel Printer Port (optional)
d. 720 Kb/1.44Mb 3.5" or 360 Kb/1.2 Mb 5.25" Floppy Disk Drive
e. Hard Disk (optional but desirable)
f. 320 Kb RAM
g. Epson FX-85 Dot Matrix Printer or compatible (optional)
h. Color Monitor (optional but desirable)
i. Video Adapter (CGA, EGA or VGA) RGB optional but desirable.

8. Maintenance and generation of log file(s) resulting from the dialing-up of 
many DAVR installation sites at specified intervals during the day.

There are two programs that make up the MRC-1600 Personal Computer software 
package, Taskmaster. The first program, MRCDEMO.EXE is a wholly-contained 
demonstration program which very closely emulates the operations of the second 
program, MRC-1600.EXE. It will perform the following tasks:

Note: If all baud jumpers (5) are installed, the MASTER 
PASSWORD will be changed to the default value ("9621"). 
When these jumpers are installed, the user should wait 
approximately 30 seconds before power down and removal of 
unnecessary jumpers.



4. Installed DAVR Hardware

3.5.3 Executing the Taskmaster Demo

To run the Demonstration version, insert the demo disk in drive A, and type

A: <Enter>

on the next line type

MRCDEMO <Enter> or MRCDEMO /NP if no printer.

3.5.4 Executing the MRC-1600.EXE Program

)
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1. Ignore RS-232C DTR lead (simulates pin 20 True).
2. Digit result codes.
3. Result codes displayed.
4. No echo unless half-duplex is selected and Smartmodem 1200 is on-line.
5. No auto answer (PC), auto answer (Remote).
6. Read status of the RS-232C Carrier Detect lead (carrier detection enabled)
7. Setting for single line telephone installations connected to an RJ11 jack.
8. Enable Smartmodem 1200 command recognition.

The MRCDEMO program operates identically to the Taskmaster program except that all 
communication functions are disabled. Almost all of the operations are emulated. The 
hardware requirements are therefore relaxed to NOT require a modem, telephone line or 

MRC-1600 hardware.

The MRCDEMO program requires three other disk files, DEMO.NFO, DEMO.LOG 
and DEMO.STP. These files should reside in the default directory and disk drive of the 
MRCDEMO program (i.e. if the program is to be executed from floppy drive "A", then 
the prompt should be "A>”). If the files are not present, the program will create new 
copies of the files containing only default label values.

Attach an Epson FX-85 printer or compatible to the parallel port (LPT1). If no printer, 
specify "/np" on the command line. Attach a Hayes Smartmodem 1200 or compatible to a 
serial communication port (COMI or COM2).

If you do not have a Hayes Smartmodem 1200, then set your modem’s configuration 
switches to accomplish the following:
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NOTE: The current version of the software is only compatible with DAVR 
firmware EPROMs of version 6.0.0 or later.

3. Hayes Smartmodem 1200 baud intemal/extemal modem (two) or most 
compatibles (unless utilizing direct connect).



3.5.5 Dialing-up the MRC-1600 DAVR Demo using a Hayes Compatible Modem

MRC-1600 <Enter>

3.5.6 Dlallng-up the MRC-1600 DAVR Demo Using a Non-Hayes Compatible Modem
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9. Compatible with Bell 103/212A modems.
10. Modem hangs up and returns to command state when DTR goes low (if 

switch 1 is UP)

6. Enter 9621 at the query of password for the demonstration system. Notice the 
progress of the connection being displayed at the bottom of the screen. Wait 
until the CONNECTION ESTABLISHED message appears at the bottom of 
the screen. If there are problems (i.e. busy line, et cetera), the system will try 
two more times automatically, before it returns control to the operator.

1. The fully operational program MRC-1600.EXE is necessary. If you only have 
MRCDEMO.EXE, you must purchase the fully operational program to 
perform dial-ups. Load the program, et cetera onto a hard disk, if you have 
one. The performance will be significantly better executing the program from 
a hard disk. If you are ready to proceed, your printer is connected and "on
line," and your modem is connected to COMI, then type:

MRC-1600 DEMO /PASSWORD 9621 
(for modems attached to COM2, add /C0M2).

3. Depress the spacebar and wait for the site identification request on the bottom 
line of your display screen.

2. First, the modem will be reset and prepared for dial-up. Next the MONITOR 
display will appear. Note that all of the values and settings are still "?". This is 
because a connection has not been made yet. Now to cause the dial-up, press 
function key Fl, and wait for the system menu to display. Note that the 
command to cause a dial-up is a Space.

5. Enter 1,800,3384219, the Moseley demonstration phone number (if you are 
dialing out of an office, you may need to precede the number with 9, or 
whatever). Commas indicate pauses during dialing.

4. Enter the site identification. If a file exists named <SiteId>.NFO, it will be 
opened and the phone number, labels, et cetera will be read. If the file doesn’t 
exist, then it will be created from a phone number that you supply at the query 
(on the bottom line also), and a default set of channel labels. This file can later 
be edited to so that it will contain the desired labels. In this case the Siteld is 
DEMO.

NOTE: An alternate method for attaining the same results may 
obtained by typing:

1. Once again, the fully operational program MRC-1600.EXE is needed. 
Remember, to perform dial-ups, you must purchase the fully operational



3.

3.5.7 Taskmaster Program Modes

There are six modes:

SYSTEM

ALARMS

SETUP Displays and allows the setup of the DAVR currently connected.
)

LOG
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NOTE: The command line method for attaining connection will only 
work with a Hayes Smartmodem 1200 or compatible, but if 
Siteld, password and /NOAUTODIAL are specified then an 
attempt at direct connection will be made automatically.

MRC-1600 DEMO /NOAUTODIAL <Enter> 
(if your modem is connected to COM2, then add /COM2).

Depress 0 and wait for the screen to clear. You are now communicating 
directly to your modem (or in the case of a direct link, direcdy to the MRC- 
1600’s serial port). Enter the attention sequence for the modem that is 
connected (or the MRC-1600). The attention sequence for direct connection to 
the MRC-1600 is carriage return (depress the Enter key).

program. If you are ready to proceed and your modem is connected to COMI, 
and your printer is connected and on-line, then type:

Displays and allows acknowledgement of any alarms present in the 
currently connected DAVR.

Displays and allows the setup of a schedule of when and how often to 
automatically dial-up a list of DAVR’s.

Allows access to certain global commands while displaying the same 
screen as MONITOR mode.

4. Cause your modem to dial 1,800,3384219, the Moseley demonstration phone 
number (if you are dialing out of an office, remember that you may need to 
precede the number with "9," or whatever). After successful connection, and 
having entered the password, depress the Esc key to return to the MONITOR 
display. Commas indicate pauses during dialing.

MONITOR Displays analog and status values of currently connected DAVR. Allows 
commands like RAISE and LOWER.

5. If a file exists named <SiteId>.NFO, (in this case DEMO), it will be opened 
and the labels, et cetera will be read in. If the file doesn’t exist, then it will be 
created. It will include a phone number that you supply at the query, and a 
default set of channel labels. This file can later be edited to contain whatever 
labels desired.

2. The MONITOR display will appear. Note that all of the values and settings are 
still"?", but the labels will have been updated according to the .NFO and .STP 
files. The values are still "?" because a connection has not been made yet. 
Now to cause the dial-up (or direct serial connection), press function key Fl, 
and wait for the system menu to display. Note, that the command for Direct 
Serial Link mode is a zero (0).



AUTO

Command Menus

System (Fl) Commands

Terminate Telco Connection [#] - Press # to end a call with a DAVR.

)

Acknowledge Alarm [F10] - Accepts the alarm condition.
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To jump to any of these modes, press the function key to the right of the desired mode 
name displayed at the top of the screen. When a menu is displayed, then either the left or 
right arrow keys may be utilized to jump between menus.

The commands available for a given display mode can be viewed by pressing the display 
mode function key again. To remove the command menu, depress the Esc key. To return 
to the MONITOR screen, depress Esc once again.

Depressing Ctrl-G at almost any time will toggle to totally quiet operation, or back to 
normal. On the MONITOR display, an exclamation point will appear when sound is on, 
and disappear when off. Also, when depressing Ctrl-G; the system will respond with 
either four audible notes signifying that sound is on, or nothing to indicate that it is off.

Direct Serial Link [0] - This command connects the PC to a DAVR that has been 
manually dialed up using a non-Hayes compatible modem, or allows access to a DAVR 
via the touch-tone(tm) telephone keyboard interface commands.
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End Operation & Exit To DOS [Ctrl-Q] - Press Ctrl-Q to terminate the MRC-1600 
program and return to the DOS.

Execute DOS Command [Ctrl-D] - This command allows access to DOS, without the 
need to re-establish a DAVR connection. Type EXIT to return to the system.

Auto-Dial a DAVR [Space] - This command lets you easily dial-up a DAVR by 
supplying its phone number and password. (This works only if you are using a Hayes 
Smartmodem 1200 modem or compatible).

Auto Control [Ctrl-A] - This command causes the program to attempt to maintain the 
alarm status automatically. The labels of those channels (analog and status) that have 
been entered into the Control Algorithm (using the AUTO mode accessed via function 
key F6) will now appear in yellow (on a color monitor). Those that have been given 
values for the upper and/or lower limits will be automatically controlled.

Switch To C0M1 [1] - Informs the PC that the modem is to be connected through 
COMI. The current Baud rate for the port in use is displayed also.

Switch To COM2 [2] - Informs the PC that the modem is to be connected through 
COM2. The current Baud rate for the port in use is displayed also.

Displays and allows the setup of a control scenario algorithm for 
maintaining values within the specified limits or if its status channels 
indicate action needs to be taken.

Toggle Sound [Ctrl-G] - Save current Site Setup [Ctrl-S] saves current setup in <Site 
ID>. NFO



Monitor (F2) Commands

Log Current DAVR Status [F] - Prints the current channel values.

Manual Log [PrtSc] - Prints the current screen.

Acknowledge Alarm [F10] - Accepts the alarm condition.

Alarms (F3) Commands

the PC.

)
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Report File Memory Status [E] - Same as the 00 command (in Setup mode) from the 
touch-tone(tm) interface.

Lower [PgDn] - Cause ±e analog value of the channel designated by the selector bar to 
be decreased by approximately one percent.

Select Channel [UpArrow DownArrow] - Move the selector bar over the channel that you 
would like to Raise or Lower. Raise PgUp Cause the analog value of the channel 
designated by the selector bar to be increased by approximately one percent.

Report DAVR Time, Control, Calls [A] - Same as the 00 command from the touch- 
tone(tm) interface.
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Watch Change [Ctrl-W] - Enters the current watch-person’s identification into the log 
(also precedes all ensuing manual log entries).

Report Communication Status [C] - Same as the 18 command from the touch-tone(tm) 
interface.

Manual Log Entry (Single Line) [Ctrl-L] - Causes the entered characters to be entered 
into the log (both printed and history file).

Select Channel Directly [0/1] - Moves the selector bar directly to the channel specified by 
number.

Report Reference Value [B] - Same as the 17 command from the touch-tone(tm) 
interface.

Report Telemetry Status [D] - Same as the 19 command from the touch-tone(tm) 
interface.

Note that on certain PC compatible keyboards, a Shift may be 
necessary.

Report Next Alarm [Space] - Shows the text received from the DAVR concerning the 
alarm and acknowledges the alarm at the DAVR.

Acknowledge Alarm [F10] - Accepts the alarm condition and acknowledges the alarm at



Setup (F4) Commands

Log (F5) Commands

Make a Test Call [Ctrl-T] - Check to see that the number specified is correct

Auto (F6) Commands

Raise [R] - Cause a RAISE command to be entered into the control algorithm.

Lower [L] - Cause a LOWER command to be entered into the control algorithm.

Enter Channel # [Enter] - Enter the number of the channel to be RAISEd or LOWERed.

Save Algorithm [End] - Save the algorithm on the disk in the file <SiteId>.NFO.

J
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Download Setup From DAVR [Home] - Read all the character strings from the DAVR 
and enter them into the editing screens. These are not saved on the disk until the End 
command is specified.

Save the setup [Ctrl-S] - This command causes all of the strings that are currently being 
displayed on the screens to be written to a disk file named <SiteId>.STP.

Switch Screens [PgUp/PgDn] - There are currently six display/edit screens; 1) answer 
message, passwords and autodial, 2) analog labels, 3) analog units, 4) status labels, 5) 
status on labels, and 6) status off labels. PgUp/PgDn switches between those six 
display/edit screens.

Auto Control [Ctrl-A] - This command causes the program to attempt to maintain the 
alarm status automatically. The labels of those channels (analog and status) that have 
been entered into the Control Algorithm (using the AUTO mode accessed via function 
key F6) will now appear in yellow (on a color monitor). Those that have been given 
values for the upper and/or lower limits will be automatically controlled.
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Select Field [UpArrow DownArrow LeftArrow RightArrow] - Moves the selector bar 
(now a reverse video of the field).

Change Contents Of Field then [Enter] - Enter whatever character strings desired within 
the field and accept them via the <Enter> key.

Change Contents Of Field then [Enter] - Enter pertinent information (as specified on the 
bottom line) into the field signified by the location of the selector bar.

Select [UpArrow DownArrow LeftArrow RightArrow] - Move selector bar between limit 
fields and status state fields.

Select Field [UpArrow DownArrow LeftArrow RightArrow] - Move selector bar 
between various fields.

Upload Setup To DAVR [End] - Send a completely new set of labels, et cetera to the 
DAVR.



3.5.8 Command Line Parameters
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The MRC-1600 software can be utilized in such a fashion as to minimize operator 
intervention and even be totally invoked via a batch file. Much of this is accomplished 
via parameters specified on the command line.

All parameters should be separated by blanks, in upper or lower case, and preceded by a 
slash (/), except Siteld.
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/MONOCHROME, /MONO, /M, /BW
This option causes all screen attributes (including colors) to be mapped into "black", 
"white", "blink" and "reverse". On machines that have monochrome monitors, the 
specification of this option will allow all characters that are written to the screen, to be 
visible. Note that some display adapters perform their own mapping of colors and screen 
attributes. In that case, the program should be attempted without the specification of the 
/MONOCHROME option first.

/AUTOCONTROL,/AUTO,AC
/AUTOCONTROL will cause the maintenance of the analog limits and the stares values 
as specified within the control scenario algorithm. Same as CRTL-A Auto Control.

/C0M2, /2
/C0M2 will force the use of an alternate communication port See "System Fl 
Commands, "Switch to COM2."

/BAUD, /B
Specification of /BAUD will result in the use of the designated baud rate (1200 is 
default).

/HELP/H,/?
/HELP causes a terse description page of the command line options to be displayed.

/NOAUTODIAL, /ND, /NODIAL
Allows the .NFO, .STP and .LOG files to be read and applied for direct serial link 
applications. EXAMPLE: ( MRC-1600 SITE-DSL /ND).

/NOPRINTER, /NP, /NOPRN, /NOPRINT
This allows operation without a printing facility attached. All information that would 
normally be printed, will be entered into a file on the disk instead.

/PASSWORD, /PW, /PASS
Specification of Siteld and /PASSWORD will cause an attempt of automatic connection 
to that site. There should not be embedded blanks in the password.

/SERVODURATION, /SD, /SERVO
During the RAISE or LOWER operations, the default duration of relay-close to relay
open is 0.5 second. This will allow a servo-motor to operate for approximately 0.5 
second or the specified amount (in tenths of a second) to an upper limit of six seconds 
(60 tenths). It is adjustable to allow for different types of servo-motors which could have 
different start/stop times.

/STIFLE, /NOSOUND, /QUIET
This command prevents any audible response for the duration of this session of 
execution. It can be toggled at almost any time via the Ctrl-G keystroke. If the program is



Command Line Example:

MRC-1600 KMAI /PASSWORD 9621 /BAUD 300 /COM2

3.5.9 Editing .NFO files

The second line is a heading line for the rest of the file and should not be edited.

3.5.10 .STP Files
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left in a STIFLEd mode, it will not respond audibly to the toggle. If not STIFLEd, it will 
respond with four audible notes and the note symbol will become visible on the monitor 
screen.

Program name
Siteld
Password command
Actual specified password string
Baud rate command
Actual specified communication rate 
Desired port for dial-up through modem

The first Ene in the .NFO file contains the phone number, carrier wait, and optionally, an 
indicator to use COM2. The phone number consists of numbers (0-9) and commas. The 
commas represent pauese (default approximately 2 seconds) during dialing. The carrier 
wait is the number preceded by a slash ("/") and indicates the amount of time in seconds 
to wait from the beginning of a dialup sequence to the time the carrier from the modem at 
the remote site is detected. If ommitted, the default carrier wait is 60 seconds. Optionally, 
a third parameter ("[2]") may exist at the end of the line to indicate that COM2 rather 
than C0M1 is to be used.

Lines 3-18 contain label information used by the program. The "AnlgLbls MAX=15" and 
"SttsLbls MAX=15" fields are used as the analog labels and status labels for the program. 
These fields must be exacdy 15 characters wide. The "Units M=7” field is the units label 
to be used with the analog label. This field must be exactly 7 characters wide. The "ON" 
and "OFF" fields are the on and off labels to be used with the status label. These fields 
must be no larger than 10 characters.

The other fields are used by the "Auto [F6] commands." Editing these fields manually is 
not suggested unless you fully understand their meaning. Changes to these fields shuold 
be made while running the program.
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These files are created by downloading the DAVR’s current setup. These files may be 
edited either through the "Setup (F4) Commands" or manually. Editing these files and 
then uploading them to the DAVR is the usual way to change the DAVR’s setup.



Section Four
Module Characteristics

4.1 Introduction

This section provides theory of operation, schematics, and parts lists for the MRC-1600.

The modules are discussed in the following order:

4.2 Power Supply

4.3 Central Processor

4.4 Analog/Command/Status

4.5 Front Panel

4.6 External Relay

4.7 Communications I/O

4.8 Data Modems

4.9 RS-232 Communications Board

RS-232 Communications I/O4.10

4.11 DAVR CPU Board

4.12 DAVR Analog Board

4.2 Power Supply

)
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Schematic: 91D7317 (Figure A-l)

The power supply module generates the de voltages required by the other boards. This 
power supply can operate at one of four nominal ac power source voltages: 100, 120, 
220, or 230/240 Vac, 50-60 Hz. Input voltage selection is done through the voltage 
selector card (pc card) within the CORCOM 6J4.

The supply produces a total of three different voltages: +15 Vdc at .8 A, +5 Vdc at 3 A, 
and -15 Vdc at .8A. Voltages are generated through a full-wave center-tap diode scheme, 
capacitively filtered, then regulated using solid state series-pass integrated-circuit 
regulators. Voltages are supplied to the Central Processor board via a six pin connector 
assembly.
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4.3 Central Processor

The Central Processor board is composed of six sections.

4.3.1 MPU

4.3.2 Address Decoding

)

4-2

*
* 
*
*

E (Enable) is a 1 MHz square wave used for bus timing. Data transfers occur on the 
falling edge of E. Q is a quadrature signal with E. *RESET disables operation and resets 
the MPU to a known state. BA indicates the MPU is accessing the bus. *IRQ, *FIRQ, 
and *NMI are interrupt inputs. *HALT and *DMA/BREQ are inputs used with direct 
memory access schemes and are not used in the MRC-1600. MRDY is a memory ready 
signal used to interface with slow memories and is also not used in the MRC-1600. 
XTAL and EXTAL connect with Y1 to form a 4.0 MHz oscillator. R30, C24 and C25 
prevent oscillation at overtones.

This section provides a comprehensive technical description of the Central Processor 
board. It is not a detailed explanation of microprocessors, but rather discusses the basic 
design concepts incorporated into the board. The user is referred to many excellent texts 
on microprocessor including, What Every Engineer Should Know About Microcomputers, 
published by Motorola, Inc.

The data bus (D0-D7) is used to carry the data between the MPU and other parts of the 
board. This bus is bidirectional. When the MPU writes data, the MPU outputs and the 
peripherals input Conversely, when the MPU reads data, the MPU inputs and the 
peripherals output. The direction of data flow is controlled by the R/W (Read or Write) 
line. Data is read into the MPU when this line is high.
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Schematic: 91D7365 (Figure A-2)
Assembly: 20D2917 (Figure A-3)

MPU
Address Decoding 
System I/O 
Reset Circuitry

* Modem I/O
* RS-2321/0

The majority of the address decoding is done by U19 which functions as a one-of-eight 
selector. Depending upon the address generated by the MPU, U30 drives the proper 
select line to the logic zero level. U9 and U10 facilitate address decoding by providing 
signals to U19. The remainder of the address decoding is completed within the selected 
chip itself.

U20 is the MPU (Microprocessing Unit) which generates the address from which data 
will be stored or retrieved. The address bus consists of 16 bits, allowing 65,536 (216) 
addresses. These lines are used on the Central Processor board to select the PIA 
(Peripheral Interface Adapter), the ACIAs (Asynchronous Communications Interface 
Adapter), the RAM (Random Access Memory), the EEROM (Electrically-Erasable 
Read-Only Memory), or the EPROMs (Erasable, Programmable Read-Only Memory).



Table 4-1. Address Range

Address (HEX)

4.3.3 System I/O

4.3.4 Reset Circuitry

Provide a *RESET signal upon power-up and power-fail.

Provide a *RESET signal when the program is not running properly.

Provide a valid Memory OK signal based upon power failure status.

J
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The Reset Circuit is the only analog section of the Central Processor board. The reset 
circuit’s purpose is threefold:
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Integrated 
Circuit

EPROM U8 
EPROM U7 
EPROM U6 
EPROM U5 
EPROM U17 
EEROM U16 
RAMU15 
ACIA U21
PIAU13 
ACIA U14

F800-FFFF
F000-F7FF
E800-EFFF
E000-E7FF
D800-DFFF
D000-D7FF
C800-CFFF
C004-C005
C00B-C00B 
C00C-C00D

Other system I/O is accomplished by this PIA. The *ADRDY line is generated by the 
Analog/Command/Status board, and serves to notify the Central Processor board when 
the Analog-to-Digital converter (A/D) finishes a conversion. MEMOK indicates the state 
of the memory-ok circuitry (described in the Reset Circuitry section following). 
MEMRST serves as a program-ok watchdog output to the reset circuitry (also described 
later). The C 75 clock at the input of CB1 works in conjunction with the PIA to form a 
real-time clock — a device which interrupts the processor for timing purposes every 13 
ms.

The bulk of the system I/O is done through the PIA installed in U13. It is organized as 
two sets of 8-bit bidirectional data lines, PA0-PA7, and PB0-PB4 act as outputs and 
generate Input/Output (I/O) device addresses. This I/O address bus is buffered by U12 
before driving other boards in the system. PB5 selects the data direction of the I/O data 
bus from pins PA0-PA7. For an input operation, PB5 is driven low, thus selecting the 
direction of the bidirectional buffer Uli. Internally, the PIA configures for input on 
PA0-PA7 during this time. Output operations are accomplished in much the same way: 
PB5 is driven high this time, thus selecting the reverse direction of the bidirectional 
buffer Uli. The PIA internally configures PA0-PA7 for output. In addition, the PIA 
strobes the Write Strobe *WRSTR to signal the addressed device of the write operation.

Below is a chart showing the range of addresses for which a specific integrated circuit is 
selected.
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The heart of the reset circuitry is capacitor C3 located in the Power Monitor section. 
Assuming, transistor Q2 is cut-off, capacitor C3 charges through R16 forming a large 
time constant RC network. When the voltage across C3 reaches a value greater than 4.3 
volts, the comparator U3 changes its state. R8 provides positive feedback around the 
comparator, forcing clean, sharp edges. Another comparator then drives its output low 
forcing QI to cut-off, allowing the active-low *RESET line to be driven high, thus 
removing the reset condition from the microprocessor and associated peripherals.

Power-fail conditions operate in much the same way: as the +5 volt line drops, diode 
CR2 discharges C3. Since the +15 volt line decreases more slowly then the +5 volt line, 
the voltage across C3 will drop below the 4.3 volt threshold, forcing the comparator U3 
to change its state. This change forces the next comparator to a high condition, forcing 
QI to saturation which pulls the *RESET line low, resetting the microprocessor and 
peripherals.
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Up to this point, we have assumed that transistor Q2 has been held in cut-off. Now, we 
consider the operation of the auto-restart circuitry, and its impact on the power-monitor 
circuitry. For normal operation Q2 is cut-off, therefore the output of the retriggerable 
one-shot U4 must be low. This will remain low as long as the A input of the one-shot is 
not driven low by the output of the previous one-shot. This output will remain high if the 
MEMRST line is driven low at a rate faster than the time-constant determined by C7 and 
R23. In summary then, as long as the program strobes the MEMRST line, the auto-reset 
circuitry will remain dormant. If the program should fail however, the MEMRST line 
will not get strobed, therefore the second one-shot gets triggered which discharges C3 
through Q2, ultimately forcing a system reset If the continuous re-start jumper is 
installed, the second one-shot retriggers the first. If the program fails to strobe the 
MEMRST line, the first one-shot times out as before, generating another reset sequence.

The memory monitor, although considered part of the reset circuit, does not have any 
effect on the *RESET line itself. It instead serves as a latch which is reset upon power
fail, and can be set by the program. In this way, the program can differentiate between a 
power-up cold start, and just a system reset (caused by pushing the front panel RESET 
button). The difference is important because it tells the microprocessor if information 
stored in RAM has been violated (RAMs ’forget’ when power is removed from them). 
The latch itself is based on a positive-feedback comparator. When power is applied to 
the system, C4 is charged by R14. The voltage across C4 rises until it reaches the voltage 
set by the voltage dropping resistor pair R14 and R15 (for +5 volts, voltage is about .5 
volt). Since .5 volts is less than 3.9 volts, the comparator pulls the MEMOK line low. 
Diode CR1 prevents C4 from discharging through the comparator. The circuit will stay 
in this state until the program drives the MEMRST line high. The program will read the 
state of the MEMOK line, then drive the MEMRST line high to reset the latch. When 
MEMRST is driven high, Q3 conducts, which forces the 3.9 volt reference to zero. In 
this condition, the voltage across C4 is large enough to force the comparator to drive 
MEMOK high. Now, CR1 is forward biased, therefore C4 gets charged through R11 and 
R12. The voltage across C4 increases to 4.5 volts. The program can then remove the 
high condition on the MEMRST line, and use it as a program strobe for the auto restart 
circuitry as described earlier. The MEMOK line will remain in a high condition until the 
next power failure.



4.3.5 Modem I/O

4.3.6 RS-232 1/0

4.4 Analog/Command/Status Board

4-5

The RS-232 I/O section of the Central Processor board provides the interface between the 
MRC-1600 software and the external CRT and printer. The basic parts are the ACIA 
(U21), the Line Driver (U23), and the Line Receiver (U22). The clock signals for the 
ACIA are taken from Divider Ul. The baud rate is selected via a jumper (near Ul) and is 
normally set for 1200.

The status, which are supplied by the External Relay board, are filtered by a 6.8 mH 
inductor and a .1 uF capacitor. When the proper I/O address is asserted by the Central 
Processor board, U12 drives either the *STLO or *STHI low which enables the 
appropriate bus driver U13 or U14 to put data on the I/O data lines.

Schematic: 91D7302 (Figure A-4)
Assembly: 20D2857 (Figure A-5)

As suggested by its name, the Analog/Command/Status board performs three functions 
for the MRC-1600 Remote Terminal. Most of the communication between this board 
and the Central Processor board is done over the I/O address and data buses. The 3-to-8 
line decoder U12 serves as the I/O address decoder to enable various sections of the 
board.
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The Modem I/O section of the Central Processor board works in conjunction with the 
Data Modems installed in the Communications Input and Communications Output plugs 
P3 and P4. The basic parts are the ACIA installed in U14, the communications clock 
generators Ul, and U2, and the communications I/O plugs P3 and P4. All 
communications clock signals are divided down from E, the 1 MHz system clock. U2 
serves as a divide by 13 which feeds the 12-bit binary counter Ul to produce the various 
clocks, among them, the 75 Hz real-time clock. Baud rate selection is accomplished by 
jumpers within the Data Modems which connect any one of the communications clocks 
to the receiver clock RXCLK, or to the transmitter clock TXCLK.

Command outputs are generated by addressable latches U4, U5, U21, U22, and U23. 
When U12 senses the proper I/O address, it drives the *RELAY signal low. U19, 
another 3-to-8 line decoder selects the proper addressable latch. Output from the 
addressable latches are fed into U9, U10, U6, U17, and U18 relay drivers which 
ultimately activate the proper relay on the External Relay board.
The Analog path and its associated Analog-to-Digital converter (A/D) comprise the rest 
of the circuitry. Single-ended analog inputs from the External Relay board are passed to 
lines AD1-AD16 where they are filtered by a 6.8 mH inductor, .1 uF capacitor, and an 
RC network consisting of 33K ohm resistor and a .1 uF capacitor, then presented to the 
inputs of the analog multiplexers Ul and U2. When the proper I/O address is selected, 
U12 drives the *ADSET line low. At the same time, the program puts the analog channel 
number on the data I/O bus, then strobes the *WRSTR write strobe line which through 
Ull activates the 8-bit latch U6. The output of U6 then selects the proper analog input 
channel via the analog multiplexers Ul, U2, and U3, which present the analog voltage to 
the input of the op-amp U8. The signal is then buffered and fed into the A/D converter.



4.5 Front Panel

4.6 External Relay

4.7 Communications I/O
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Schematic: 91D7300 (Figure A-6)
Assembly: 20D2855 (Figure A-7)

Schematic: 91C7303 (Figure A-8)
Assembly: 20D2858 (Figure A-9)

Schematic: 9IB7316 (Figure A-10) 
Assembly: 20C2878 (Figure A-l 1)
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The Front Panel board is the module that the user is most familiar with since all operation 
and setups are done through it Like most of the boards, the Front Panel board 
communicates with the Central Processor board over the Address and Data I/O buses. 
The Front Panel is divided into four sections: alphanumeric display output, LED output, 
buzzer output, and switch input. Depending upon the I/O address asserted on AB0-AB4, 
the two 2-to-4 line decoders in U9 handle the bulk of the address decoding. Switch 
inputs are buffered through U7 which enabled by the *RDSW signal derived from the 
random logic configuration of U10.

LED data is stored in the 8-bit bus latches U4, U5, and U6 which are strobed by signals 
*LEDB, *LEDM, and *LEDT whenever U9 detects the proper I/O address, and the write 
strobe *WRSTR is driven low. The alphanumeric displays are selected to accept data 
whenever the *DSL or *DSR lines are driven low. The audible buzzer signal is supplied 
by the D-type flip-flop U3. This is set to latch on the incoming data whenever the 
*ALARM line is drive low. If the audible alarm jumper is installed on the back of the 
Communications I/O board, the collector of QI driving *BZDRV the buzzer drive signal 
is looped back to the *INTBZ internal buzzer activate line causing it to drive the audible 
alarm.

The Communications I/O board serves as an interface between the Central Processor 
board and the outside world. It provides connectors for Telco lines and Radio lines with 
appropriate protection. RV1-RV4 are varistors which function as back-to-back zener 
diodes and provide sensitive high-energy filtering. The alarm enable contacts are 
provided so the user can enable or disable the internal alarm buzzer.

When the A/D converter finishes its conversion, it signals the Central Processor board via 
the *ADRDY line. The Central Processor responds by selecting the I/O addresses which 
activate in turn the *ADLO, and *ADHI lines which place the digital data on the Data 
I/O lines.

The External Relay board is one of the simpler boards in the MRC-1600 system. Its 
purpose is to provide a set of barrier strips for outside-world connection of analog 
samples, status inputs, and command outputs. In addition, connections for Maintenance
override and Failsafe are provided on this board. All of the outputs are contact closures 
from the relays mounted on this board, which are activated by signals from the 
Analog/Command/Status board.



4.8 Data Modems

4.8.1 Telco Input

4.8.2 Telco Output
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This section describes the various types of data modems available for the MRC-1600. 
Although there are a number of different configurations of the modem cards, the basic 
operation of each of these boards is unaffected. The only exception to this is the 2-wire 
Telco/Telco configuration.

Schematic: 91C7304 (Figure A-12) 
Assembly: 20C2859 (Figure A-13)

FSK data to digital data demodulation is accomplished by the phase-lock loop based IC 
Ul. The range of the internal voltage-controlled oscillator is set by frequency dependent 
components C3, C7 and R7. When the proper carrier frequencies are presented on the 
input pin, the chip drives the *DATA CARRIER DETECT line low which signals the 
Central Processor board that carrier is present. Demodulated data is transmitted to the 
Central Processor board over the RECEIVE DATA line.

The data transmission rate for Telco communications is 300 baud. Accordingly, the 
Telco receiver selects 300 baud demodulation rate by connecting the C4800 clock 
generated by the Central Processor board to the RXCLK receiver clock input.
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Schematic: 91C7305 (Figure A-14)
Assembly: 20C2860 (Figure A-15)

The Telco input board has four sections: RF filter, Active coupler, Audio bandpass filter, 
and demodulator. Modulated data is accepted by the Communications I/O board and 
passed to Jl-23 and Jl-24. LI, L2, C5, C6, C9, and CIO serve as an RF filter, rejecting 
any stray high-frequency energy. Zener diodes CR1 and CR2 insure that the maximum 
voltage does not exceed 17 volts. The signal is then coupled through transformer T1 to 
the input of amplifier U2. For 2-wire operation, the 2-wire/4-wire jumper is set to the 2- 
wire position allowing FSK data generated from the Telco output board to be injected 
through R14 to the secondary of Tl, and ultimately to be coupled to the 2-wire Telco 
line. For 4-wire operation, this line is simply grounded. In either case, the input signal is 
filtered by the 6-pole bandpass filter, then presented to the input of the FSK demodulator. 
There are two frequency pairs that are used over the Telco line to transmit information. 
The High pair is 2025 Hz and 2225 Hz, while the Low pair is 1070 Hz and 1270 Hx. 
This difference will affect the bandpass filter component values. Frequency-dependent 
components and their values are specified on the schematic. The High pair is normally 
used for control data while the Low pair is normally used for telemetry data. A telco 
input board that receives data through an external subcarrier demodulator from a 
subcarrier output board on the same data link must be a Low pair board, as all subcarrier 
communication boards use the Low pair of audio frequencies.

The Telco output board generates FSK data from serial digital output signals supplied by 
the Central Processor board. It consists of three sections: Modulator, Output amplifier, 
and RF filter. The modulator section is built around Ul, a function generator configured 
to produce frequency-shifted sine waves. Frequency-determinant resistors R5 and R7 
set the high-frequency carrier frequency while R2 and R6 set the low-frequency carrier.



4.8.3 Subcarrier Input
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The function generator is activated by the Central Processor board which drives the 
request-to-send *RTS line low. The carrier frequency is modulated by the serial data 
generated by the Central Processor board on the TRANSMIT DATA line. FSK data is 
then amplified by op-amp U2 whose gain is set by potentiometer R12. If the installation 
is operating over a 2-wire line, the 2-wire/ 4-wire jumper set is installed in the 2-wire 
position which couples the FSK output to the 2-wire line through the Telco input board. 
For 4-wire operation, the 2-wire/ 4-wire jumper set is set to the 4-wire position which 
couples the output signal through T1 to the Output Telco line. Zener diodes CR1 and 
CR2 protect the FSK modulation circuitry by clamping voltage transients to a maximum 
of 17 volts. Inductors LI and L2, along with capacitors C4, C5, and C7 filter high- 
frequency energy. The data transmission rate for Telco communications is 300 baud. 
This is set by the jumper connecting the transmit clock TXCLK to the C4800 clock.

Schematic: 91D7306 (Figure A-16)
Assembly: 20D2861 (Figure A-17)

FSK transmission over Telco lines uses two pairs of carrier frequencies: 2025 and 2225 
Hz, and 1070 and 1270 Hz. Using this scheme, full-duplex operation is possible over a 2- 
wire line. Component values for frequency-dependent parts are specified on the 
schematic. The High pair is normally used for control data while the Low pair is 
normally used for telemetry data. A telco output board that communicates through an 
external subcarrier generator to a subcarrier input board on the same data link will be a 
Low pair board, as all subcarrier communication boards use the Low pair of audio 
frequencies.

The Subcarrier Input board accepts modulated data from a companion Subcarrier Output 
board within the MRC-1600 system. The board consists of four major sections: Input 
filter, Subcarrier demodulator, Audio bandpass filter, and Data demodulator.

The modulation scheme of the subcarrier differs from the normal FSK modulation of the 
audio spectrum in that it is really composed of two modulation processes. The first 
translates serial data into FSK in the audio region. The second takes that audio FSK and 
frequency-modulates a subcarrier. The subcarrier frequency is selected from a list of the 
six available which include 26 kHz, 39 kHz, 67 kHz, 110 kHz, 152 kHz, and 189 kHz. 
The input filter comprised of inductors LI and L2, resistors R5 and R17, and capacitors 
C5, C12, and C15 form a bandpass filter centered around the selected subcarrier. 
Frequency-dependent component values are specified on the schematic. The filtered 
subcarrier is then presented to the phase-lock loop based subcarrier demodulator U3 
which produces audio FSK data. The internal voltage-controlled oscillator frequency is 
determined by C27, also specified for various frequencies on the schematic. The FSK 
adjust potentiometer R27 serves as a fine-tuning adjustment of the VCO. Audio FSK 
data is then filtered by the six-pole audio bandpass filter before presented to the input of 
the FSK demodulator Ul. The FSK demodulator operates identically to the subcarrier 
demodulator. C7 functions as the VCO timing capacitor while the VCO adjust 
potentiometer serves as a VCO fine-tune. Ul drives the RECEIVE DATA line with the 
demodulated serial data. In addition, when the FSK demodulator receives a valid audio 
carrier, Ul drives the *DATA CARRIER DETECT line low signaling the Central 
Processor board.



4.8.4 Subcarrier Output

4.8.5 Subaudlble Input
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The Subaudible Input board accepts frequency-modulated data centered at 22.5 Hz and 
demodulates it to digital serial data. Since the carrier frequency is quite low, the data rate 
has been reduced to 9.4 baud, which is determined by the jumper connecting the receiver 
clock RXCLK to the Cl50 clock.

U1 is a phase-lock loop based demodulator. Its internal voltage-controlled oscillator 
frequency is determined by the timing capacitor C9, resistor R14, and potentiometer R13 
which operates as a fine-tune adjustment The RECEIVE DATA line is driven with the 
demodulated digital serial data. The *DATA CARRIER DETECT line is driven low 
when U1 detects a valid subaudible carrier at its input

Schematic: 91D7307 (Figure A-18)
Assembly: 20D2862 (Figure A-19)
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Schematic: 91D7308 (Figure A-20)
Assembly: 20D2863 (Figure A-21)

The Subaudible board is comprised of two sections: The Input filter and the 
Demodulator. The input filter is a 7-pole elliptical low-pass filter designed around D- 
element technology to eliminate inductors. The filtered subaudible carrier is then 
amplified by the op-amp U5 which drives the input of the demodulator.

The Subcarrier Output board generates a frequency-modulated subcarrier from digital 
serial data it receives from the Central Processor board. The modulation scheme is a 
two-step process: Digital data is modulated into audio FSK data. The audio FSK data 
then frequency-modulates the subcarrier.

The Subcarrier Output board is comprised of three sections: The audio FSK modulator, 
the output amplifier, and the Subcarrier generator. The audio FSK modulator is based 
around a function generator Ul. Activation of the IC occurs when the Central Processor 
board drives the request-to-send *RTS line low, forcing QI into cutoff. Serial data on 
the TRANSMIT DATA line frequency-modulates the carrier. Along with the timing 
capacitor C6, the output frequencies are determined by resistors R5 and R6, and 
potentiometers R2 and R9. Audio FSK data is coupled through C9 to the Output 
amplifier U3, whose gain is determined by potentiometer R17, then fed into the 
Subcarrier generator U2.

There are six subcarrier frequencies available: 26 kHz, 39 kHz, 67 kHz, 110 kHz, 152 
kHz, and 185 kHz. Accordingly, the timing capacitor C8 which determines the 
subcarrier frequency, varies. A list of values is provided on the schematic. 
Potentiometers R8 and R7 serve as coarse and fine frequency adjustments. Resistor R21 
determines the modulated subcarrier output level. R12 may be adjusted to minimize the 
Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) of the subcarrier sinusoid. .



4.8.6 Subaudible Output

4.9 RS-232 Communications Board

4.10 RS-232 Communications I/O
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Transmit Driver U3 accepts TTL input and generates RS-232. Diodes CR1 and CR2 
keep line transients out of +15 and -15 volt supply lines.
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The Subaudible Output board generates a frequency-modulated carrier centered at 22.5 
Hz. Because the carrier frequency is quite low, the data rate is slowed to 9.4 baud as 
determined by the jumper which connects the transmit-clock TXCLK to the C150 clock.

The board is comprised of two sections: The FSK modulator, and the output filter. The 
FSK modulator is based around a function generator IC U2. It is activated whenever the 
Central Processor board drives the request-to-send *RTS line low, forcing QI to cut-off. 
Serial Data on the TRANSMIT DATA line frequency-shifts the carrier. The timing 
capacitor C9, resistors R7 and R8, and the potentiometers R3 and R9 determine the 
carrier frequency. R9 is set to a value which yields 25 Hz for a "high" TRANSMIT 
DATA line, and R3 is set to a value which yields 20 Hz for a "low" TRANSMIT DATA 
line.

The frequency-modulated carrier is coupled through C15 and amplified by the op-amp 
U5 whose gain is determined by potentiometer R24. It is then filtered by a seven-pole 
elliptical low-pass filter, and amplified by op-amp Ul. The output filter is designed with 
D-element technology to eliminate inductors.

The RS-232 Communications Board performs the necessary level interfacing between 
TTL logic levels and RS-232 signal levels. In addition, it selects the communication rate 
for the transmitter and receiver via a hardwired jumper, and provides a logical-and 
between the CTS and DSR signal lines.

Since the CTS and DSR lines are active-low signals, the OR-gate Buffer U2 functions as 
a logic-and operator between the two signals.

Schematic: 91A7369 (Figure A-26) 
Assembly: 21C2842 (Figure A-27)

Schematic: 91D7309 (Figure A-22)
Assembly: 20D2864 (Figure A-23)

Schematic: 91C7368 (Figure A-24)
Assembly: 20C2927 (Figure A-25)

The RS-232 Communications I/O Board serves as an interface between the central 
processor board and the outside world. It provides a standard DB-25 RS-232 connector 
for ease of interfacing to other pieces of user-supplied equipment The alarm enable 
contacts are provided so that the user can enable or disable the internal alarm buzzer.

Receive Buffer Ul accepts RS-232 signals and generates TTL output The external R-C 
combination sets the mark-space threshold of the internal Schmitt trigger.



4.11 DAVR CPU Board

4.11.1 CPU

4-2. IC Address Range

IC Address Range
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The Z80 data bus is buffered by a bus transceiver, U4, before feeding to the rest of the 
board.

The CPU board contains the central processing unit (CPU) for the Dial Access/Voice 
Response (DAVR) option. The CPU on this board communicates with the MRC-1600 
CPU through the standard communication channels and intercepts the commands 
between Remote Terminal and Control Terminal. When the DAVR option is idle, the 
commands are simply echoed to the appropriate unit. When the DAVR option is active 
(i.e. when a call is in progress), the CPU inserts its own commands into the link between 
Control Terminal and Remote Terminal.

Schematic: 91D7439 (Figure A-28, A-29) 
Assembly: 20D3014 (Figure A-30)

U40
U45
U41
U47
U42

OOOOh - 3FFFh 
4000h - 7FFFh 
COOOh-DFFFh 
F000h-F7FFL 
F800h - FFFFh

Peripheral chips to the Z80 are I/O mapped. The appropriate chip select signals are 
generated by U2. U2 decodes address lines A4 through A7 and the Z80 IORQ* (Inverted 
I/O Request) line into 16-byte I/O blocks (addresses OOh through 7Fh).

The CPU, Ul, is a CMOS Z80 family processor. It is fed with a 3.6864 MHz clock 
derived from hybrid clock oscillator Y15 and divider U16. U16 also provides a 
921.6 kHz clock for generating standard baud rates for the external serial port. R57 and 
R58 are series damping resistors to reduce ringing of the clock signals.

The battery-backed RAM chip uses a special version of the Z80 WR* (Inverted Write) 
line to protect the RAM from extraneous accesses that might erase important data during 
power-up cycles. This line (PRWR*, Inverted Protected Write) is generated on the 
Analog Board and feed through U6D.

The memory for the CPU consists of two 16K UV-EPROMs (U40,U45), one 8K static 
RAM (U41), and one 2K battery-backed static RAM with internal real-time clock (U42), 
and one 2K battery-backed static RAM (U47). The address from the CPU is decoded by 
U3, U6B, U7E, and U9. U3 decodes the CPU address lines All through A13 to generate 
2K‘ boundary selects. U8A decodes A12 and A13 into 4K boundary selects and U8B 
decodes A14 and A15 into 16K block selects. A13 is used to generate an 8K boundary 
select. The appropriate boundary select line and block select line are combined in U6B 
and U9 to generate the desired chip select for each memory chip. The memory map 
location for each of the chips is shown in the table below.



4.11.2 Serial Channels

4.11.3 Watchdog Timer

4.11.4 Power Monitor
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The CPU board supports three serial ports (two for communicating between MRC-1600 
Control and Remote Terminal and one for communication with external peripherals). 
The serial ports are controlled through two Serial I/O (SIO) Controller chips (U15 and 
U20). Channel A of U15 goes to the communication cards plugged into P2 and P7 of the 
CPU board and which communicate with the remotely located (relative to the DAVR 
option) MRC-1600. Channel B of U15 goes to the ribbon cable that plugs into the 
Central Processor board on the front panel of the MRC-1600 that the DAVR option is 
installed in. Since the DAVR option can be installed in either the Remote Terminal or 
the Control Terminal, Port B may be going to either terminal. A portion of jumper field 
E30 is used to set up the communication direction by inverting the port select line. This 
enables the Z80 to always find the Control and Remote Terminals at the same Port 
address even though the CPU board may be in either terminal.

To insure that power line disturbances or other similar phenomena do not cause the CPU 
to begin executing the program out of sequence a watchdog timer has been incorporated. 
If the CPU does not access the watchdog timer at least once every 400 ms, then it resets 
the CPU. The watchdog timer is implemented by U51 which is a dual retriggerable 
monostable timer chip. The output of U51A is set high by the trailing edge of RESET* 
and will only stay high for 400 ms (determined by R54 and C53). The output can be 
retriggered (starting another 400 ms interval) by any I/O access to the watchdog timer 
address. If the first section times out and goes low, then the second section of U51 is 
triggered generating a 1 ms reset pulse (the duration is set by R55 and C54).
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The external serial port is controlled by another SIO (U20). Only Port A of U20 is 
supported. The outputs of U20 go to RS-232 compatible bus transceivers (U21 and U22) 
which interface to the rear panel DB-25 connector. The baud rate used for 
communicating through the external serial port is set through jumper field E30. U30 is a 
programmable counter/timer controller (CTC) which is used to generate the various baud 
rates for the external serial port. U31 is a buffer which allows the CPU to read the baud 
rate selection jumper field E30.

U50 is used to monitor the +5V supply voltage. During power-up, or after a loss of 
power, U50 keeps the RESET* line low for 100 mS (set by C55). This provides the CPU 
enough time to insure all peripherals are in a known state before restarting the program. 
R50 and R51 are a voltage divider which provide a sample of the supply voltage to U50. 
If the sample voltage should fall below an internally generated reference voltage, then the 
output at pin 1 is immediately taken low. This resets the CPU even for short supply 
disturbances that might upset memory contents without otherwise resetting the CPU. 
When the sample voltage exceeds the internal reference, then a current source begins 
charging C55. When the voltage across C55 reaches a preset level (approximately 
100 ms later), the output voltage is pulled high allowing the RESET* line to go high.



4.11.5 Interrupts

4.12 DAVR Analog Board

4.12.1 Interlace

4.12.2 Parallel I/O
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The peripherals of the CPU are interrupt driven which is to say that a peripheral wanting 
servicing, interrupts the CPU from what it is currently doing in order to service the 
peripheral. The Z80 family peripherals used in the DAVR option all use the Z80 daisy 
chain prioritized interrupt system which is supported by hardware within each chip. All 
of the peripheral chips (U15, U20, U30, as well as the Analog Board) generate interrupts 
by pulling the INT* (Inverted Interrupt) line low. The CPU acknowledges the interrupt 
and the interrupting peripheral responds with an address telling the CPU where to fetch 
the service routine from in the program.

In order to prevent important tasks from being interrupted by less important ones, a 
prioritization scheme is used. Each of the peripherals has two lines, IEI (Interrupt Enable 
In) and IEO (Interrupt Enable Out), which determine the priority of that peripheral 
relative to the other peripherals. Each of the peripherals is connected together through 
the IEI and IEO lines. The highest priority device always has its IEI line pulled high and 
its IEO line goes to the IEI line of the next lowest priority device. The IEO line of this 
device goes to the IEI line of the next priority device and so on.

The Analog Board contains a microphone preamplifier, the telephone interface circuitry 
as well as the speech synthesizer for the DAVR option. The board is connected to the 
CPU board through via P6.

Schematic: 91D7435 (Figure A-31, A-32) 
Assembly: 20D3016 (Figure A-33)
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U10 is a Parallel Input/Output (PIO) controller which provides the interface between the 
CPU and several of the circuits on the Analog Board. There are two 8-bit ports which are 
software configured as one input/output port and one output port. S10 is a small 
momentary switch which is used to tell the CPU that the user wants to go into SETUP 
mode. PIN 10 FMEM* of the PIO is used to allow writing to the battery-backed RAM on 
the CPU board. The other lines used go to various other circuits on the Analog Board 
and will be discussed in connection with the appropriate circuit

In order for a device to interrupt the CPU, its IEI line must be,high (indicating that no 
higher priority devices are having interrupts serviced). If the IEI line is high, then the 
devices IEO line goes low which is echoed by all lower priority devices preventing any 
lower priority device from interrupting the CPU. With the priority set, the device can 
interrupt the processor by pulling INT* low. When the interrupt is complete, the device 
sets its IEO line high enabling lower priority interrupts. Note that higher priority 
interrupts are not prevented from interrupting lower priority devices since their IEI lines 
will still be high.



4.12.3 DTMF Transceiver

4.12.4 Speech Synthesizer

4.12.5 Microphone Preamp

4.12.6 Mute Switches
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The Voice Response capability of the DAVR option is provided by a Speech Synthesizer. 
The Speech Synthesizer module (PCB2) contains a single-chip microcontroller, RAM, 
EPROM, and a Texas Instruments TMS5220 Speech Synthesizer.

The Speech Synthesizer uses linear predictive coding to generate speech. Data from 
actual speech is converted to inputs for a mathematical model of the vocal tract, which is 
implemented in a digital signal processor. The processor produces a digital data which is 
converted to an analog signal. This is what you hear.

The EPROM contains a sophisticated text-to-speech algorithm which converts ASCII 
TEXT from the DAVR software to speech output.

U18A, and R61 through R66 form a variable gain amplifier for the microphone signal. 
The gain of U18A is adjusted by changing its output impedance. U18C, R67, R68, C63 
and C62 provide a constant gain to the signal and generates enough audio level to drive 
the peak-to-peak level detector (U18D). The output of U18D changes the gain of U18A 
by decreasing its output impedance via coupling cap C61. U18B is a supply filter that 
provides a clean supply voltage to the sensitive gain stages of the preamp.

R94 and C59 convert the current output from the synthesizer to a voltage output usable 
by the remaining circuitry.

In order to turn ON and OFF the speech and microphone preamp outputs, analog 
switches U17B and U17A are used. The speech output is controlled by Speech module 
PCB2. When it does not have anything to say, it releases the SPEN* line 1, thus muting
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U11 is a DTMF (Dual Tone Multi-Frequency) Transceiver which is used to generate and 
receive the DTMF tones used by the DA/VR option and by the phone system for control. 
PIN 12 of Ull is a clock signal used by the MT8880 IC for internal housekeeping and is 
generated from Z80 bus signals using U12B, U12D and U13A. The DTMF tones are 
generated from a high frequency clock oscillator whose frequency is determined by Y10. 
R90 and C86 determine the time it takes to detect a valid DTMF tone and prevent 
flashing (i.e. detecting a DTMF tone when one is not present). Transmitted DTMF tones 
are output at PIN 8 and filtered by R88 and C85. Received DTMF tones are amplified by 
an internal op-amp and external components R89, R91, and C79. When a valid tone is 
received and decoded, a signal is fed to the PIO (U10-15) which indicates a valid tone. 
This condition can also be read from internal registers in U11.

The Microphone Preamp allows sounds in the area around the DAVR system to be 
monitored from the controlling phone. The preamp board contains an automatic gain 
controlled (AGC) preamp that adjusts its gain to provide a more constant output level. 
This allows the preamp to monitor a larger range of sound levels without having a 
volume control to set the output level.
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4.12.8 Telephone Interface
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The main portion of the telephone interface is accomplished with Telco Interface module 
PCB3. It provides a 2-wire (Telco side) to 4-wire (Analog board side) hybrid which 
separates the transmit and receive signals. It also provides a ring indicator output (RI*) 
which is used by the DAVR software to detect when it is being called. The module also 
provides all the requirements of FCC Part 68.

In order to meet FCC requirements for frequency distribution of energy on the phone 
line, the transmitted signals (speech synthesizer, DTMF tones, and microphone output) 
must be filtered before being supplied to the phone line. This is accomplished with a 5th- 
order, 1 dB Chebyshev filter using U14A and U14B and their associated components. 
This filter insures that any 4 kHz component is at least 17 dB down and higher-frequency 
components are at a minimum.

the speech output to prevent spurious sounds from going out over the phone lines. The 
microphone is enabled by the DAVR software via U10-9 (MICEN*).

Warning: In order to maintain the FCC approval on the telephone 
interface circuit, repairs to this circuitry can only by made 
by Moseley Associates, Inc.

On the rear of the MRC-1600, two RJ-11 (modular) phonejacks are provided. One is for 
the phone line (Telco) and the other is for the loci telephone set (Phone). Normally 
these two lines are connected together via KI (relaxed) so the phone may be used 
normally. When a signal from the DAVR software (via U10 - 7) is applied to the OH 
(OFF HOOK) input to the Telco module (PCB3), the Telco line is seized and the DAVR 
may then dial out. If, in addition, the DAVR applies a signal (via U10 - 8) to the SUO 
input to KI relay circuitry, KI is energized and die Telco line is disconnected, allowing 
the local phone to be used for setup. In this case, -15 V via R93 is connected to the 
phone to supply current so the phone will operate.



Section Five
Alignment Procedures

5.1 Introduction

5.2 Test Equipment

Manufacturer/ModelName

Data Precision 7540Frequency Counter

Distortion Analyzer Hewlett Packard 334A

Wavetek Model 136Signal Generator

Oscilloscope 30 MHz bandwidth

5.3 Alignment Procedures

5.3.1 Telco Input and Telco Output Alignment

1.

2.

Telco Output - Procedure

1.

2.

3.

)
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Make sure the Telco Output board is of the same variety as the Telco 
Input board, i.e., both should either be "low" or "high".
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With Sl-4 ON, adjust the HIGH FREQ pot (R7) to obtain 2225 ± 5 Hz 
for the "hi" band (-2) or 1270 + 5 Hz for the "lo" band (-1). Disconnect 
the frequency counter.

Connect a frequency counter to TP1. Set SI to test (position 3 ON, the 
remainder OFF).

With Sl-4 OFF, adjust the LOW FREQ pot (R2) to obtain 2025 + 5 Hz 
for the hi" band (-2) or 1070 + 5 Hz for die "lo" band (-1).

Connect the "Telco Output" terminals to the "Telco Input" terminals of the 
board(s) that are to be aligned. (The terminals are on the rear of the 
chassis.)

Many of ±e smaller integrated circuits are permanendy soldered to the printed circuit 
boards to enhance reliability. For this reason, it is highly recommended that users stock 
spare modules and do any necessary repairs via module exchange.

These procedures oudine the steps necessary to align the Telco Input and Output boards, 
the Subcarrier Input and Output boards, and the Subaudible Input and Output boards. In 
addition, general troubleshooting procedures are provided should your system ever need 
fixing.



4.

5.

Telco Input Procedure

1.

2. Connect an oscilloscope to RECEIVE DATA (Ul-7).

3.

4.

5.

Troubleshooting

1. Align the Telco Output board before aligning the Telco Input board.

2.

Troubleshooting - Telco Output

2.

Troubleshooting - Telco Input

1.

2.
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Return the Telco Output board to the operate mode (S1 positions 1 and 2 
ON, the remainder OFF).

If there is an FSK signal present on the output of the filter, then check the 
switch positions.

Connect an oscilloscope to the TELCO INPUT terminals (if boards are set 
for 2-wire) or the TELCO OUTPUT terminals (if the boards are set for 4- 
wire) on the rear of the chassis. Adjust the OUTPUT LEVEL (R12) for 0 
dBm (2.2 V p-p).

Connect a frequency counter to TP1. Set SI to calibrate (positions 1 and 
2 OFF, 3 ON). Adjust the VCO frequency (R5) to 2125 Hz for the "hi" 
band (-2) or 1170 Hz for the "lo" band (-1). Disconnect the frequency 
counter.

Return both boards to the OPERATE mode (SI positions 1 and 2 ON, the 
remainder OFF).

Verify +15 V and -15 V are connected to the appropriate pins on the ICs. 
(See the tables on the schematics.)

Check for a signal at the output of the XR2206 modulator (Ul-2). If no 
signal is present, the problem likely lies within the modulator. Otherwise, 
the problem probably lies with the 741 output op-amp (U2).

Carefully adjust the VCO (R5) on the Telco Input board to obtain a square 
wave.

Check the frequency dependent values for the modulator (see table on the 
schematic).

Set SI to operate (positions 1 and 2 ON, 3 OFF). On the Telco Output 
board (which is located in the other unit), set S1 to test (positions 1, 2, and 
4 OFF, 3 and 5 ON).

Verify an FSK signal on the output of the filter (U2-10). If not present, 
then check the frequency-dependent values of the filter (see table on the 
schematic). If they are all correct, then suspect the RC4136 quad op-amp 
(U2).



3.

5.3.2 Subcarrier Input and Subcarrier Output Alignment

1.

2.

Subcarrier Output Procedure

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6. Connect a distortion analyzer to the "RADIO OUT" BNC.

7.

8. Refer to print

9.

10.

11.

)
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Connect a frequency counter to TP1. Set SI to test (position 2 ON, the 
remainder OFF).

With Sl-4 OFF, adjust the LOW FREQ pot (R2) to obtain 1070 + 5 Hz. 
With Sl-4 ON, adjust the HIGH FREQ pot (R9) to obtain 1270 + 5 Hz. 
Disconnect the frequency counter.

Also check the frequency-dependent values surrounding the FSK 
demodulator (Ul) (see table on the schematic). If these are all correct, 
then suspect the demodulator (Ul).

Adjust the subcarrier frequency using the COARSE FREQ (R8) and FINE 
FREQ (R7) pots. Disconnect the frequency counter.

Connect the "Radio Out" BNC to the "Radio In” BNC of the board(s) that 
are to be aligned. (The BNC connectors are on the rear of the chassis.)

Connect the frequency counter to the "RADIO OUT" BNC connector on 
the rear of the chassis.

Return the board to the operate mode (SI positions 1 and 2 ON, the 
remainder OFF).

Attach an oscilloscope to the "RADIO OUT" BNC. 
15A1114 while doing this step.

Adjust the oscilloscope to display about six periods of the unmodulated 
subcarrier as shown in (A) on the drawing. Using the MODULATION 
ADJUST pot (R17), increase subcarrier modulation until the fifth 
crossover occurs midway as shown in (B) on the drawing.

Adjust the OUTPUT LEVEL pot (R21) to obtain 1.5 V p-p. Remove the 
oscilloscope.

Remove modulation applied to the subcarrier generator using the 
MODULATION ADJUST pot (R17).

Adjust the DISTORTION pot (R13) for minimum distortion. Using this 
control, approximately 0.5% distortion is obtainable. If no distortion 
analyzer is available, then no adjustment of this pot is required. The 
worst-case distortion is approximately 2.5% which is quite acceptable in 
most applications. Disconnect the analyzer.

Make sure the Subcarrier Output board is of the same frequency as the 
Subcarrier Input board, e.g., both should be 67 kHz or 110 kHz, etc.



Subcarrier Input Procedure

1.

2.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Troubleshooting the Subcarrier Boards

1.

2.

Troubleshooting Subcarrier Output

1.

2.

3.

4.
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Return both boards to the operate mode (SI positions 1 and 2 ON, the 
remainder OFF).

Check the frequency-dependent values of the subcarrier generator. (See 
the table on the schematic.)

Connect the "RADIO OUT" BNC to the "RADIO IN" BNC. This applies 
a modulated subcarrier to the input of the Subcarrier Input board.

Connect a frequency counter to TP1. Set SI to calibrate (positions 1 and 2 
OFF, 3 ON). Adjust the VCO frequency (R7) to 1170 + 5 Hz. Disconnect 
the frequency counter.

Align the Subcarrier Output board before aligning the Subcarrier Input 
board.

Check for a signal at the output of the 741 op-amp (U3-6). If the FSK 
signal is not present, then suspect the op-amp.

Check for a subcarrier signal on the output of the subcarrier generator 
(U2-2). If it is not present, then the problem likely lies with U2.

Set the Subcarrier Output board to the test mode (SI positions 3 and 5 ON, 
the remainder OFF).

Connect the oscilloscope to RECEIVE DATA (Ul-7). Set SI to operate 
(positions 1 and 2 ON, 3 OFF). On the Subcarrier Output board, set SI to 
test (positions 1, 2, and 4 OFF, 3 and 5 ON). Carefully adjust the VCO 
(R7) on the Subcarrier Input board to obtain a square wave.

Check for an FSK signal on the output of the XR2206 modulator (Ul-2). 
If no signal is present, suspect the switch settings or the modulator itself.

Connect an oscilloscope to TP2. Adjust inductors LI and L2 to obtain 
minimum AM and maximum amplitude. The filter output should be 
similar in appearance to the modulated subcarrier input.

Move the oscilloscope probe to TP3. Adjust the FSK pot (R27) to obtain 
the cleanest FSK output. Note that some residual high-frequency 
subcarrier may be superimposed on the FSK signal; this is quite normal. 
Remove the oscilloscope.

Verify +15 V and -15 V are connected to the appropriate IC pins. (See the 
tables on the schematics.)



Troubleshooting Subcarrier Input

Verify the frequency-dependent values for the input filter.1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

5.3.3 Subaudlble Input and Subaudible Output Alignment

Subaudible Output Procedure

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Subaudible Input Procedure

1.

2.

3.
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Connect an oscilloscope to the "RADIO OUT" terminal on the rear of the 
chassis. Adjust the OUTPUT LEVEL (R24) for 0 dBm (2.2 V p-p).

Connect an oscilloscope to RECEIVE DATA (Ul-7) Set SI to operate 
(positions 1 and 2 ON, 3 OFF).

Connect a frequency counter to TP1. Set SI to test (position 3 ON, the 
remainder OFF).

Connect the "RADIO OUT" BNC to the "RADIO IN" BNC on the rear of 
the chassis.

If the FSK signal cannot be obtained properly, then the XR2211 subcarrier 
demodulator (U3) probably is at fault

If the filter output cannot be obtained, then one or more of the filter 
components is probably at fault

With S1-4 OFF, adjust the LOW FREQ pot (R3) to obtain 20.0 +.1 Hz. If 
your frequency counter has it, it is usually easier to measure period rather 
than frequency. In this case, adjust the LOW FREQ pot (R3) to obtain 
50,000 +50 u sec.

Return the Subaudible Output board to the operate mode (S1 positions 1 
and 2 ON, 3 and 4 OFF).

With S1-4 ON, adjust the HIGH FREQ pot (R9) to obtain 25.0 + .1 Hz or 
40,000 + 50 u sec. Disconnect the frequency counter.

If the FSK signal is present at the input of the audio filter and not at the 
output, then check the component values of the filter. If these are all 
correct, the RC4136 quad op-amp is probably bad.

If the FSK signal is present at the output of the audio filter and the 
components surrounding the FSK demodulator are correct, then the 
problem probably lies with the XR2211 (Ul).

Connect a frequency counter to TP1. Set SI to calibrate (positions ON, 
the remainder OFF). Adjust the VCO frequency (R13) to 22.5 + .1 Hz or 
44,444 + 50 u sec. Disconnect the frequency counter.



4.

5.

6.

Troubleshooting the Subaudible Boards

1.

2.

Troubleshooting Subaudible Output

1.

2.

Troubleshooting Subaudible Input

1.

2.

3.

5.3.4 RS-232 Communications Alignment
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If there is no signal present at the output of the filter (Ul-6), then check 
the component values of the filter. If these are correct, then the problem 
probably lies with one of the op-amps (Ul, U3, U4, or U7).

If there is a signal at the input of the filter and not at the output (U5-6), 
then check the component values of the filter. If these are okay, then one 
of the op-amps is probably bad (U2, U3, U4, or U5).

Return both boards to the operate mode (SI positions 1 and 2 ON, the 
remainder OFF).

If there is an FSK signal present on the output of the filter, then check the 
switch positions.

Also check the values of the components surrounding the demodulator 
(Ul). If these are all correct, then suspect the XR2211 demodulator (Ul).

On the Subaudible Output board, set SI to test (position 3 ON, the 
remainder OFF). Connect a Tl'L compatible (0-5 Vdc) square wave to 
the input of the modulator (U2-9).

Align the Subaudible Output board before aligning the Subaudible Input 
board.

Verify +15 V and -15 V are connected to the appropriate pins on the ICs. 
(See the tables on the schematics.)

Check for a signal at the output of the XR2206 modulator (U2-2). If no 
signal is present, the problem likely lies with the modulator.

There is no alignment procedure for the RS-232 Communications Board; it either works 
or it doesn’t If, after checking the interconnecting cables, you feel the RS-232 board is 
at fault, it is strongly suggested that you do a straight module swap, i.e., replace the board 
with another RS-232 Communications Board. If repair of a known defective board is 
desired, the following troubleshooting procedure may be followed:

Set the signal generator to 4.7 + .1 Hz or 212750 + 500 u sec. Carefully 
adjust the VCO (R13) on the Subaudible Input board to obtain a square 
wave. Disconnect the oscilloscope and signal generator.



Troubleshooting the RS-232 Communications Board

Connect the two chassis together with the supplied null modem cable.1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

5.3.5 Central Processor, Alignment

1. Connect a frequency counter to U91(Q).

2.

5.4 General System Troubleshooting

Should your system fail to work, the following steps may be taken to find the problem:

1. Verify that all cables are securely attached to the printed circuit boards.

2.

3.

4.

)
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For the remaining gates, verify that all of them act as voltage level 
translators and inverters, i.e., a high on one input will yield a low on the 
corresponding output. If they don’t, replace the corresponding chip.

Verify that the DTR line (U3-8) is about +12 volts. If it isn’t, verify that 
U3-9 and U3-10 are at 0 volts.

Disconnect the interconnection cable between the two terminals and check 
the DTR line again. Depending upon results, either check the cable (or 
the other terminal) or IC U3.

Verify +15, -15, and +5 V are connected to the appropriate IC pins (see 
table on the schematic).

If all gates appear to be functioning correctly, check the cable path from 
the CPU Board to the Communications I/O Board. If that checks out 
okay, check the interconnect cable or the "other" terminal.

Adjust C25 for 1.000000 + .000005 MHz. This will set the system clock 
so the CRT time-of-day clock will be accurate.

Verify that all ICs are either seated firmly in their sockets or properly 
soldered into the printed circuit boards. (Check especially for bent pins.)

Verify that the three power supply voltages (+5 V, +15 V, and -15 V) are 
present.

Press the RESET switch (SI) on the Central Processor board. This forces 
the program to start the program from the beginning. When reset, all 
LEDs on the front panel will illuminate briefly. If the LEDs remain ON, 
the fault may either be on the front panel or Central Processor boards.

Reconnect the two terminals. Check the *CTS line; it should be low. If it 
isn’t, check Ul-2 and U2-2; these should also be low. If they are, replace 
U2.



5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

5.5 Dial Access/Voice Response Troubleshooting
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Warning: In order to maintain the FCC approval on the telephone 
interface circuitry, repairs on the RPD circuitry can only 
be made by Moseley Associates, Inc.

If the problem you are experiencing involves only one or two channels, 
then the likely candidates for inspection are the Analog/Command/Status 
board, the External Relay board, and the interface wiring to your 
equipment. If you think you know which board has the problem, then try 
substituting a known working board (e.g., the Central Processor or front 
panel boards from the other terminal).

If your CRT/Logger option appears dead, check the interconnect cable 
between the MRC-1600 and die Control Terminal, the internal cable 
between the CRT RS-232 connector, the relevant circuitry on the CPU 
Board. Also check the CRT/Logger option EPROM chips U5 and U17 
and verify that they’re installed correctly with no bent pins.

If the CRT/Logger option isn’t dead, but the CRT displays trash, turn the 
CRT off and check the baud rate and parity switches. If problems persist, 
try replacing the CRT.

If the Logger prints trash occasionally, turn both the CRT and Logger off 
for about 10 seconds, then reapply power. If problems persist, contact 
Moseley’s Customer Service Department in accordance with the 
procedure outlined in Section 6.

If the keys seem to be operating properly (e.g., the CHANNEL keys), then 
the most likely candidates are the modem boards (Telco Input and Output, 
Subcarrier Input and Output, etc.). Verify that these boards have been 
aligned properly.

If the DAVR is passing communications from Control to Remote and vice versa, but the 
setup phone doesn’t seem to be operating, the problem could be in the telephone interface 
circuitry, the DTMF decoder, or the output filter. IF the DAVR is not passing 
communications properly, the most likely culprit is the DAVR CPU board.

There are no adjustments which can be made to the DAVR boards. To determine if a 
problem resides with the DAVR or the MRC-1600 itself, you can isolate the DAVR by 
unplugging the ribbon cable from the MRC-1600 CPU and re-installing the 
Communications boards onto the MRC-1600 CPU. You should now be able to operate 
the Control and Remote Terminals normally. In addition, with the exception of the 
RAISE and LOWER functions, the DAVR should also be able to operate normally.

If the DAVR Option is not operating correctly, observe carefully the symptoms. If the 
DAVR won’t speak to you, but the microphone preamp still works, then the problem is 
probably on the Speech Synthesizer board (even with no microphone a "whooshing" 
sound can be faintly heard over the telephone). If the microphone input doesn’t work 
check the preamp circuit and the connections in between.



Section Six
Customer Service Information

Telephone Consultation

A. Model Number and Serial Number of unit.

Shipment date or date of purchase of an Extended Service Agreement.B.

C. Suspected module identification markings.

D.

E. Factory test data, if applicable.

For telephone assistance call (805) 968-9621

After Hours Emergency (Only) Telephone Consultation

)
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Please be prepared to keep telephone consultations as short as possible in order to free up 
the Technical Service Representative to help someone else in trouble. Usually the 
Technical Service Representative will make suggestions and recommendations for your 
next step. After trying these, you may call back if you continue to experience problems.

Emergency service is provided from 5:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m, Pacific Time, Monday to 
Friday, and from 8:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m., Pacific Time, on weekends and holidays. For 
telephone assistance call (805)968-9621.

MRC-1600 
7A0320 Rev C

Please read the manual; a large portion of telephone calls to Moseley request information 
which is needed due to nonfamiliarity with the equipment The majority of those 
questions are already answered by the Installation/Operation sections of each manual. If 
these do not help your problem, the first step in any factory service transaction should 
always be telephone consultation.

Be prepared to accurately describe the problems with the unit: Constant 
or intermittent? Precise symptoms? Meter readings? Operational 
frequency of unit?

Moseley Associates, Inc. has a Technical Services Department to assist Moseley product 
users who experience difficulties. Our service is available at two levels: telephone 
consultation, and factory service. Different circumstances apply whether the product(s) 
are under Warranty/Service Agreement or are outside Warranty/Service Agreement 
status.

If telephone assistance is necessary, please have the following information available prior 
to calling the factory:

Once you are prepared with the above-requested information, contact our Technical 
Services Department for assistance. A Technical Services Representative who knows 
your product(s) is available during normal work hours (8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., Pacific 
time, Monday thru Friday). Please have patience if the particular representative you 
should talk to is busy. Leave your name, call letters, equipment type and telephone 
number(s) where you can be reached in the next few hours. Someone will get back to 
you as soon as possible.



Factory Service

When returning your equipment to our factory, please address it to the following:

j
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Use the original shipping carton in which your equipment was supplied if possible. 
Ensure that the carton is packed evenly and fully, with packing material filling any voids 
so that ±e chassis cannot shift inside the carton. Make sure the carton is sealed properly 
with either nylon-reinforced tape or shipping sealing tape. Mark the outside of the 
carton "Electronic Equipment - Fragile" in big, red letters. This will assist the survival of 
the equipment in the shipping process. Again, bear in mind that the survival of the unit 
depends almost solely on the preparation taken in shipping it.

Arrangements for factory service can be made after consultation with the factory 
Technical Service Representative and his assignment to you of a Return Authorization 
(R.A.) Number. This number expedites your equipment’s routing from the Receiving 
Department to Technical Services.

MOSELEY ASSOCIATES, INC.
Attn: Technical Services Department 

111 Castilian Drive
Santa Barbara, CA 93117-3093

If you are shipping a complete chassis, all modules should be tied down as they were 
originally received. On some Moseley Associates equipment, shipping screws are 
required on the underside or topside of the chassis. In this case, printing on the chassis 
will indicate where such screws should be installed and secured.

When returning your equipment to Moseley Associates, the following suggestions are 
offered to assist you. If you are returning a module, ensure that the module is packed 
sufficiendy to withstand the rigors of the journey. Make sure the shipping carton is 
packed evenly and fully, with packing material filling all voids so that the module cannot 
shift inside the shipping carton. The package should also be marked in red with the 
words” Electronic Equipment" or "Fragile". Remember, the condition of the module is 
totally dependent on the care taken in the packing. Reference the return order number 
that you had previously obtained from the factory on the outside of the carton or on the 
shipping label. Make sure that the name of your company is listed on the shipping label, 
and insure your module appropriately.

Display your return order number clearly on the shipping label, and insure the equipment 
for the appropriate amount.

All equipment must be shipped prepaid; Moseley Associates, Inc. will return the 
equipment prepaid under Warranty and Service Agreement conditions, and either freight 
collect or billed for equipment not covered by Warranty or a Service Agreement.

Include any and all descriptions of the difficulties encountered with your equipment in 
the field. This will greatly assist us in processing your equipment and returning it as 
expeditiously as possible.

This after hours service is for emergencies only. Please do not expect our representative 
to know the status of your order, to take parts orders or to be equipped to help with 
installation problems.



GENERAL

Field Repair

If a soldered component has to be removed from a printed circuit board, do the following:

)
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Non-frequency sensitive replacement modules are normally available for immediate 
shipment. If you require a replacement module from Moseley Associates, please give 
your shipping address to our Technical Services Engineer. If the module or equipment to 
be supplied to your company is to be held at the airport with a telephone number to call, 
provide at least two telephone numbers. This will often expedite the delivery or pickup 
of the replacement module or equipment.

MRC-1600
7A0320RevC

Replacement Modules

Moseley Associates encourages the purchase of recommended spare parts kits to allow 
the customer to be totally self sufficient with regard to parts. We recognize that there are 
extenuating circumstances when troubleshooting to the component level is neither 
practical nor possible. If this is the case, replacement module exchange may be the most 
expedient way of correcting the problem. Each product manual lists recommended 
spares.

Always try to isolate the problem to a specific area or module, if possible. By comparing 
actual wave shapes and levels with those referenced on the block and level diagrams or 
schematics, the problem often can be localized to the component level.

If an integrated circuit is suspect, carefully remove the original and install the new one in 
the same direction. These devices are installed one way only. Installing a new device 
backward may damage the newly-installed component or the surrounding circuitry. ICs 
occasionally exhibit temperature-sensitive characteristics. If a suspicious device operates 
intermittently, or appears to drift, Freeze Mist may aid in diagnosing the problem.

Use a 40 W soldering iron with a 1/8-inch tip. Do not use a soldering gun. 
Excessive heat may cause damage.

Remove all solder contacting the lead or leads from the component and from the 
associated printed circuit pad. To assist in the removal of the solder, solder
sipping braid such as solder wick is very useful. Once the solder has been 
removed, remove the component from the board.

When installing the new component, prebend the leads of the replacement component so 
they will easily fit into the appropriate PC board holes. Solder each lead of the 
component to the bottom side of the board with a 40 W soldering iron with a 1/8-inch tip. 
Always use a good brand of rosin-core solder. The solder joint should be smooth and 
shiny. Also, be sure that excessive heat is not used in this soldering operation. Excessive 
heat will damage the printed circuit pad that comes in contact with the new component. 
Finally, cut each lead of the replacement component close to the solder on the pad side of 
the printed circuit board with a pair of diagonal cutters. Then remove all residual flux 
with either flux cleaner or a cotton swab moistened with flux cleaner.



Section Seven
Recommended Spares

Price

)
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This section contains replacement parts information for the MRC-2 system, 
information on replacement parts is available upon request

MRC-1600
7A0320 Rev C



MAT P/NMFG P/N (MAT DWG #)MFGREF DES DESCRIPTION
3270162HA1 DC12VARROWMRELAY

FLV160 3390127FAIRLED RED 2.0 @ 20 W DIFF
HLMP-3401 3390143H/PLED YEL 10 @ 20 N DIFF

3390614HLMP-3507LED GRN 7-12 @ 20 DIFF 75DEG H/P
36000531N914DIO IN914 75V 75MA SI A398 TI

36002361N4745AIRDIO Z1N4745A 16V 1W 5% AIAY
3630027N2924-LF5GEXT NS2N2924LFS.2W160M025V.A17P
3650249LM-3999ZRGLTR LM 3999Z 6.9V TO92 NATL
3660008UA741CPIC UA741P OPAMP GEN COMP TI

3660669SN74LS00NIC SN74LSOON QU 2IN NAND TI

3660693SN74LS08NIC SN74LS08N QU 2IN AND TI
3660768SN74LS123NIC SN74LS123N DURETRMONOMULTI TI
3660792SN74LS138NIC SN74LS138N 3-8LINEDECDEMUX TI
3660800SN74LS139NIC SN74LS139N DU2-4LNDECEMUX TI

3660826IC SN74LS163AN BINCOUNT PRESET SN74LS163ANTI

3660859IC SN74LS244N OCT BUS/DRIV ST SN74LS244NTI

3660958IC SN74LS32 QUAD 2-INPUT NOR SN74LS32NTI

3661006IC SN74273 OCTAL FLIP-FLOP SN74273TI
3661048IC MC6809P MPU MC6809PMOTOR
3661068IC SN74LS74N DUAL DFIP FLOP SN74LS74ANTI

3661162IC SN74LS24SN OCT BUS TRNCVR TI SN74LS245N
3661188IC SN74LS273 OCT LATCH TI SN74LS273N
3680063IC CD4040BE 12 STAGE BIN CT RCA CD4040BE
3680287IC VOLTAGE COVERTER(+5 TO -5) INTERS ICL7660CPA
3690054DISPLAY 17-SEG 4-DIGIT RED DL-2416T
3710027IC MC6821P PIA INTERFACE MOTOR MC682IP

SPARE PARTS LIST 
ST-55A/MRC-1600

■jj 
tb
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MAI P/NMFG P/N (MAI DWG #)MFGDESCRIPTIONREF DES
MC685OP 3710043MOTORIC MC6850P ACIA INTERFACE

3710639TMS4016-25NLTIIC RAM STATIC 2K X 8
3730157LM-308ANIC LM308AN OPAMP PRECISION NATL
3730207LM-339NNTALIC LM339N COMPARITOR QUAD
3730355MC1488PMOTORIC MC1488P QU LIN DRIVER PLST
3730363MC1489PMOTORIC MC1489P LINE RCVR
3730462RC4136NIC RC4136N OPAMP QUAD 741 TI
3730629ICL7109CPLINTERSIC ICL7109CPL A-D CONV 12 BITS
3730819XR-2206CPEXARIC XR-2206CP VCO WAVE GEN
3730827XR-2211CPIC XR-2211CP FSK MODEM EXAR
3730876TL072AIC DUAL OP-AMP TI
3731007ULN2003ANIC DARLINGTON ARRAY HI V.A TI
4590170V-120-MA1AVARISTOR GE

SPARE PARTS LIST 
ST-55A/MRC-1600

80si
Q



MFG P/N (MAI DWG #) MAI P/NMFGDESCRIPTIONREF DES
UXD-122A 7.3728 3350386TOYCOMXT AL HYBRID OSC 7.3720 MHZ

3600145IN4I54GEDIO 1N4154 25V 4NS SI DO35
361000310D2IRDIO 10D2 200V 1A SI D039
36304562N3904MOTORXT2N3904
3650124MC78L12ACPMOTORRGLTR MC78L12 12V ,1A T092
3650132MC79L05ACPMOTORRGLTR MC79L05 5V.1A T092
3650140MC79L12ACLPRGLTR MC79L12 12V/.1AT092 TI
3650397MC3425 PlMOTORRGLTR PWR SUPPLY CKT
3661212MM74HC00NNATLIC 74HC00 QUAD NAND GATE 2-INP
3661238MM74HC04NIC74HC04 HEX INVERTER NATL
3661253MM74HC32NNATLIC 74HC08 QUAD AND GATE
3661261MM74HC74NIC 74HC74 DUAL D-FF NATLL
3661287MM74HC138NIC 74H138 3 TO 8 DECODER NATL
3661295MM74HC139NNATLIC 74HC139 DUAL 2 TO 4 LINEDEC
3661352MM74HC393NIC 74HC393 DUAL CNTR 4 BIT BIN NATL
3661709MM74HC123NIC DUAL RETRIG MONO MULT NATL
3661725MM74HC245NIC OCTAL BUS TRNCVR NATL
3710662HM6264HITACHIC RAM STATIC 8K X 8
3710704MK48Z02B-25IC RAM STAT/BAT 2K X 8 MOSTEK
3710803Z84-C30AB6IC OCT Z80 4MHZ CMDS SGS
3710811Z84C40AB6IC SIO/0 Z80 4MHZ CMOS SGS
3710829Z84COOAB6IC CPU Z80 4MHZ CMDS SGS
3710845IC RAM STAT/BAT 2K X 8W/RTC MOSTEK MK48502B-25
3710852IC PIO Z804MHZ CMOS SGS Z84C20AB6
3730355IC MC1488P QU LINE DRV PLST MOTOR MC1488P
3730363IC MC1489P QU LINE RCVR MOTOR MC1489P

SPARE PARTS LIST 
SU-55A/MRC-1600 DAVR

8n 
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REF DES DESCRIPTION MFG MFG P/N (MAI DWG#) MAI P/N
IC HI-200-5 DUAL SPST CMOS SW HARRIS HI3-0200-5 3730934
IC DUAL OP AMP SIGN , NE5532AN 3730967
IC MIC PREAMP W/AGC SGS TDA1054M 3731361
IC DTMF ENCODER/DECODER MITEL MT8880AE 3731379

SPARE PARTS LIST 
SU-55A/MRC-1600 DAVR

<5>
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Q



Section Eight

Parts List
1

)
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This section provides a complete parts description for the MRC-1600 modules. The 
reference designation number is located on the schematic and assembly drawings (see 
Appendix).



PARTS LIST

MFG P/N (MAI DWG #) MAI P/NMFGREF DES
CY20C104M 4310207CAP .1 UF/50 V 20% CRLCl, 2.3,5,6,9-19,17, <-711 .J. vi/

21-23,29, 8(-2),20(-2), 36-40(-2)
4280038196D015X0035HAISPRAGCAP EPOX-DIP 1/35 V 20%C4

196D106X0025KAI 4280079SPRAGCAP EPOX-DIP 10/25V 20%Cl,26,27,28
4210118DM-15-240JARCOCAP MICA DIP 24 pf 5%C24
4370169DV11PS60QCAP VAR 15-60 pf MURATAC25
4210415DM-15-331JCAP MICA DIP 330 pf ARCOC32-35(-2)
4310173811000Z5U0103MC3O.31 CAP .01/600V ERIE
3600053IN914TIDIODE 75 V 75 MA SI A3

3600152253.9ACR3 SCHAURDIODE 3.9 V ZENER
36001601N4731ACR10 DIODE 4.3 V ZENER SCHAUR
402037674F105APL1J.2 COILRF lOuH MILLER

3432-1002 31105093MPl CONN SCTCHFLX R AGLE W/O EJCT
31101111-380999P2 CONN MALE 6-PIN POWER AMP
311057466506-025P3,4 CONN M 40 PIN STGHT PC MTG BERG
3090222 ■P5,(6(-2)) CONN EDGE 12 PIN AMP
3630027QI,2,3 TRANSISTOR GE
4460317RCO7GF1O3JR1.27 RES 10K OHM 1/4 W 5% A/B

RES IK OHM 1/4 W 5% 4460143RC07GF102JR3,7,12,13 A/B
4460226R4,18/20 RC07GF332JRES 3.3K OHM 1/4 W 5% A/B
4461026RC07GF222JA/B

4460564R8 RC07GF155JRES 1.5MOHM 1/4 W 5% A/B
4470282R9.26 RES 560 OHM 1/2 W 5% RC20GF561JA/B
4460549R14 RES 470K OHM 1/4 W 5% RC07GF474JA/B

1-87233-2

2N2924-LF5

OO 
w

Assembly: 20D2917 (SEE FIGURES A-2, A-3) 
Description: CENTRAL PROCESSOR

DESCRIPTION

R5,10,11,19,21,28, RES 2.2K OHM 1/4 W 5%
29

CRl,2,13(-2) 
14(-2)

O



PARTS LIST

Assembly: 20D2917 (SEE FIGURES A-2, A-3) 
Description: CENTRAL PROCESSOR

MFG P/N (MAI DWG #) MAI P/NMFGdescriptionREF DES
4460432RC07GF473JA/BR15

RC07GF104J 4460481A/BR16
4460051RC07GF101JRES 100 OHM 1/4 w 5% A/BR17
4461034RC07GF223JA/BRES 22K OHM 1/4 W 5%R22

RC07GF124J 4460499A/BR23 RES 120K OHM 1/4 W 5%
4460168RC07GF152JA/BRES 1.5KOHM 1/4 W 5%R24
4460952RC07GF156JR30 RES 15 MEG OHM 1/4 W 5% A/B
4410437RCO7GF333KRES 33K OHM 1 1/4 W 10% A/B
317000834 500 004GRYHLSW PB
3680063CD4040BEU1 IC 12 STAGE BIN CT RCA
3660826SN74LS163ANU2 IC BINCOUNT PRESET 71
3730207LM339U3 C COMPARATOR QUAD NATL
3660768SN74LS123NU4 IC DURETRMONO n
3250073640361-1U5-8,14-17,21(-2)

U6-8,U14tU15(-l)
IC SKT DUAL IN LINE 24 PIN AMP

3660669SN74LS00NU9 ICQU 2INNAND TI

3660958SN74LS32U10 ICQUAD 2-INPUTNOR TI

3661162SN74LS245NUll IC OCT BUS TRNCVR TI

3660859SN74LS244NU12 TIIC OCT BUS/DRIV ST
3710027U13 MOTORIC PIA INTERFACE MC6821P
3250099640379-1U13.20 IC SKT DUAL IN LINE 40 PIN AMP
3710043MOTORIC ACIA INTERFACE MC6850P

3710639U15 IC 2Kx8 RAM TMS4016-2NLTI

3710647U16(-2) IC 2Kx8 RAM EEROM XICOR X2816AP-45
3660685U18 IC HX INV SN74LSO4NTI

R(3942(-2))
SI

RES 47K OHM 1/4 W 5%

RES 100K OHM 1/4 W 5%

oo

%1),U14('2)

gg 
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PARTS LIST

Assembly: 20D2917 (SEE FIGURES A-2, A-3) 
Description; CENTRAL PROCESSOR

MFG P/N (MAI DWG #) MAI P/NMFGDESCRIPTIONREF DES
3660792SN74LS138NTIIC 3-8 LINEDECDEMUXU19
3661048MC6809PMOTORU20 ICMPU
3730363MC1489PMOTORIC QU LINE RECEIVERU22(-2)
3730355MC1488PMOTORIC QU LINE DRIVERU23(-2)
334016330A0066ICXTAL 4.0 MHz MRCTCSY1
12302758214-A-632STDF 1/4 HEX S-32X7/16
1090182SCR BDRH SLTD 6/32 X 1/4
1090562WASHER #6TNT TOOTH LK
347333751D5975PC BOARD CENTRAL PROCESSOR

347371751D6O29PC BOARD CENTRAL PROCESSOR S/B
00
4

"I
I

8 w
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PARTS LIST

MFG P/N (MAI DWG #) MAI P/NMFGREF DES
196D106X002KAI 4280079Cl,2,36,78, 85,87 CAP TANT 10/25 V 20% SPRAGUE
CY20C104M 4310207CRL

22UB104H 4250486CAP POLYCARB .1/100 V 3% SEIC38
425000722UB102HCAP POLYCARB .001/100 V 3% SEIC47
4210134DM-15-300JARCOC48 CAP MICA DIP 30 pf5%
4250684X363UW/.22/10%C52 CAP AXIAL .22/200 V 10% TRW
425061922UB354HSEIC53 CAP POLYCARB .35/100 V 3%
4020343MILLER 9310-32Ll-34 INDUCTOR RF 6.80 uH
31105093432-1002CONN SCTCHFLX R AGLE W/O EJCT 3MPl
311057466506-025P2,3 CONN 40 PIN STRAIGHT PC MTG BERG
4540225750-101-R105R12 CTSRES SIP 1 MEG 1/8 W 2%
4460390RCO7GF333JR3-18 A/BRES 33K 1/4 W 5%
4510145R19 MEPCO RN55C1002FRES 10K 1/8 W 1%
4460754RC07GF220JR20.26 RES 22 OHM 1/4 W 5% A/B
4540167 •750-101-3.3KRES SIP 3.3K 1/8W 2% CTS

4460051R24 RC07GF101JRES 100 OHM 1/4 W 5% A/B
4510186R25 RES 22.1 K 1/8W 1% RN55C2212FMEPCO
4460382R29.34 RES 27K 1/4 W 5% RC07GF273JA/B
4460523R30 RC07GF224JRES 220K 1/4 W 5% A/B
4460697R31 RES 3.9K 1/4 W 5% RC07GF392JA/B
4470290R35 RES 100 OHM 1/2 W 5% RC20GF101JA/B
3680139Ul,2,3 IC 8CH MUX R280 7V MOTOR MC14051P
3661170U4,5,21-23 IC OCTAL ADOR LATCH SN74LS259NTI

3661188U6 IC OCT LATCH SN74LS273NTI

OO

C3-35,37,40,41-46, CAP.1/50
50,57,58-77,79-84,86

Assembly: 20D2857 (SEE FIGURES A-4, A-5) 
Description: ANALOG/CMND/STAT

DESCRIPTION

R21.22.23,27, 
28,32,33

8o
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PARTS LIST

MAI P/NMFG P/N (MAI DWG #)DESCRIPTION MFGREF DES
3730629IC A-D CONV 12 BITS INTERSIL ICL7109CPLU7

3250099640379-1SOCKET DUAL IN LINE 40 PIN AMPU7
LM-308AN 3730157U8 IC OP AMP PRECISION NATL

3731007U9,10,16-18 IC 7-DARLINGTON ARRAY ULN2003ANn
SN74LS32N 3660958Uli IC QUAD 2-INPUT NOR TI

3660792U12.19 IC 3-8LINEDECDEMUX SN74LS138NTI
3660859U13.14 IC OCT BUS/DRIV ST SN74LS244NTI
3650249U15 REGULATOR 6.9 V TO 46 NATL LM-399H
3660693U20 IC QU 2IN AND SN74LS08NTI
3680287ICL7660CPAVR1 IC VOLTAGE CONV INTERS
3340189Y1 CRYSTAL 3.579545 MHz 30A0072MAI
3473345PC BOARD INPUT/OUTPUT 515976-11,-12MAI
2062826SHIELD RF#1 5B2907MAI
2062867SHIELD RF #2 5B2917MAI

o°

Assembly: 20D2857 (SEE FIGURES A-4, A-5)
Description: ANALOG/CMND/STAT

So to *.
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PARTS LIST

MFG P/N (MAI DWG #) MAI P/NMFGREF DES DESCRIPTION

3390333Al-105HORN ALARM PROJUNBZ1
PM-101 3390341PROJUNHORN MOUNTBZ1

4310207CY20C104MCl-10 CAPACITOR .1UF/50 V 20% CRL
196D106X0025KAI 4280079SPRAGCH CAPACITOR EPOX DIP 10/25 V

3390127FLV160-REDCR1-20 LED 2.0 @ 20 WIDE DIFF FAIR
3390143MV-5354-YELCR21-23 LED 10 @ 20 NARROW DI H/P
3390614HLMP-3507 GRNCR24 LED 9.0 @ 20 NARROW DIFF H/P

31105093432-1002CONN SCHTCHFLX R AGLE W/O EJC 3MPl
36300272N2924-LFSQi XT NS2924LFS.2W160M025V.1A7P GE
4460143RC07GF102IR1 RESISTOR IK 1/4W 5% A/B

4540167750-101-3.3KR2 RESISTOR 3.3K 1/8 W 2% SIP CTSco

4540217750-101-R220R3.4.5 RESISTOR 220 1/8 W 2% SIP CTS

3170834512,7,8 320.01-E1-1-YELSWITCH SPST-YEL ECG
3170842S3,4,5 320.01-E1-1-GRNSWITCH SPST-GRN ECG
3170826S6 SWITCH SPST-RED 320.01-E1-1-REDECG

DL-2416T 3690054Ul,2 IC DISPLAY 17 SEG 4 DIGIT RED
3661063U3 SN74LS74ANIC DUAL D FLIP-FLOP TI

3661006U4,5,6 IC OCTAL FLIP-FLOP SN74273TI
3660859U7,8 IC OC BUS/DRIV ST TI SN74LS244N
3660800U9 IC DU2-4LN DECDE MUX SN74LS139NTI
3660958U10 IC QU2 IN OR SN74LS32N

3473329PC BOARD FRT PANEL 51D5974

Assembly: 20D2855 (SEE FIGURES A-6, A-7) 
Description: MRC-1600 FRONT PANEL

8n
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PARTS LIST

MFG MFG P/N (MAI DWG #) MAI P/NREF DES DESCRIPTION

CONN F 44-PIN STRGHT PC MT BERG 66953-022 311058211,2

3270162KI-34 ARROWM HA1 DC12VRELAY

3291143TERM STRIP 8181/8 NIPLTD SCRW ELVERT 25.102.0853 S

3291135TB7.18 TERM STRIP 8181/3 NIPLTD SCRW ELVERT 25.102.0353S
347335251D5977PCB BOARD EXTERNAL RELAY MRC-1600
20629665C2936INSULATING SHIELD MAI

1050129SCR PNH PHPS 4-40 X 1/4 SST

TB 1-6,8-17, 
19-22

00 
oo

Assembly: 20D2858 (SEE FIGURES A-8, A-9) 
Description: EXTERNAL RELAY BOARD

8 o

GJ O
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PARTS LIST

MAI P/NMFG P/N (MAI DWG #)MFGDESCRIPTIONREF DES
4310173811OOOZ5UO1O3MERIECAP DISC.01/600VCl-6
303024431-221CONN BNC BULKHD UG-1094/U AMPHENJU
1560028FIT 221 1/8 CLRALPHATBG SHRINK 1/8" CLEARJI,2
4590170V-120-MAIAGEVARISTORRV1.4
329114325.102.08538ELVERTTERM STRIP 8181/8 NIPLTD SCRWTB1
347342851C5999PCB COMMUNICATIONS MCR-1600 MAI
230087924B1097-1ASSY CA MRC-1600 COMM I/O

OO
MO

Assembly: 20D2858 (SEE FIGURES A-10, A-l 1) 
Description: COMMUNICATIONS I/O

o



PARTS LIST

Assembly: 20C2859 (SEE FIGURES A-12, A-13)
Description: TELCO INPUT

MAI P/NMFG P/N (MAI DWG #)MFGDESCRIPTIONREF DES
I96D105X0035HAI 4280038SPRAGUECAP EPOXY DIP 1/35V 20%Cl,12,14

425017122UB103HSEICAP POLYCARB .01/100 V 3%

425011422UB562HSEICAP POLYCARB .0056/100V 3%C3(-2)
4310207CY20C104MC4,8,11,13,17,18 CRLCAP .luF/50 V 20%
43101738110025U0103MERIECAP CER DISC .01/600 VC5,6,9,10
425038722UB443HSEICAP POLYCARB .044/100 V 3%C7(-l)
425028822UB223HSEIC7(-2) CAP POLYCARB .022/100 V 3%
3600236IN4745AIRCR1.2 DIODE 16 V 1W 5% Al AY
311058266953-022BERGCONN F 44 PIN STRAIGHT PC MTGJI
402037674F105APMILLERLI ,2 INDUCTOR RF 10 uH
4460242RC07GF472JA/BR12 RES 4.7K 1/4 W 5%
4460549RC07GF474JA/BR3,8 RES 470K 1/4 W 5%
4460481RC07GF104JA/BR4 RES 100K 1/4 W 5%
463002733299W-1-103BOURNSR5 POT 10K ,5W 25T
4460317RC07GF153JR6 A/BRES 15K 1/4 W 5%
4460432RC07GF473JR7(-l) RES 47K 1/4 W 5% A/B
4460523RC07GF224JA/BR7(-2) RES 220K 1/4 W 5%
4510392RN55E1211FMEPCOR9(-l) RES 1.21K1/8W1%
4510376RN55E3570FR9(-2) MEPCORES 357 OHM 1/8 W 1%
4510400RN55E4022FMEPCOR10 RES 40.2K 1/8 W 1%
4510459PN55E1623FMEPCORll RES 162K 1/8 W 1%
4460317RC07GF103JR12.13 RES 10K 1/4 W 5% A/B
4460127RC07GF621JR14 RES 620 OHM 1/4 W 5% A/B
4510418RN55E6812FR15(-l) RES 68.1K1/8W1%

00

MEPCO
PARTS LIST

C2,3(-l), 15,16, 
19,20,21,22

bO '
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PARTS LIST

Assembly: 20C2859 (SEE FIGURES A-12, A-13)
Description: TELCO INPUT

MAI P/NMFG P/N (MAI DWG #)DESCRIPTION MFGREF DES
MEPCO RN55E8872F 4510434R15(-2) RES 88.7K 1/8 W 1%

4510327R16(-l) RES 698 OHM 1/8 W 1% DALE RN55E46980F

4510350R16(-2) MEPCO RN55E158OFRES 158 OHM 1/8 W 1%
4510491RN55E3833FR17(-l) RES 383K 1/8 Wl% MEPCO
4510475R17(-2) RES 294K 1/8 W 1% MEPCO RN55E2943F
4510442RN55E9532F.R18(-l) RES 95.3K 1/8 Wl% MEPCO
4510426R18(-2) RES 73.2K 1/8 W 1% MEPCO RN55E7322F
4510467R19(-l) RN55E2743FRES 274K 1/8 W 1% MEPCO
4510483R19(-2) RN55E3573FRES 357K 1/8 W 1% MEPCO
4510384R20(-l) RN55E4990FRES 499 OHM 1/8 W 1% MEPCO

OO >—• 4510368R20(-2) RES 191 1/8 W 1% MEPCO RN55E1910F
4090106T1 MT1-PCTRANSFORMER MCRTRN
3190071SI SWDIP4 2064CTS

U1 3730827IC FSK MODEM XR-2211 CPEXAR
3730462U2 IC OP AMP QUAD 741 RC4136NTI

3473360PC BOARD TELCO INPUT 51C5978MAI
1641927WIRE #22 BUSS ALPHA

S a 
M >L
o o
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PARTS LIST

MFG P/N (MAI DWG#) MAI P/NMFGDESCRIPTIONREF DES
196D105X0035HAI 4280038SPRAGUECAP EPOXY DIP 1/35 V 20%Cl-3,8
811000Z5U0103M 4310173ERIECAPCER DISC .01/600 VC4-7
CY20C104M 4310207CRLCAP .1/50 V 20%C9.H.13.14

425038722UB443HSEICAP POLYCARB .044/100 V 3%C10(-l)
425028822UB223HSEICAP POLYCARB .022/100 V 3%. C10(-2)
4280079196D106X0025KAISPRAGUECAP EPOXY DIP 10/25 V 20%C12

DM-19-202J 4220125ARCOCAP MICA DIP 2000 pf 5%C15
3600236IN4745ADIODE 16 V 1 W 5% AIAY IRCR1.2
311058266953-022BERGCONN F 44 PIN STRGT PC MTGJI
402037674F105APINDUCTOR RF 10 uH MILLERLI,2
36300272N2924-LF5TRANSISTOR GEQI
4460242RC07GF472JA/BRl.10.11 RES 4.7 K 1/4 W 5%
46302733299W-1-103BOURNESR2.7.12 POT PC PIN 10K .5 W 25T
4460317RC07GF103JR3.4.16 RES 10K 1/4 W 5% A/B
4460325RC07GF123JR5(-l) RES 12K 1/4 W 5% A/B
4460341 'RC07GF153JR5(-2)36(-l) RES 15K 1/4 W 5% A/B
4460358RCO7GF183JR6(-2) RES 18K 1/4 W 5% A/B
4460069RC07GF201JR8 RES 200 OHM 1/4 W 5% A/B
4460333RC07GF133JR9 RES 13K 1/4 W 5% A/B
4460127RC07GF621JRES 620 OHM 1/4W 5%R13 A/B
4460192RC07GF222JR14 RES 2.2K 1/4 W 5% A/B
4460366RES 20K 1/4 W 5% RC07GF203JR15 A/B
4460143RC07GF102RES IK 1/4 W 5% A/BR17
3190790CTS 206 5SI SWITCH DIP 5 POS
4090106MT1-PCTRANSFORMER MCRTRNT1

00

to

sk
1

Assembly: 20C2860 (SEE FIGURES A-14, A-15)
Description: TELCO OUTPUT

§
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PARTS LIST

DESCRIPTION MFG MFG P/N (MAI DWG #) MAI P/NREF DES

U1 IC VCO WAVE GEN EXAR XR-2206 CP 3730819
IC OP AMP GEN COMPU2 TI UA741CP 3660008

PC BOARD TELCO OUTPUT 51C5979 3473378MAI

BUS WIRE #22 298 1641927ALPHA

00

LU

Assembly: 20C2860 (SEE FIGURES A-14, A-15) 
Description: TELCO OUTPUT

So



PARTS LIST

Assembly: 20D2861 (SEE FIGURES A-16, A-17)
Description: SUBCARRIER INPUT

MAI P/NMFG P/N (MAI DWG #)MFGDESCRIPTIONREF DES
196D105X0035HAI 4280038SPRAGUECAP EPOXY DIP 1/35VCl.10,13

CAP POLYCARB .01/100V 3% 425017122UB103HSEI

4310207CY20C104MCRLCAP .1/50V 20%

4210399DM-15-271JARCOCAP MICA DIP 270 pf 5%C5(-l),C27(-6)
425016322UB802HSEICAP POLYCARB .008/100V 3%C5(-2)
4220190DM-19-362JARCOCAP 3600 pf5%

4220042DM-19-122JARCOC5(-4) CAP MICA DIP 1200 pf5%
4210506DM-15-68IIARCOC5(-8) CAP MICA DIP 680 pf 5%
4220158DM-19-2421ARCOCAP MICA DIP 2400 pf 5%C6(-l),15(-l)
425044522UB683HSEIC6(-2),15(-2) CAP POLYCARB .068/100V 3%
425032022UB313HSEIC6(-3),15(-3) CAP POLYCARB .031/100V 3%
4220067DM-19-152JARCOC6(-6),15(-6) CAP MICA DIP 1500 pf 5%
425013022UB682HSEIC6(-8),15(-8) CAP POLYCARB .0068/100V 3%
425038722UB443HSEIC7 CAP POLYCARB .044/100V 3%
4210449ARCO DM-15-431JC12(-l) CAP MICA DIP 430 pf 5%
4220216DM-19-4721ARCOC12(-3) CAP MICA DIP 4700 pf 5%
425002322UB162HC12(-4) SEICAP POLYCARB .0016/100V 3%
4210498DM-15-621JC12(-5) CAP MICA DIP 620 pf5% ARCO
4210381DM-15-251JC12(-6) CAP MICA DIP 250 pf5% ARCO
4220018DM-19-102JC12(-8) CAP MICA DIP 1000 pf 5% ARCO
4210456C18,5(-5),27(-5) DM-15-471JCAP MICA DIP 470 pf5% ARCO
4210324DM-15-18UC19,5(-6) CAP MICA DIP 180 pf 5% ARCO
4210423DM-15-361JC27(-l) CAP MICA DIP 360 pf 5% ARCO

OO
H-*

C5(-3),C6(-5), 
C15(-5)

C2,3,16,17,23,26 
15^-4),6(-4), 12(-2)

C4,8,9,11,14, 
20,21,22,28

0
<
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PARTS LIST

Assembly: 20D2861 (SEE FIGURES A-16, A-17)
Description: SUBCARRIER INPUT

MFG P/N (MAI DWG#)MFG MAI P/NDESCRIPTIONREF DES
ARCO DM-19-F1931OGCAP MICA DIP 1930 pf 2% 4220117C27(-2)

DM-19-132JCAP MICA DIP 1300 pf 5% ARCO 4220059C27(-3)
ARCO DM-15-75II 4210514CAP MICA DIP 750 pf5%C27(-4)

DM-15-561J 4210480ARCOCAP MICA DIP 560 pf 5%C27(-8)
UK-50-103 4310132CRLC29 CAP .01/50V

311058266953-022FBERGJI
40417033-5005MAILI,2
4460242RC07GF472JA/BRU,4,17(-4) RES 4.7K 1/4 W 5%
4460549RC07GF474JA/BR3,10 RES 470K 1/4 W 5%
4460218RC07GF302JRES 3K 1/4 W 5% A/BR5(-l)
4460119RCRO7G471JR5(-2) RES 470 OHM 1/4W 5% A/B
4460853RC07GF821KR5(-3) RES 820 OHM 1/4 W 5% A/B
4460168RC07GF152JR5(-4) RES 1.5K 1/4 W 5% A/B
4460192RC07GF222JR5(-5) RES 2.2K 1/4 W 5% A/B
4460234RC07GF362JR5(-6) RES 3.6K 1/4 W 5% A/B
4460184 ■RC07GF182JR5(-8),R17(-2) RES 1.8K 1/4 W 5% A/B
4460481RC07GF104JR6.16.19 RES 100K 1/4 W 5% A/B
46301663299W-1-502R7,27 POT5K BOURNS
4460358R8/25,17(-6) RC07GF183JRES 15K 1/4 W 5% A/B
4460432R9 RES 47K 1/4 W 5% A/B RC07GF473J
4510392Rll RES 1.21K1/8W1% MEPCO RN55E1211F
4510400R12 RES 40.2K 1/8 W 1% RN55E4022FMEPCQ
4510459R13 RES 162K 1/8 W 1% RN55E1623FMEPCO
4460317R14,15,17(-l) RES 10K 1/4 W 5% RC07GF103JA/B
4460200R17(-3) RES 2.7K 1/4 W 5% A/B RC07GF272J

00

a

CONN 44 PIN STRAIGHT PC MNT

INDUCTOR .5MH

S o
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PARTS LIST

Assembly: 20D2861 (SEE FIGURES A-16, A-17)
Description: SUBCARRIER INPUT

MAI P/NMFG P/N (MAI DWG #)MFGDESCRIPTIONREF DES
4460275RCO7GF682JA/BRES 6.8K 1/4 W 5%R17(-5)
4460267RC07GF622JA/BRES 6.2K 1/4 W 5%R17(-8)
4510418MEPCO RN55E6812FRES 68.1K1/8W1%R18
4510327RN55E6980FRES 698 OHM 1/8 W 1% DALER20
4510491RN55E3833FMEPCORES 383K 1/8 W 1%R21
4510442RN55E9532FRES 95.3K 1/8 W 1% MEPCOR22
4510467RN55E2743FMEPCOR23 RES 274K 1/8 W 1%
4510384RN55E4990FMEPCOR24 RES 499 OHM 1/8 W 1%
4460499RC07GF124JR26 RES 120K 1/4 W 5% A/B
31900712064SWITCH DIP 4-POS CTSSI
3730827XR-2211CPU13 IC FSK MODEM EXAR
3730462RC4136NIC OP AMP QUAD 741U2 TI
347338651C5980PC BOARD SUBCARRIER INPUT MAI

oo
ox
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PARTS LIST

Assembly: 20D2862 (SEE FIGURES A-18, A-19) 
Description: SUBCARRIER OUTPUT

MFG P/N (MAI DWG #) MAI P/NMFGDESCRIPTIONREF DES
196D105X0035 HAI 4280038SPRAGUECAP EPOXY DIP 1/35V 20%Cl-4,7
CY20C104M 4310207CRLCAP .1/50V 20%

425038722UB443HCAP POLYCARB .044/100V 3% SEIC6
4210472ARCO DM-15-511JCAP MICA DIP 510 pf 5%C8(-l)
4220117DM-19-1931GARCOCAP MICA DIP 1930 pf 2%C8(-2)
4220059DM-19-132JARCOCAP MICA DIP 1300 pf 5%C8(-3)
4210514ARCO DM-15-751JC8(-4) CAP MICA DIP 750 pf 5%
4210480ARCO DM-15-561JC8(-5) CAP MICA DIP 560 pf 5%
4210456ARCO DM-15471JC8(-6) CAP MICA DIP 470 pf 5% ’
4280079196D106X0025KAIC12.17 CAP EPOXY DIP 10/25V 20% SPRAGUE
4220125ARCO DM-19-202JC16 CAP MICA DIP 2000 pf 5%
311058266953-022BERG11 CONN F 44 PIN STGHT PC MNT

, 36300272N2924-LF5GETRANSISTOR
4460242RC07GF472JA/B
4630273 •3299W-1-103R2,9,17 POT 10K .5 W 25T BOURNES
4460317RC07GF103JR3,4,24,27 RES 10K 1/4 W 5% A/B
4460325RC07GF123JR5 A/BRES 12K 1/4 W 5%
4460341RC07GF153JR6 A/BRES 15K 1/4 5%
4630876POT1K.5W25T BOURNES 3299W-1-102R7
4630331R8 BOURNES 3299W-1-203POT20K.5W25T
4460069RC07GF20URll RES 200 OHM 1/4 W 5% A/B
4460333R12 RCO7GF133JRES 13K 1/4 W 5.% A/B
4630018R13 POT 200 OHM ,5W BOURNES 3386R-1-201
4460655RC07GF121JR14 RES 120 OHM 1/4 W 5%

OO 
►—*

C5,9,10,11,13,14, 
15

A/B
PARTS LIST

QI
Rl,10,15,16,23,26 RES 4.7 K 1/4 W 5%
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PARTS LIST

Assembly: 20D2862 (SEE FIGURES A-18, A-19) 
Description: SUBCARRIER OUTPUT

MFG P/N (MAI DWG #) MAI P/NMFGDESCRIPTIONREF DES
4460192RC07GF222JRES 2.2K 1/4 W 5% A/BR18

RC07GF621J 4460127A/BRES 620 OHM 1/4 W 5%R19
RC07GF224J 4460523A/BRES 220K 1/4 W 5%R20

46307783299W-1-104BOURNESPOT 100K .5 W 25TR21
4460481RC07GF104JA/BRES 100K 1/4 W 5%R22
4460366RC07GF203JA/BR25 RES 20K 1/4 W 5%
4460143RC07GF102JRES IK 1/4 W 5%R28 A/B
3190790206-5SWITCH DIP 5 POS CTSSI
3730819XR-2206CPUl,2 IC VCO WAVE GEN EXAR
3660008UA741CPU3 IC OP AMP GEN COMP TI
347339451C5981PC BOARD SUBCARRIER OUTPUToo

oo
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PARTS LIST

Assembly: 20D2863 (SEE FIGURES A-20, A-21) 
Description: SUB AUDIBLE INPUT

MFG P/N (MAI DWG #) MAI P/NDESCRIPTION MFGREF DES
SPRAGUE 196DI05X0035HAI 4280038CAP EPOXY-DIP 1/35 V 20%C12U3

4250619CAP POLYCARB .35/100 V 3% SEI 22UB354H

CY20C104M 4310207CAP .1/50 V 20% CRL

425064322UB1314HC9.18 CAP POLYCARB 1.31/100 V 3% SEI

311058266953-022JI CONN F 44 PIN STGHT PC MTG BERG
4460242RC07GF472JR 1,2,24 RES 4.7K 1/4 W 5% A/B

4460549RC07GF474JR3,19 RES 470K 1/4 W 5% A/B
4510533R4,8 RN55E1622FRES 16.2K 1/8 W 1% MEPCO
4510673R5 RN55E2801FRES 2.80 K 1/8W 1% MEPCO
4460481R6 RCO7GF1O4JRES 100K 1/4 W 5% A/B
4460721RC07GF753JR7 RES 75K 1/4 W 5% A/B
4510723R9,10,16,17,21,27 RN55E1372FMEPCORES 13.7K 1/8W 1%
4510566Rll RN55E2052FRES 20.5K 1/8 W 1% MEPCO
4510525R12 RN55E1472FRES 14.7K 1/8 W 1% MEPCO
4630331R13 3299W-1-203POT 20K ,5W, 25T BOURNES
4460366R14.30 RC07GF203JRES 20K 1/4 W 5% A/B
4510681R15 RES 9.53 K 1/8 W 1% RN55E9531FMEPCO
4510731R18 RN55E1692FRES 16.9K 1/8 Wl% MEPCO
4510699R20 RES 10.2K 1/8 W 1% RN55E1022FMEPCO
4460192R23 RES 2.2K 1/4 W 5% RC07GF222JA/B

4460556R25 RES IM 1/4 W 5% RC07GF105JA/B
4510707R26 RES 10.7K 1/8 Wl% MEPCO RN55E1072F
4510715R28 RES 11.3K 1/8 W 1% MEPCO RN5531132F

OO

C3,6,10,II,12, 
16,17,22,24,25

C2,4.5,7,8,13,14, 
15,19,20,27
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PARTS LIST

Assembly: 20D2863 (SEE FIGURES A-20, A-21)
Description: SUBAUDIBLE INPUT

MAI P/NMFG P/N (MAI DWG #)MFGDESCRIPTIONREF DES
206 4 3190071CTSSWITCH DIP 4SI

3730827XR22I1CPEXARICFSK MODEMU1
Q 3730876TL0072ATIIC DUAL OP AMPU2.3.4

3660008UA741CP741TIIC OP AMP GEN COMPU5
347340251C5982MAIPC BOARD SUBAUDIBLE INPUT

o°g



PARTS LIST
. Assembly: 20D2864 (SEE FIGURES A-22, A-23) 

Description: SUBAUDIBLE OUTPUT
REF DES DESCRIPTION MFG MFG P/N (MAI DWG #) MAI P/N
Cl,2,6,18 CAP EPOXY-DIP 1/35 V 20% SPRAGUE 196D105X0035HAI 4280038

CAP POLYCARB .35/100 V 3% SEI 22UB354H 4250169

CAP .1/50 V 20% CRL CY20C104M 4310207

C14 CAP EPOXY-DIP 10/25 V 20% SPRAGUE 196D106X0025KAI 4280079
JI CONN F 44 PIN STGHT PC MTG BERG 66953-022 3110582

Qi TRANSISTOR GE 2N2924 LFS 3630027
R1 RES 620 1/4 w 5% A/B RC07GF621J 4460127
R2,12,15,22 RES 4.7K 1/4 W 5% A/B RC07GF472J 4460242
R3,9 POT 50 K .5 W 25T SPECTROL 64W503 4630406
R4,5,6,11,14 RES 10K 1/4 W 5% A/B RC07GF103J 4460317
R7 RES68K 1/4 W 5% A/B RC07GF683J 4460713
R8 RES 120K 1/4 W 5% A/B RC07GF124J 4460499
R10 RES IM 1/4 W 5% A/B RC07GF105J 4460556
R13 RES U.3K 1/8 Wl% MEPCO RN55E1132F 4510715
R16 RES 200 1/4 W 5% A/B RC07GF201J 4460069
R17 RES 10.7K 1/8 W 1% MEPCO RN55E1072F 4510707
R18,19,26,30,36,37 RES 13.7K 1/8 W 1% MEPCO 4510723RN5531372F
R20 RES 10.2K 1/8 W 1% MEPCO 4510699RN5531022F
R21 RES 16.9K 1/8 W 1% MEPCO RN55E1692F 4510731
R23 RES 13K 1/4 W 5% 4460333A/B RC07GF133J
R24 POT10K.5W25T 4630273BOURNES 3299W-1-103
R25 RES 14.7K 1/8 W 1% 4510525MEPCO RN55E1472F
R27 RES 20.5K 1/8 W 1% 4510566MEPCO RN55E2052F

OO 
to

C3,9,10.13,15,16, 
17,20,23,27

C4,5,7,8,11,12,19, 
21/22,24,30
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PARTS LIST

Assembly: 20D2864 (SEE FIGURES A-22, A-23) 
Description: SUB AUDIBLE OUTPUT

MAI P/NMFG P/N (MAI DWG #)MFGDESCRIPTIONREF DES
4460192RC07GF222JA/BRES 2.2K 1/4 W 5%R28
4510681MEPCO RN55E9531FRES 9.53K 1/8 W 1%R29

RN55E1622F 4510533MEPCORES 16.2K 1/8 W 1%R31.35
4460366RC07GF203JA/BRES 20K 1/4 5%R32
4510673RN55E2801FMEPCORES 2.80K 1/8 W 1%R38
31900712064CTSSWITCH DIP 4SI

IC OP AMP GEN COMP 3660008UA741CPTIUl,5
3730819XR2206CPEXARIC VCO WAVE GENU2
3730876TL072ATIIC DUAL OP AMPU3.4.7
3473410PC BOARD SUBAUD1BLE OUTPUT 51C5983MAI
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PARTS LIST

Assembly: 20C2927 (SEE FIGURES A-24, A-25)
Description: RS-232 COMMUNICATIONS BOARD

MAI P/NMFG P/N (MAI DWG #)MFGDESCRIPTIONREF DES
4310207CY20C104MCRLCAP .1UF/50 V 20%C1X7.8
4210415DM-15-331JARCOCAP MICA DIP 330 PF 5%C3-6
3600053IN914TIDIO 75 V 75MAS1 A398CR1.2

3110582CONN F 44-PIN STRGHT PC MTGJ4
4410437RC07GF333KA/BRl-4 RES 33K OHM 1/4W 10%
3730363MC1489PMOTORICMC1489 QU LINE RXU1
3660958SN74LS32NTIIC QUAD 2-INPUT NORU2
3730355MC1488PMOTORU3 IC MC1488 QU LINE DRIV PLST
347375851B6033PCBOARD RS-232 MRC-1600 MAI

oo 
tb 
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PARTS LIST

Assembly: 21C2842 (SEE FIGURES A-26, A-27) 
Description: RS-232 COMMUNICATIONS I/O

MFG P/N (MAI DWG #) MAI P/NMFGDESCRIPTIONREF DES
20634695B3095MAIPANEL MRC-1600 RS-232 I/O
3291127SSB6TP-03-07-04BUCHANBARRIER STRIP 3 POS 2/TURRET
1190214L97BUCHANNUT SPEED FOR 310 BARSTP TURR
3050069DB-25SC/JCONN 25 PIN D SKT W/SLDR POT
1050145SCR PNH PHPS 4-40 X 5/16 SS

LUG LKG #4 PREFORMED 1050798T-233WALDOM
1050590NUT HEX 4-40 1/4 FLATS SST
4310173811.000Z5U0103MERIECAP DISC .01/600V
1050632WSHR LK #4 SR CD PL
1640424BU-730-22*5MLSPECW STRD 22GA GREEN
1560234TFT200-22TBG TEFLON 22AWG NAT ALPHA
30903132-87499-1CONN 12 POS SNGL ROW HOUSING AMP
311055887809-1HIGH PRESSURE RECEPTACLES AMP
1640333843-111-2609018CA FLAT 18 CNDCT 26GA 7/34 S/STP

00 
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PARTS LIST

Assembly: 20D3014 (SEE FIGURES A-28, A-29, A-30)
Description: DAVR CPU

MAI P/NMFG P/N (MAI DWG #)MFGDESCRIPTIONREF DES
4310264EMCON 5020ES50RD104MCl,2,3,5,6,8,16-18, CAP .1 50 V 250 20%

20,28-31,41,42,45,47,50,54
4260337VTL220S25CAP TANT EPOX-DIP 1O/25V 20% SPRAGC15.53
4210415DM-15-331JARCOCAP MICA DIP 330 pf 5%C21,22,23
4200069DM-5-101JARCOCAP MICA DIP 100 pf 5%C24,25,26,27
4280038196D1O5XOO35HAISPRAGC55 CAP TANT EPOX-DIP 1/35 V 20%
4260337VTL220S25C57.58.59 MALLORCAP LYTIC 220/25V
3600145IN4154GECR20.21 DIO 25V 4NS SI DO35

65474-001 3250917BERGE30(-l),(-5),(-19) JUMPER MINI - 2 PINS .025/. 1
309068587230-8E30(l-4) CONN 16 PIN PC MTG RT ANGLE AMP
309111387227-2E30(5-20) CONN 4 PIN DBL ROW STR HDR AMP
3350386HY15 TOYCOM UXO-122AXTAL HYBRID OSC 7.3720 MHZ
225068624A1161JI CABLE ASSY RIBBON 40 COND MAI
31101111-380999J2 CONN MALE 6 PIN POWER AMP
311057466506-025P2,7 CONN M 40 PIN STRGHT PC MTG BERG
325102268601-640P6 HDR 40 PIN DUAL ROW LONG PINS DUPONT
30902711-87224-2Pll CONN 12 PIN SNGL ROW STR HDR AMP
4460242RC07GF472JRl,2,3,4,5,7 RES 4.7 K OHM 1/4 W 5% A/B
4460432RC07GF473JR6 A/BRES 47K OHM 1/4 W 5%
4511739RN55D4021FR50 DALERES 4.02K OHM 1/8 W 1%
4511804RN55O4871FR51 RES4.87KOHM 1/8 W 1%
4460374RC07GF223JR53.55 RES 22K OHM 1/4 W 5% A/B

4460499RC07GF124JR54 RES 120K OHM 1/4 W 5% A/B

4460655RC07GF121JR56.57 RES 120 OHM 1/4 W 5% A/B
4540183750-101-4.7KRN2.3 RES SIP 4.7K OHM 1/4 W 10% CTS

00
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PARTS LIST

MFG P/N (MAI DWG #) MAI P/NMFGREF DES
3710829284C00AB6SGSICCPU 280 4 MHZ CMOSU1

640379-1 3250099AMPSKT DUAL IN LINE 40 PINUl,15,20
3661287MM74HC138NNATLIC 74HC138 3 - 8 DECODERU2,3
3250032640358-1AMPSKT DUAL IN LINE 16 PIN .U2,3,8,51
3661725MM74HC245NNATLIC OCTAL BUS TRANSCEIVERU4,31
3250057640464-1SKT DUAL IN LINE 20 PIN AMPU4.31
3661246MM74HC08NNATLU5 IC 74HC08 QUAD AND GATE
3250024640357-1U5,6,7,9,16,21,22 AMPSKT DUAL IN LINE 14 PIN
3661253MM74HC32NU6,9 NATLIC QUAD OR GATE
3661238MM74HC04NU7 IC 74HCO4 HEX INVERTER NATL
3661295MM74HC139NU8 IC 74HC139 DUAL 2 - 4 LINEDEC NATL
3710811284C40AB6U15.20 SGSIC SIO/O 280 4MHZ CMOS
3661352MM74HC393NU16 IC 74HC393 DUAL CTR 4 BIT BIN NATL
3730355MC1488PU21 MOTORIC MC488P QU LINE DRIV PLST
3730363MC1489PU22 MOTORIC MC1489 QU LINE RECEIVER
3710803 •284C30AB6U30 SGSIC CTC 280 4MHZ CMOS

SKT DUAL IN LINE 28 PIN 3250081640362-1U30,40,41,45 AMP
3710779AM27128A-25DCU40.45 IC EPROM16KX8 AMD
3710662HM6264U41 IC RAM STATIC 8KX 8 HITACH
3710845MK48TO2B-25MOSTEKU42 IC RAM STAT/BAT 2K X 8 W/RTC
3250073640361-1U42.47 SKT DUAL IN LINE 24 PIN AMP
3710704MK48ZO2B-25U47 IC RAM STAT/BAT 2K X 8 MOSTEK
3250016640463-1U50 SKT DUAL IN LINE 8 PIN AMP
3650397MC3425 PIU50 RGLTR PWR SUPPLY CKT MOTOR

00

&

Assembly: 20D3014 (SEE FIGURES A-28, A-29, A-30) 
Description: DAVRCPU

DESCRIPTION______________86
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PARTS LIST

Assembly: 20D3014 (SEE FIGURES A-28, A-29, A-30)
Description: DAVR CPU

MFG P/N (MAI DWG #) MAI P/NMFGDESCRIPTIONREF DES
3661709MM74HC123NNATLIC DUAL RETRIG MONO MULTU51

51D6098 3474368PC BOARD DAS CPU
12302758214-A-0632STDF 1/4 HEX 6-32 X 7/16 AL
1090182SCR PNH PHPS 6-32 X 1/4 SST
1090596WSHR LK #6 SPLIT RING CD PL
32506021-480270-0HOUSING SKT
325068560617-1CONTACT SKT BRASS TIN PLTD
16415541555 BLACKW STRD 18GA BLACK 16/30
16415701555 REDW STRD 18GARED 16/30
16415881555 ORANGEW STRD 18GA ORANGE 16/30
16415961555 YELLOWW STRD 18GA YELLOW 16/30
1640366M0015-195AW W/W GREEN

00
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PARTS LIST

MAI P/NMFG P/N (MAI DWG #)MFGDESCRIPTIONREF DES
43102645020ES50RD104MEMCOM

4280079196D106X0025KA1SPRAGCAP TANT EPOX-DIP 10/25V 20%C61
4210308DM-15-151JARCOCAP MICA D1P150PF 5%C62
4280137196D476X0020PF4SPRAGCAP TANT EPOX DIP 47/20VC63
4280046196D225X0035JA1C64 SPRAGCAP TANT EPOX-DIP 2.2/35V 20%
4280152I96D107X9020TE4SPRAGC65-67 CAP TANT EPOX-DIP 100/20V 10%
4200069DM-5-101JARCOC68 CAP MICA DIP 100PF 5%
4280038196D1O5XOO35HA1SPRAGC69,88,89
4210456DM-15-471JARCOC72
425043722UB5652HSEICAP POLYCARB .0565/100V 3%C73
4280020199D334X0035AB1SPRAGC74,76,78 CAP TANT EPOX-DIP .33/35V 20%
9990029C82,R77,87 NOTE 2
425026222UB1932HSEIC83 CAP POLYCARB .0193/100V 3%
425061922UB354HSEIC86 CAP POLYCARB ,35/lOOV 3%
43102725018EM50RD103KEMCOMC85 CAP .01 50 V X74 10%
1641927298C87.R79 ALPHAW BUSS 22GA
361000310D2IRCR1 D10 10D2 200V 1ASID039
311058266953-02216 BERGCONNF 44-PIN STRGHT PC MTG
3270378G6A-274P-ST-USOMRONKI RELAY DPDT PC MT 12V
5100672ECHO SPEECHPCB2 STREETASSY ECHO SPEECH MODULE
5100680PCB3 681-0013DAA-RPD FCC-68 OPEN SMU W/SP MIDCOM
3111259MLAS100-8P9 CONN HDR 8 PIN .100 RTANG LKG
36304562N3904Qi XT2N3904 MOTOR
9990011R60 NOTE 1

00

&

CAP TANT EPOX-DIP 1/35V 20%
CAP MICA DIP 470PF 5%

> t 
So
NJ ,« .

§
C10.11,13,60,70,71 CAP .1 50 V Z5U 20% 
75,77,79-81,84

Assembly: 20D3016 (SEE FIGURES A-31, A-32, A-33)
Description: DAVR ANALOG BOARD
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PARTS LIST

MAI P/NMFG P/N (MAI DWG #)MFGDESCRIPTIONREF DES
4460341RC07GF153JA/BRES 15K OHM 1/4W 5%R61
4460572RC07GF334JA/BRES 200K OHM 1/4W 5%R90
4460887RC07GF394JRES 390K OHM 1/4W 5% A/BR63
4460630RC07GF122JA/BRES 1.2K 1/4W 5%R64
4460358RC07GF183JA/BR65 RES 18KOHM 1/4W 5%
4460416RC07GF393JRES 39KOHM 1/4W 5% A/BR66
4460325RC07GF123J-A/BR67 RES 12K OHM 1/4W 5%
4460051RC07GF101JA/BR68 RES 100 OHM 1/4W 5%
4460754RC07GF220JA/BR69 RES 22 OHM 1/4W 5%
4460671RC07GF271JA/BR70 RES 270 OHM 1/4 55
4460200RC07GF272JA/BR71 RES 2.7K OHM 1/4W 5%
4460564RC07GF155JR72.74 A/BRES 1.3MEG OHM 1/4W 5%
4460143RC07GF102JR73.79 A/BRES IK OHM 1/4W 5%
4460481RC07GF104JR74.91 RES 100K OHM 1/4W 5% A/B
4510145RN55C1002FMEPCOR75,76,80,83,86 RES 10K OHM 1/8W 1%
4220059 •DM-19-132JARCOR81 CAP MICA DIP 1300PF 5%
425038722UB443HSEIR82 CAP POLYCARB .044/100V 3%
4460374RC07GF223JA/BR88 RES 22K OHM 1/4W 5%
4460499RC07GF124JA/BR89 RES 120K OHM 1/4W 5%
4540183750-101-4.7KCTSR92 RES SIP 4.7K OHM 1/4W 105%
4430039RC32GF151KR93 A/BRES 150 OHM 1/W 10%
4460697RC07GF392JA/BR94 RES 3.9K OHM 1/4W 5%
317000834.550 004CHICGOS10 SWPB
3250099640379-1U10 SKT DUAL IN LINE 40 PIN AMP
3710852Z84C20AB6U10 IC PIO 280 4 MHZ CMOS SGS

00

&

Assembly: 20D3016 (SEE FIGURES A-31, A-32, A-33)
Description: DAVR ANALOG BOARD
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PARTS LIST

REF DES DESCRIPTION MFG MFG P/N (MAI DWG #) MAI P/N
UI1 IC DTMF ENCODER/DECODER SGS MT8880AE 3731379

SKT DUAL IN LINE 20 PINUll AMP 640464-1 3250057
U12,13,17 SKT DUAL IN LINE 14 PIN AMP 640357-1 3250024
U12 IC 74HCOO QUAD NAND GATE 2-INP NATL MM74HC00N 3661212
U13 IC 74HC74 DUAL D-FF NATL 3661261MM74HC74N
U14 IC DUAL OP AMP SIGN 3730967NE5532AN
U14 SKT DUAL IN LINE 8 PIN 640463-1 3250016AMP
U17 IC HI-200-5 DUAL SPST CMOS SW HI3-0200-5 3730934HARRIS
U18 IC MIC PREAMP W/AGC 3731361SGS

U18 SKT DUAL IN LINE 16 PIN 3250032AMP
VR1 3650132MOTOR MC79L05 ACP
VR2 3650124MOTOR MC78L12ACP

3650140VR3 RGLTR MC79L12 12V/.1A T092 TI MC79L12ACP
Y10 XTAL 3.579545 MHZ 3340189ORYSTK 30A0072D

PCB MRC-1600 DAVR ANALOG 3474376MAI 51D6100PLT
SCR PND PHPS 4-40 X 3/8 SST 1050152 -

WSHR FL #4 NYL 1050657WECK NW4-2814NA
1050616NUT HEX 4-40 NYL WALDOM FN-854

WSHR LK 3$ INTL T CD PL 1050624
1050590NUT HEX 4-40 FLATS SST
1640366W W/W GREEN WILGORE MOU15-195A

RGLTR MC79LO5 5V/.1A7092
RGLTR MC78L12 12V/.1A T092

TDA1054M
640358-1

OO
IL

8n
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Assembly: 20D3016 (SEE FIGURES A-31, A-32, A-33)
Description: DAVR ANALOG BOARD



APPENDIX

A-l

This section contains schematic and assembly drawings for each MRC-1600 module. For 
further information refer to Section 4, Module Characteristics and Section 8, Part Lists.
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